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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation explores the nonconformist women depicted by modern Chinese 

writer Lin Yutang from a semiotic perspective. In his fictional universes, Lin unfolds the 

discrepancy between the type of virtuous women promoted by Neo- Confucian ideology 

and the dynamic womanhood in multi -class traditional Chinese society. A semiotic 

reading of Lin's fictional portrayals helps us comprehend his sensitivity to the recurrent 

pattern of female nonconformity -the indexical sign left in both historical and literary 

discourses. Lin read the sign differently than most modern writers. By re- imaging the 

diversity within the female realm, he creatively unchained habitualization of thought and 

language that composes the history of women. His creativity, demonstrated by his 

retrieving female agency in the fictional world, offers an alternative comprehension of 

history which has antagonistically disregarded women. Semiotic reading illuminates the 

dialogic force of Lin's alternative depiction of nonconformist women in the everlasting 

conversation of rectifying skewed gender relations. This research suggests that being 

vigilant of the symbolic signs and being aware of alternative messages embodied in the 

signs are the necessity to ameliorate gender discrimination, and to limit collisions 

between "us" and "them" in a rapidly globalizing modern era. 
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1 INTRODUCTION: BETWEEN LOVE AND REVOLUTION 

This semiotic study of Lin Yutang 4ìa (1895- 1976), a modern Chinese writer 

and Nobel nominee, mainly focuses on his fiction. As an influential essayist in the early 

20th century China, Lin's contribution to modern Chinese literature through his humorous 

essays are commendable and praiseworthy. Through his editorship at magazines issued 

in 1930s Shanghai, including Lunyu ìßìp (Analects Fortnightly), Renjianshi 1I'ÀJ L 

(This Human World) and Yuzhoufeng -1-1--MA, (The Cosmic Wind), Lin demonstrated his 

increased interest in humanity, which contrasted to his decreased enthusiasm for political 

campaigns that he had shown in many of his 1920s' familiar essays. After moving to the 

United States in 1936, Lin gradually became known for culturally bridging East and West 

through writing in both Chinese and English. It was during this time that Lin published 

all his English fiction. To fully understand Lin and his position in modern Chinese 

literature, it is advisable to know his fictional writings in addition to his other works. It 

was through the fiction that Lin continuously expressed his concerns for his country and 

his people, in particular his concerns of gender relation and social injustice, the two 

themes which occupied a large portion of his essays. 

The study, consisting of five chapters, investigates Lin's fictional creation of 

women from the perspective of semiotics. Chapter One "Introduction" is divided into 

four sections. In the chapter, starting with my inquiry into the reasons for examining 

Lin's fiction, I investigate previous studies of Lin with a focus on critiques from three 

different regions: mainland China, Taiwan, and the United States. The investigation 
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shows that previous research shows an insufficient study of Lin's fiction. Most critics 

revolving their studies around Lin's 1930s' humorous essays, by and large, focus on his 

political ideologies and writing styles. Lin's essays are where his fame and controversy 

as well, largely remain. However, Lin was equally prolific in writing fiction. Without 

looking at this body of Lin's writing, it is difficult to understand the position of this 

writer in modern Chinese literature. 

Following the section of "Literary Profile" -the examination of previous studies, 

the third section outlines the theoretical framework, namely the perspective of semiotics, 

which, I believe, best reveals Lin's fictional depictions with a focus on female agency. 

His portrayal of women's role in history is nonconformist. Lin rejects an exclusive male 

viewpoint, which prioritizes female exemplary models in the literary construction of 

social hierarchy and male power. The convergence of Charles Peirce's theory of triadic 

signs and Roman Jakobson's theory of verbal signs propose an alternative way to 

understand Lin's fiction. The semiotic framework illuminates and explains the various 

signs Lin embedded in his depiction of traditional Chinese society through the complex 

domain of women. Peircean classification of signs effectively reveals the innate 

characteristics embodied in the profuse signs in everyday life, and in literature as well. 

By distinguishing between signs of icon, index and symbol, Peirce warned against the 

entanglement between "a statement of fact and a statement about a system of our own 

creation. "1 Lin's creation through revelation of female agency in contrast to literary 

tradition with an emphasis on powerless women challenges that women's history of "our 

1 John K. Sheriff, The Fate of Meaning: Charles Peirce, Structuralism, and Literature (New Jersey: 
Princeton University Press, 1989), 93. 
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own creation." As for Jakobson, his Speech Event Theory excavates the silent messages 

hibernated in verbal signs through vitalization of context sensitivity in communication, 

including communication in literary discourse. From the semiotic vantage point, Lin's 

depiction of diverse women, in opposition to the usual exemplary models as depicted in 

traditional literature, indicated his dissatisfaction with the overstated social creation, 

which actually promoted female virtues at the expense of the nonconformist women and 

also fictionally endorsed the promotion. 

Chapter one ends with the fourth section which is my comparative reading 

between Lin's fictional portrayal of women and the depiction of women in mainstream 

literature of his time. Instead of reduplicating their oppressed bodies, Lin in his fiction 

highlighted female agency through demonstrating their capability to articulate their 

independent mind and their strong will to prevail. Lin's alternative creations of women 

dispel the constructed hierarchy within female domain. Moreover, it undermines the 

constructed male supremacy, which displays its power over women through subjugating 

their body. 

In Chapter Two "The Shelved Tradition and the Compelled Modernity," I explore 

the extrinsic context relevant to Lin's fictional universes by focusing on the 

social /cultural context and the spatial- temporal context, in which Lin's fictional 

depictions are situated. In addition to succinctly contextualizing the heterodoxy of 

Chinese culture and society as well as the iconoclastic spirit of women, I also underscore 

the time and place in which Lin lived. Lin once remarked: "A writer is a man who reacts 
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to his period with the whole force of his personality. "2 For many writers of the early 20th 

century China, the social /cultural transition compelled by the conjoining force of clashes 

between the old and the new, and between East and West, was not only institutional but 

also personal. As a creative writer, Lin unmistakably revealed his personal observation 

of collisions between tradition and modernity by foregrounding various indexical signs in 

his fiction. 

In comparison, Chapter Three "Demystifying Societal Unification" centers on 

examining the intrinsic context, namely the context of reference and the context of 

immediate utterance in the fiction. By examining the intrinsic contexts in Lin's fictional 

universes, I unfold his presentation of female agency and social bias towards 

nonconformist women. To contrast, Chapter Four "Signs, Women and Tradition" mainly 

examines the foregrounded signs that are situated in the intrinsic context. Through 

revealing Lin's creative usage of the signs, in this chapter I demonstrate that it is through 

re- imaging diverse women and multifaceted tradition that Lin challenges the status quo of 

dichotomizing women as virtuous martyrs and jealous avengers in traditional literature, 

and as indulging lovers and unsentimental revolutionists in mainstream literature of his 

time. 

The last chapter of the study concludes that Lin's nonconformist perception of 

women as the agent of history rather than cultural goods buried within tradition enables 

him to retrieve the subjectivity of women in his fictional universes, which differs in 

significance from the subdued image of women, as depicted in conventional literature. 

2 Lin Yutang, The Pleasures of a Non -Conformist (Cleveland: World Publishing Co., 1962), 298. 
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From the semiotic perspective, Lin's fictional creation possesses the dialogic force in the 

everlasting negotiation of gender relation. His fictional challenge to the created system, 

symbolized by its hierarchical and patriarchal social structure, contributes to a final 

interpretant of the currently tilted relation. As reflected in both historical and literary 

discourses, the symbolic system through linguistic construction prioritized male 

supremacy by muffling the voice of nonconformists, especially the female 

nonconformists. Although women's agency was often linguistically understated, their 

role in the formation of culture was reflected in the indexical signs left by history and 

literature. Through unfolding diversity of women and plurality of tradition, Lin proposes 

a different understanding of life and humanity, which rejects the status quo, and 

transforms cultural myopia. 

An Eclipsed Portrait 

Anyone who is familiar with the 1933 famous picture of Bernard Shaw with his 

Chinese hosts in Shanghai, including Cai Yuanpei (1868- 1940), Lu Xuntlifi 

(1881 -1936) and Song Qingling Ì (1883- 1981), only sees an eclipsed version.3 

Between the early 1950s and the early 1990s, Lin Yutang was literally removed from the 

picture. Coupled with the eclipsed visual sign, Lin's writings also remained unknown in 

mainland China. It is noticeable that previous studies of Lin mainly published in Taiwan 

3 This picture was taken in Song Qingling's mansion on February 17th, 1933 when the Ireland writer 
Bernard Shaw (1856 -1950) visited Shanghai where he was hosted by the executive members of China 
League for Civil Rights Ili Q KfRi ß n1 . In the early 1990's when Lin's works became available in 

mainland China, the eclipsed picture was restored in its original version. 
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and the United States have focused on his non -fictional writings. In general, previous 

studies have been persistently centered on Lin's enthusiastic promotion of familiar and 

humorous essays, in addition to his effort to bridge East and West, as represented by his 

two philosophic books My Country and My People (1935) and The Importance of Living 

(1937). 

However, as an important figure of modern Chinese literature, Lin's versatility is 

evident beyond his essay writing. Being a disciplined linguist, in 1930 Lin issued a set of 

English textbooks along with a handbook of English grammar that became popular in 

China, and in Japan as well; in 1933 he published Yuyanxue luncong 

(Philological Essays), a collection of his research on the Chinese language. Although Lin 

later turned his interest in creative writings from his philological discipline, his impact on 

the reform of modern Chinese was well recognized.4 Lin completed his linguistic career 

in 1972 by compiling Dangdai Han Ying cidian , the first Chinese -English 

dictionary to be produced by a Chinese scholar. Being an influential writer, Lin's 

contribution to Chinese modern literature not only lies in his prolificacy of essay writings 

but also his experiment of fictional presentation of Chinese women in English. A 

mainland critic Wan Pingjin points out that few modern Chinese fiction has demonstrated 

such a grand scale as Lin's novel Moment in Peking (1939). In fact, it is in his fiction 

that Lin further explores human imperfections by contrasting the diverse nature of 

women to the constructed male supremacy. 

4 For details, see An Yu Y and Zhou Mian 1p1 tr > eds., Liuxuesheng yu zhongwai wenhua jiaoliu 
gFTh (Jiangsu: Nanjing daxue chubanshe, 2000), 409 -415. 
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Yet, because of various reasons, including political obstacles and linguistic 

barriers, Lin's portrayal of diverse women has been insufficiently studied. Steven 

Bradley Miles in his study of Lin's journalistic viewpoint argues that the neglect of Lin 

as a writer is largely due to that "most Western scholars themselves are primarily 

concerned only with those Chinese writers and thinkers who eventually turned towards 

the Left in the post -May Fourth era, thus suggesting an ineluctable trend in modern 

Chinese literature and thought. "5 Critical as it is, Miles does notice the restrained research 

of Lin in the West. In terms of Lin's study in mainland China, since early 1990s when 

his writings became officially available, the research revolving around his essay writings 

has not yet been conducted systematically. Neither has his fiction been adequately 

studied. Shi Jianwei, one of the early researchers of Lin in mainland China, proposes an 

interdisciplinary approach after summarizing the segmental study of this writer during the 

past decade. Confirming Xu Xu's notion of Lin as "the most difficult chapter in modern 

Chinese literature," the contemporary critic Shi believes that in order to fully understand 

Lin's unique contribution to modern literature it is important to examine Lin from the 

different aspects, including literature, philosophy, aesthetics, religions, politics, ethics, 

and education, namely various components of culture.6 I also believe that to understand 

Lin's contribution to modern Chinese literature, it is equally important to grip his 

5 Steven Bradley Miles, "Independence and Orthodoxy: Lin Yutang and Chinese Journalism in the 
Republican Era, 1923 -1936" (MA thesis ,University of Texas at Austin, 1990), 1. 

6 Lin's contemporary writer Xu Xu in his article origionally proposed that Lin Yutang would be the most 
difficult chapter in modern Chinese literature. See details in Xu Xu fra, "Zhuisi Lin Yutang xiansheng 

ìp'3t ," in Lin Yutangzhuanjiziliao #ìA T ìd +4, ed. Zhu Chuanyu (Taiwan: Tianyi 
chubanshe, 1981), 1: 129. 
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pleasure of being a nonconformist, which is sufficiently demonstrated in his fictional 

depiction of nonconformist women. 

Literary Profile 

A chronological sketch of Lin's works results in three distinctive periods of his 

writing career, namely an essayist who wrote in Chinese between the mid 1920s and the 

mid of 1930s; a novelist who wrote in English between the late 1930s and the early 1960s; 

a returned essayist who wrote in Chinese after 1965. Although much of his humorous 

essays have attracted researchers' attention and a couple of his novels have been 

examined from the cultural perspective, Lin's fictional depiction of women has been 

largely remained in silence. 

An unrestrained essayist 

As an essayist, Lin's enthusiasm and spirit of fighting against social injustice and 

political corruption were mostly conveyed in his critical essays published in the 1920s 

while he resided in Beijing, the cultural and political battleground of China at the time. 

For some critics, this is the golden age of Lin in terms of his political involvement while 

sailing on the boat captained by the Zhou brothers, i.e. Zhou Shuren Á M A (best known 

as Lu Xun by his pen name) and his brother Zhou Zuoren )J 11EA (1885- 1967). Through 

the magazine Yusi if:* (Thread of Talk), the Zhou brothers attracted a group of writers, 

including Lin, who were of similar mind concerning many issues in reforming Chinese 
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culture and society.? Huang Xiuji categorizes Lin's essays into three parts and comments 

that Lin's 1920s' essays are very critical. 

The consensus of critics on Lin's fighting spirit, however, diverges when it comes 

to his efforts in 1930s when he enthusiastically promoted humorous essays, and familiar 

essays with a touch of individual voice -an indication of Lin's detachment from both the 

left and the right wing writers of his time. Instead of participating in the battle between 

the two groups, Lin occupied himself with magazines, including Lunyu, the first 

magazine issued in China focusing on humorous and satiric essays, Renjianshi, the 

magazine that promoted the type of writings, known as the "gongan style 

represented by the writer Yuan Hongdao of the Ming Dynasty (1368 -1644 C.E.). The 

style differentiated its writings with individual personality (yanzhi, VI)R) from the 

didactic writings (zaidao,vr) that was traditionally emphasized in literary practice. 

Lin's third magazine Yuzhoufeng combines both the humorous and satiric characteristics 

of Lunyu and the individual characteristics of Renjianshi, with a touch of English familiar 

essays. 

Su Xuelin j3 'f4, one of the well known female writers in 1930's who later 

moved to Taiwan, in her book Zhongguo ersanshi niandai zuojia Q =± 11 

(Chinese Writers between 1920s and 1930s) expressed her appreciation of Lin's 

contribution to modern literature in terms of his establishing the genre of humor through 

his editorship and his writing as well. At the same time, she also recognized Lin's 

7 See details in Huang Xiuji L,, ed., Ershi shiji zhongguo wenxueshi -1- fi Q 3C 

(Guangdong: Zhongshan daxue chubanshe, 1998), 397 -400. 
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disadvantages in fulfilling his ambition, pointing out that his individual voice surrounded 

by the literary orthodoxy at the time was doomed to fail. Zhang Shizhen, another critic in 

Taiwan, in the study of Lin during his "lunyu" era succinctly illustrated Lin's changed 

viewpoint as "surpassing politics while engaging human life" (EA Z;áA.), which I 

think it's quite accurate.8 Lin's increased interest in humanity formed during this period 

was continuously reflected in his fiction. In addition to Su and Zhang, Chen Jingzhi in 

his article confirmed that it was Lin who systematically promoted the style of essays with 

individual personality through his awareness in his editorship and his persistence in his 

own writings, even though Zhou Zuoren was the first writer who acknowledged the 

"gongan" style of Ming.9 In fact, in his essay entitled "Xiaopinwen zhi yixu /J\ a Xz 

m," Lin himself not only explained the origin of the style but also well elaborated his 

linguistic sensitivity and his understanding of genuine voice in writing essays. Clearly, 

Lin extended the notion of writing with personality to his fictional creations. By defying 

the dominant depictions of women in mainstream literature, which is known for 

portraying women either as the helpless and oppressed victims (i.e. the old fashion 

women) or as the destructive and seductive forces (i.e. the modernized women), Lin by 

8 Zhang Shizhen *i 1, Lunyu shiqi de Lin Yutang yanjiu ìß`e 1,1E4 k Jt*ìÁ JF9 (Taiwan: Wenshizhe 

chubanshe, 1993), 87 -89. Also, Lin himself in his essays "Xinjiu wenxue I I=1 iC t " and "Yuluti juli ìÁ < 
*1#11" expressed his agreement with Zhou Zuoren's appreciation of the Ming "gongan" style and his own 

effort to promote the style. 

9 For details on this issue, see Chen Jingzhi (, "Lin Yutang 4ìa t," in Lin Yutang zhuanji ziliao, 1: 

24 -28. Also, see details in Cheng Jingyu's ti!-* article "Lin Yutang xiansheng de wenhua gongji ßìq 
C re] .SCRA01" (On Lin Yutang's Contribution to Chinese Culture), in Lin Yutang zhuanji ziliao, 1: 

93 -94. 
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presenting the diverse womanhood in his fictional universes undermined the constructed 

social hierarchy and male supremacy -the two themes which often occurred in his essays. 

In reality, the 1930s' Shanghai could not afford the third category of writers like 

Lin, who preferred not to engage themselves in the battle between the opposing groups 

known as left -wing writers and right -wing writers, both highly charged by their political 

ideologies. Lin's detachment from both camps still confuses those who want to classify 

him. In his memoir published three decades ago, Xu Xu, who in 1930s succeeded Lin in 

editing Lunyu and later moved to Hong Kong clearly cautioned that Lin perhaps would be 

the most difficult chapter to write in the history of modern Chinese literature. Xu's 

conclusion illustrates a consensus in terms of studying Lin Yutang in general. 

In the case of Lin's portrayals of women, if it is true, as Diran Sohigian observes, 

that the lack of translation of Lin's early Chinese writings into English has "often 

seriously flawed the Western understanding and appreciation of this significant figure of 

China," I will add that it is equally true that due to the lack of accurate translation of his 

English writings into Chinese, Lin's vision of Chinese women demonstrated through his 

fictional portrayals is neither well understood by the East nor by the West.1° The absence 

of Lin's writings in mainland China was in contrast to many of his early writings re- 

issued in Taiwan and Hong Kong after 1949, which were either unauthorized translations 

or severely distorted due to the absence of copy rights. The distortion sometimes even 

confused the author himself as Lin once expressed his surprise of seeing so many 

unauthorized and distorted versions openly sold in the market. However, knowing that 

1° Diran J. Sohigian, "The Life and Times of Lin Yutang" (Ph. D. diss., Columbia University, 1991), 13. 
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legally he could not do anything about it the writer only expressed his wish that the 

publishers could at least maintain the originality of his writings." 

As for Lin's declined enthusiasm from politics, the general assumption is that 

Lin's increased fame and comfortable life, which was ensured by his financial stability 

mainly from the income of issuing English textbooks -a life inaccessible to many of his 

contemporaries -was the main cause. In his article Wang Zhaosheng disagreed with the 

assumption by pointing out that Lin was not a money worshipper as portrayed by some 

people. Adversely, Lin was not only generous but also knew how to make a meaningful 

use of his money.12 In fact, what has been overlooked from this assumption is that as 

early as in the late 1920s Lin already decided to terminate his political enthusiasm. After 

serving as a secretary in the Foreign Ministry of the Hankou Revolutionary Government, 

Lin "realized that he was a[n] herbivorous, rather than a carnivorous, animal, vastly better 

at minding his own business than that of others. "13 In his 1928 "Preface to Jianfuji xu 

" (Skirmishes), the collection of his articles published in 1920s, Lin frankly 

confessed his weariness at the violence involved in the political campaigns that he once 

11 Lin Yutang, Yutang wenji W t 3Ct, ed. Taiwan kaiming shudian (Taiwan: Taiwan kaiming shudian, 
1978), 2: 1237 -1238. 

12 See examples in Wang Zhaosheng 1 ?J , "Lin Yutang yu Yuan Mei: renpin yu xueshu if, J AR: 
A Pn 

ij 7K" (Lin Yutang and Yuan Mei: Their Personalities and Academic Achievements), Xueshu yanjiu 
17Kgl9 9 (2003): 146. 

13 Pearl S. Buck, A Biographical Sketch of Lin Yutang (New York: John Day, 1937), 4. For more details of 
Lin's service in the Foreign Ministry and the reason why he left, see Lin Taiyi L Lin Yutang Zhuan 
ßìq t* (Taiwan: Taiwan lianjin chuban shiye gongsi, 1989), 71 -72. 
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actively partook. Later he further expressed his disillusion about revolution in one of his 

essays claiming that "I like revolution but I don't like revolutionists. "14 

By the time he started the fortnightly magazine Renjianshi or This Human 

World -the title that indicates a rejection of utopia, which all revolutions envision -Lin 

affirmed his realization of the equal importance of being a quiet observer and participant 

of life in "this human world." He sensed the eternal value of writings like the personal 

diary Fusheng liuji (The Six Chapters of Floating Life) by the Late Qing 

intellect named Shen Fu. Lin translated the diary into English for the first time and 

published in the anthology entitled The Wisdom of China and India (1942), which was 

used as the college textbook for many decades in the United States. For Lin this diary 

revealed not only the personal life of a Chinese couple, who lived between the end of 18ín 

century and the mid 19th century, but also the beauty and value of human life and culture 

in general. Lin's equating this personal record with classical literature in his translated 

and edited anthology indicated his comprehension and appreciation of nonconformists. 

It was Shen Fu's individual voice and his devotion to his lovely wife Chen Yun 

that deeply attracted and touched Lin. His admiration of Chinese women like Chen Yun 

and others like her was inevitably transformed into his portrayals of women in his fiction. 

In other words, Lin may have changed his style of writing but not his belief in fighting 

against social injustice that was antagonistic towards women like Chen Yun, which he 

clearly recaptured through his fictional characters including Yao Mulan, Tu Jo -an, Red 

Peony, and Paiwei. The absent recognition of Lin's consistence in advocating 

14 Lin Yutang, Yutang wenji, 2: 916. 
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nonconformist women will greatly affect our understanding of Lin's strength as a creative 

writer as well as an essayist. 

In terms of Lin's fighting style, the observation made more than half a century 

ago by Tao Kangde 1J-11P, an associate of both Lin and Lu Xun, still holds its value in 

studying writers of modern Chinese literature in general, and Lin Yutang in particular. 

According to Tao, it was understandable that Lu Xun, who regarded his own critical 

essays as daggers plunging into the ugliness of Chinese society, would endorse Lin's 

magazine Lunyu by contributing satiric essays in it. Equally understandable is Lu Xun's 

stern rejection to Lin's other magazine Renjianshi, which centered on the writer's 

individual voice on topics so much so that Lu Xun believed it would divert the urgency to 

unite the nation then under the danger of Japanese invasion.15 

In fact, Lu Xun in his article "Lunyu yizhounian lief; p" (One Year 

Anniversary of Lunyu) expressed his opposition against humor. In another article 

"Xiaopinwen de weiji Sc milt" (On Crisis of Familiar Essays) he further 

disregarded the familiar and humorous essays naming the style as "xiaobaishe 'iN ìR," 

i.e. knickknacks, in contrast to the satiric essays which he preferred. It seems to me that 

Lu Xun, who was deeply involved in fighting against the ugliness of the "here and now" 

of Chinese society at his time, could not accept his old friend Lin Yutang's appreciation 

of the quiet and beautiful moment of life, which Lin had learnt from writings like that of 

Shen Fu. In other words, Lu Xun could not overlook the contrast between the ugly 

15 See the two articles in Lu Xun , 3 , Lu Xun quanji (Beijing: Renmin wenxue chubanshe, 
1973), 5: 163 -173. 
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moment of "here and now" and that of "there and then" as revealed in Shen Fu's diary. 

In comparison, what Lin had learnt from the diary was the love and devotion enjoyed by 

common people like the couple Shen Fu and Chen Yun, who generated their tranquility 

from their mutual love even though they constantly encountered hardship in life 

surrounded by a world that was not always kind. Lin valued that beautiful moment as 

much as he despised the ugly side of the world which he had not forgotten, as he clearly 

expressed in his "Preface to English Translation of Fusheng liuji." 

As suggested by some critics, Lin's promotion of humorous essays finally came 

to its termination after flu Feng, the leading theorist of left-wing writers, published his 

influential article "Lin Yutang lun In his article, flu acknowledged Lin 

Yutang's political advancement in his early writings but denounced Lin's distance and 

detachment from politics by claiming that Lin had devoted too much of his time and 

energy to the trivial issues like humor and individual voice. Although the genre of humor 

has been long recognized in modern Chinese literature, the restrained study of Lin as an 

essayist and humorous essay as a genre, to a certain degree, may still be owing to the 

announcement of triviality more than half century ago. 1 6 

An experimenting novelist 

After sailing for the United States in 1936, Lin began his second period of writing 

career as a novelist experimenting with various techniques from vernacular novels of late 

16 The challenge that Shi Jianwei has encountered in his study of Lin is a case in point. See the details in 

Jianwei i:tit Lin Yutang yanjiu lunji #ifa 9i ì!, (Shanghai: Tongji daxue chubanshe, 1997), 66. 
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Qing China. Comparing with his experiences in Shanghai, where he was severely 

attacked by left -wing writers, Lin found his quiet moments to write his vision and 

thought about life and human relations." It is during this time that Lin wrote all his 

English novels, characterized by diverse depictions of Chinese female nonconformists 

around the turn of the 20th century. However, unauthorized translations of his fiction 

inevitably resulted in misinterpretations. For example, Wan Pingjin based his 

examination of Lin's fictional texts mostly upon the unauthorized Chinese translations. 

Following the standard practice of allegoric reading in analyzing literary texts, Wan 

concentrated his attention on aesthetic and moral issues as many literary critics did. He 

commented that as Lin's technical skills in fictional writing improved, his morality 

declined as exemplified by the novel The Red Peony (1961). Wan made his conclusion 

by comparing female characters in Lin's first novel Moment in Peking (1939) with the 

protagonist Peony in The Red Peony. Although Wan's analysis is distinctively Marxian, 

his pioneering study of Lin as an essayist and a novelist remains its irreplaceable value. 

Wan credited Lin for his female characters by pointing out that Lin's creations were not 

repetitive at all given that the majority of his protagonists were women. 

17 Several studies show that Lin became a main target of left -wing writers, who feared that his success in 
promoting humorous essays with individualistic characters would take away people's fighting spirit. Lin 
fought a bitter battle against what he saw the domination of proletarian literature characterized by its 

Europeanized syntax before he sailed for the United States. For Lin's battle with the left-wing writers, see 

Su Xuelin 9J' 3, Zhongguo er san shi niandai zuojia Ttf* (Taiwan: Chunwenxue 

chubanshe, 1983), 215 -219. Also, for the battle see Lin Taiyi, Lin Yutang Zhuan, 203 -204. Zhou Qifu's 
article "Lin Yutang yu Lunyu W14 ì,ìa »" and Zhuang Zhongqing's I '1'I article "Lunyu 

pai ìé,ìgW' from a different angle discussed the battle between Lin and the left -wing writers. In 

comparison, Lin's contemporary Cao Juren's 07,R4- article "Lun yourno 
W. " reflected to a certain 

degree the battle between Lin and his opponents. 
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My departure from Wan's reading, which signals the andro- centric expectation of 

women, is that I believe from the semiotic perspective Lin's nonconformist presentation 

of women provides his fiction a strength in the dialogue of gender relations. In his book 

Literary Discourse: A Semiotic -Pragmatic Approach to Literature, a contemporary 

literary scholar Jorgen Johansen elaborates the "timeless essence of literature" that 

derives from the multi -functionality and complexity of literature itself. According to 

Johansen, although scholars and critics hold different reactions towards literature they are 

continuously motivated to use literature as a tool to "fight oppression and point to better 

ways of living. "18 Lin's novels are no exception in this matter. Indeed, his two novels 

Moment in Peking and A Leaf in the Storm (1942) were his effort to call upon worldwide 

awareness against the Japanese invasion of China. Instead of depicting the virtuous 

models to enhance the social creation of female inferiority, Lin's female characters 

distinguish themselves with their intelligence and capability to make their own judgments 

and decisions. By so doing, Lin distanced himself as a creative writer in favor of 

humanity from the didactic instructors with a preference of male supremacy through the 

promotion of female virtues. 

Interestingly, later at one occasion Lin himself expressed his agreement to delete 

a few places had the novel The Red Peony been translated into Chinese. Even though he 

was fully aware that the scenes depicted in the original English version were fairly 

normal in the West, Lin's understanding of the difference between social norms was 

apparent, which, in fact, further contrasted his nonconformist worldview and therefore 

18 Jurgen Johansen, Literary Discourse: A Semiotic -Pragmatic Approach to Literature (Toronto, Buffalo, 
and London: University of Toronto Press, 2002), 416. 
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enhanced the power of his fictional depictions against orthodoxy. His awareness 

indicates the necessity to continue the negotiation of gender relation. Even though Lin's 

protagonist, Peony, by no means is the match of Pan Jinlian (n., the protagonist of 

the classical novel Jinpingmei (The Golden Lotus), who has served as the most 

infamous example of female immorality in Chinese literary history, Lin's caution reveals 

the difficulty inherent in incremental social change. In fact, Lin's own comment on Pan 

Jinlian still holds a meaningful ground in understanding portrayals of women in Chinese 

literature. In his essay "Shuo qinglou ì5 Wit" (On Courtesans), Lin remarked that there 

was a reason for Pan to confront her husband Ximen Qing questing him: "Is it possible 

that two spoons in the same bowl will not crash against each other? (pßß -RA hi T 

MIE%EAN # ?) "19 This example evidently shows Lin's sensitivity to the 

subtle meanings embodied in linguistic signs, emphasizing women's perspective of life 

and society in contrast to that of men, which he demonstrats throughout his fictional 

creation of women. It is through such demonstration that Lin highlights women of their 

own minds, in contrast to their dependence upon male power as often depicted in 

traditional literature. 

19 Lin Yutang, Yutang wenji, 2: 1043. Lin cited Pan's sarcasm to counterattack Gu Hongming's witty 
defense of the practice of concubinage. When Gu was challenged by some Westerners on the practice of 
polygamy, his answer was: "You have seen a teapot with four tea cups as a set. But, have you ever seen one 
tea cup with four tea pots as a set? (1 4I' A- #1"'ti ME_L.HP, *f, Tg 
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A returned essayist 

In 1963 Lin published his last novel Juniper Loa. Soon after, Lin resuming his 

writing career as an essayist began publishing freelance articles in Taiwan. Therefore, 

the third part of previous studies of Lin has mainly revolved around this period of 

publications. Lin's essays from this period are collected in his anthology Wusuobutan 

heji CPff fz á (The Combined Collection of Nothing Can't Be Talked About). The 

collection is distinctively characterized by its broad topics on various aspects of life 

revealing the essayist's comprehension of essentiality in life. It is this period of writings 

that enhances the consistence and persistence of Lin as a quiet observer of life in effort to 

help, through his writings, make society a better place to live. However, research on this 

period of Lin's writings is scarce. Moreover, it seems that Lin's enthusiasm in writing 

essays was not well understood at the beginning. A Taiwan newspaper reporter Huang 

Zhaoheng recorded Lin's writing career during this period. According to Huang's report, 

to her question about his three -year experience of writing in Taiwan, Lin commented: "It 

is really uneasy to publish articles in Taiwan. "20 The comment implies his uneasy jouney 

as a returned essayist. 

Also, Lu Yaowang in his article revealed that Lin was bitterly attacked in Taiwan 

for not only his essays but also his critiques of the famous vernacular novel The Dreams 

of the Red Chamber. After Lin settled in Taiwan, in addition to his essay writing, he also 

devoted to research of Hongloumeng z (The Dreams of the Red Chamber), one of 

20 See Huang Zhaoheng AT1t-i, "Lin Yutang he tadi yikun maodun 4ìq aRi ta É}`3 - 7f14" (Lin Yutang 

and His Bundle of Contradiction), in Huigu Lin Yutang: Lin Yutang xiansheng bainian jinian wenji [p K14 
ìq : tkìp t Eá ireitCt, ed. Zhengzhong shuju #3 P (Taiwan: Zhengzhong shuju, 1994), 88. 
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the famous classic Chinese novels written by Cao Xueqin (1715 ? -1763). Lin's 

publication entitled Pingxin lun Gao E "'L4 ñ V-4:1 (To Evaluate Gao E in All Fairness) 

generated much controversy among the experts in Taiwan. Criticism about Lin's 

research, which is partially collected in the book Cong Lin Yutang toufa shuoqi At*if 

i (Starting from Lin Yutang's Hairs), is a direct counter- response to Lin's own 

article about the female character Qingwen's hairs. In the article, Lin starting from 

Qingwen's messy hairs analyzed the reasons why the female protagnists like Daiyu and 

Qingwen, who always defy conventions, had to die so that women like Baochai (also one 

of the protagonists), known for her well balanced character and tamed temper, would 

gain the favor of the authority represented by Grandma Jia in the famous novel. Clearly 

Lin's article targets at the authoritarianism and social hierarchy, both which Lin fought 

all his life throughout his writings. 

However, the main criticism against Lin was his different opinion on the 

authorship of the last forty chapters of the famous novel. In general, many experts 

believe it was Gao E who wrote these chapters because the original author Cao Xueqin 

died before he finished his writing project. Lin's linguistic discipline assisted him to 

detect the linguistic cohesion of the novel by claiming that Cao Xueqin actually finished 

the manuscript before his death. In other words, Gao did not write the last forty chapters 

as many believed. His contribution to this famous novel was through his craftsmanship 

in restoring the lost segments. The controversy, again, exemplified Lin's willingness to 

explore the unknown and his courage to challenge the orthodox establishment through his 

critique of this famous novel. 
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Lin's lifelong interest in speaking his own mind was also attested by his translated 

works, both in English and Chinese. For example, in 1929 Lin translated Dora Russell's 

(i.e. Mrs. Bertrand Russell) book Woman and Knowledge into Chinese. The book 

published in 1925 is a vivid account of women's struggle in the early 20th century 

England.21 What can be discerned from this translation is that Lin's belief in individual 

outlook and understanding of what Peirce has termed "collateral experience" of human 

civilization. For Lin, time and space is not the watershed, which divides the two sexes 

and differentiates cultures. As for his English translation, in addition to his translation of 

Shen Fu's diary as mentioned above, Lin also translated other writings about 

nonconformist women, as exemplified by his 1951 translation entitled Widow, Nun and 

Courtesan: Three Novelettes Translated and Adapted from the Chinese. In fact, Lin's 

translation known as "Nigu sifan Ï M J1" (The Nuns Who Miss the Ordinary World) 

caused a violent storm against him in Taiwan, like déjà vu from his early experience 

when in 1929 Lin published his comic play entitled Zi jian Nanzi 1)11, ICJ 7 (When 

Confucius Saw Nancy). The striking similarity between the two controversies distanced 

from each other by more than three decades is neither Lin's individual interpretation of 

Confucius nor his translation of the pop culture of the common people. Rather, it is the 

almost identical reaction towards his unconventionality in thought and language. One 

criticism of Lin's translation even went so far to claim that it would be fine if Lin wanted 

to introduce such indecent lyrics to the West but there was no reason for him to publish it 

21 Mrs. Russell in her brief preface openly claimed that "Hypatia was a University lecturer denounced by 
Church dignitaries and torn to pieces by Christians. Such will probably be the fate of this book: therefore it 

bears her name." 
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in a Chinese speaking community which was serious about moral values.22 What can be 

inferred from this criticism is the critic's own prejudice against the West. The individual 

eagerness to defend the bright side of Chinese culture is palpable. Yet, what the critic has 

missed is not only his comprehension of Lin's strength in bridging East and West but also 

his misunderstanding of Lin's comprehension of Chinese culture. What differentiates Lin 

from his predecessor Gu Hongming /T-', (1856 -1928), who was also known for 

introducing China to the West, is that Lin's outlook of life and society surpasses the 

creation of nation and culture. As Chen Shifu points out that Lin despises everything 

despicable regardless of its cultural origin while Gu defends everything that is Chinese 

even though institutionalized norms such as footbinding and concubinage are nothing but 

despicable.23 

Lin's complexity in thought and courage in action did not exclusively derive from 

his attending elite schools.24 I believe his grip of the essentiality of life, his strong 

interest in books other than canonical texts, his preference of methodology of 

comprehensive reading (ronghui guantong,A.), which requires the process of 

critical thinking to that of encyclopedia knowledge (bowen qiangji, t4 N ìz), which 

emphasizes memorization, and moreover his capability to utilize theories in practice, 

which was coupled with his very pragmatic outlook, substantially affect his worldview of 

22 Lin Yutang, Yutang wenji, 1: 318. 

23 For the comparison of Lin and Gu, see Chen Shifu's article "Lin Yutang xianshen yu wo," in Lin Yutang 
zhuanji ziliao, 2: 161. Also, see the comparison in An Yu and Zhou Mian , eds., Liuxuesheng yu zhongwai 
wenhua jiaoliu, 416 -424. 
24 For example, Sohigian believes that Lin Yutang is a "complex intellectual educated at St. John's 
(Shanghai), Harvard and Leipzig, elite schools of three continents." See Diran J. Sohigian, "The Life and 
Times of Lin Yutang," 7. 
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women's role in history.25 His 1923 article entitled "Yanjiu fangyan yinyoude jige 

yuyanxue guanchadian 1i}F ,h -3YL41 114J JL^ f *RV , " (Several Linguistic 

Observations in Studying Dialects) may help us comprehend his worldview to a certain 

degree. Although this article is about the methodology of studying Chinese dialects, 

Lin's ability to comprehend and utilize knowledge learnt is impressive. Equally, his 

courage to explore the unknown and to be sensitive to subtleties is traceable in the 

concrete suggestions he provided for the language researchers of his time. As is his 

independence and freedom in making his own judgments relying upon scientific 

observation rather than the authoritative orthodoxy. 

For example, Lin's analysis of English loan words from different cultures 

including "tea, silk, mutton, pork, [and] beef' underscores his comprehension of the 

construction of cultures and traditions reflected in linguistic signs. In the same article, 

Lin pointed out the importance of static and dynamic nature in linguistic signs, which 

indicates his open- minded and progressive worldview as reflected in his creative writing. 

His courage in challenging orthodoxy was conveyed by his rejection of blindly applying 

English grammar to studying Chinese language -a battle he fought persistently until the 

end of his life. Instead, he encouraged researchers to first closely observe and then 

establish the grammatical rules suitable to extract the characteristics of Chinese language. 

The two examples of word order provided in the article not only demonstrate the 

25 According to Xu Xu, not only did Lin prefer the method of comprehensive reading but also he was 

extremely good at synthesizing what he read. For details, see Xu Xu, "Zhuisi Lin Yutang xiansheng," in 

Lin Yutang zhuanjiziliao, 1: 123. Also, Lin himself wrote articles to differentiate "reading books" from 
"looking at books." For Lin's articles, see Lin Yutang, Yutang wenji, 1: 511 -528. 
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syntactic importance of word order in Chinese language but also Lin's contemplative 

personality.26 And, Lin's complexity in thought and sensitivity to language extend 

beyond his linguistic discipline. 

Why Semiotics 

The importance of Charles Peirce's theory of signs and Roman Jakobson's theory 

of Speech Event to the study of literature has been well illustrated by Johansen in his 

semiotic study of literature.27 As the collective memory of a community, literature is 

inseparable from history. According to Johansen, there are five types of discourse, 

including mythological /religious discourse, technical discourse, practical discourse, 

26 The importance of word order in Chinese language is succinctly described by a Denish linguist as "pure 
applied logic" (Lin cited Jespersen: Growth and Structure of the English Language, p.13). In terms of the 
examples, the first one shows how the substantial change of meaning occurs through different assemblies 
of the three individual characters "zhi t1E" (i.e. to know, to understand), "bu if" (i.e. no, not), "zu t°' (i.e. 
sufficient, enough) as the following: 

a) "zhi buzu ti " which means "to understand what is lacked" 

b) "bu zhizu 4A11, t" which means "not content; unsatisfied" 

c) "buzu zhi f fl" which means "not worthy to know" 

The second example is a vivid presentation of how a scholar -official in ancient China expressed his 
feelings about nonsense reports brought to his attention. The official through his linguistic manipulation 
categorized the reports into three groups as: a) "fang goupi 1 t J)," (i.e. to set a dog fart) which 
metaphorically confirmed that the person who brought the report to him still belonged to human species 
even though the report itself was nonsense; b) "gou fangpi *JÌ t) ," (i.e. a dog is failing) which satirically 
indicated the person who brought the report was not even intelligent enough to be called a human being but 
a dog; c) "fangpi gou RNA" (i.e. a failing dog) which indicated not only the person was as silly as a dog 
but it was a dog good only for farting. See the remark of the Denish linguist and the Chinese examples in 

Lin Yutang, Yuyanxue luncong ìp r=f ì, lam, reprint (Taiwan: Wenxing shudian, 1967), 248. I take the 
responsibility of translating and explicating the examples in English. 

27 For Jakobson's theory, see Roman Jakobson, "The Speech Event and the Functions of Language," in On 
Language, ed. Linda Waugh and Monique Monville -Burston (Cambridge and London: Harvard University 
Press, 1990), 69 -79. 
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historical discourse, and literary discourse.28 Literary discourse as an art form, which 

helps to understand human activities through its imaginative description, complements 

what is absent from historical discourse. For example, romantic novels, which emphasize 

the similarity between fiction and life, are in sharp contrast to realistic novels, which 

focus on the contiguity of life. Either being romantic or realistic, as a Chinese proverb 

says that "books cannot be written had coincidences not existed rjh 5." 

In his study of Western literature, Johansen also points out the inseparable 

connection between literature and history by reviewing the original function of literature 

and by explicating the final separation of the type of literary discourse from that of the 

historical discourse. According to Johansen, the separation results in the emergence of 

the entertaining function of literature to attract the non -obligatory readership. Moreover, 

writers consciously chose to disassociate themselves with political ideologies as well in 

order to avoid the suppression of the authorities. However, the parallel relationship 

between literature and life still prevails after the split because literature does not 

necessarily equates to fiction. Therefore, Johansen suggests that the reason for 

allegorical reading of literature is precisely because of the similarity between the fictional 

universes and the historical universe, as exemplified by much of Franz Kafka's fiction. 

In the case of Chinese literature, many (from both the readership and the writers) 

suppressing the entertaining function of literature prioritize the didactic function as the 

reason for the existence of literature. This is why Lin's promotion of familiar and 

28 For the detailed defmitions, see Jurgen Johansen, Literary Discourse: A Semiotic -Pragmatic Approach to 
Literature, 89 -91. 
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traditional literature, as exemplified by his essay entitled "guanjiu zhengyi 1EX,,, 
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Lin humorously depicted rigidity of Neo- Confucian followers who injected morality into 

the love poems recorded in the Book of Poetry. Therefore, it is no surprise to see more 

criticisms than critiques of Lin's writings. The prioritization of didactic function through 

manipulation of thought via linguistic signs promotes social stability at the expense of 

dynamics and diversity, which is particularly in evidence in the construction of the 

history of women. In order to differentiate Lin's fictional creations from the typical 

portrayals of women, my reading of Lin is framed within the theory of modern semiotics, 

in particular, the triadic signs of Charles Peirce and the verbal signs of Roman Jakobson. 

Umberto Eco in his study of modern semiotics succinctly defines the term 

semiotics as "the discipline which studies all phenomena (even though they constitute the 

object of another discipline) which are based upon a relation of referring back (`sending 

back') to something else. "29 In comparison, David Sless's concern for the study of the 

science of signs through his retrospective examination of the early development of 

modem semiotics still holds insightful value. Sless explicitly illustrated the concept of 

semiotics and the semiotic viewpoint by pointing out that 

Semiotics occurs when we stand back from our ways of understanding and 
communication.... Our written and spoken language, pictures ... , dress, 
gesture, indeed all the elements that go to make up the communication 
environment which we create and in which we are immersed, offer a rich and 
sometimes bewildering variety, yet we suspect that in some basic way all these 
different things have something in common. Semiotics tries to define what it is 

they have in common and what distinguishes them from each other. We consult 

29 Umberto Eco, "The Influence of Roman Jakobson on the Development of Semiotics," in Classics of 
Semiotics, ed. Martin Krampen (New York: Plenum, 1987), 114. 
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linguists to find out about language, art historians or critics to find out about 
paintings, and anthropologists to find out about how people in different societies 
signal to each other through gesture, dress or decoration. But if we want to know 
what all these things have in common then we need to find someone with a 
semiotic point of view, a vantage point from which to survey our world.3° 

Sless in his elaboration highlighted the understanding of semiotics in general and 

the importance of establishing the semiotic viewpoint in particular. In the case of Lin's 

literary texts, the semiotic vantage point illuminates his unusual advocacy of female 

agency as a dialogic force in gender relation, which sharply contrasts to the typical 

portrayal of powerless women. The semiotic framework effectively engulfs both 

historical and feminist perspectives, which endorses Lin's perception of the constructed 

history, and moreover his confidence in the possibility to challenge that history which has 

been discriminated against women. Through examining the foregrounded signs in Lin's 

fiction, I reveal that the agency of the nonconformist women, as depicted by Lin in his 

fiction, become essential in undermining the constructed male supremacy and rectifying 

the askew gender relation in reality. 

In terms of Peircean classification of signs, it establishes a foundation of literary 

interpretation. For Peirce, a sign consists of triadic components, which include object, 

representamen, and interpretant as illustrated below. Also, there are two kinds of object, 

namely the immediate object and the dynamic object, and three kinds of interpretant, 

namely the immediate interpretant, the dynamic interpretant and the final interpretant.31 

3o Yishai Tobin, Semiotics and Linguistics (London: Longman, 1990), 6 -7. Italic parts are in the original 
text. 

31 Although Peirce defined the concept "interpretant" differently based upon the contexts, according to 
David Savan, "most frequently Peirce explained the interpretant as the effect produced by a sign upon the 
mind of the person who receives and understands the sign." See David Savan, "An Introduction to C. S. 

Peirce's Full System of Semeiotic," Monograph Series of Toronto Semiotic Circle 1 (1988): 40. 
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Object 

SIGN 

Interpretant Representamen 

Diagram 1: Charles Peirce's Triadic Signs 

Through his lifelong study Peirce neatly categorized the sign of dynamic object into three 

groups -icon, index, and symbol. Peircean semiotics regards anything which is 

interpretable as a sign, and moreover "all which is reflected upon has [a] past. "32 As 

simple as it may sound, Roman Jakobson believed that Peirce, who defined meaning as 

"the translation of a sign into another system of signs" through revealing the inter- 

relationship among the triadic components, was the pathfinder of modern semiotics.33 

From Peircean perspective, when literary texts are understood as signs, they become 

tangible to approach through the examination of encoding (i.e. to produce the message 

via linguistic signs) and decoding (i.e. to comprehend the message embodied in linguistic 

signs). The tangibility enables us to read various documents, including history and 

literature, as signs which serve as a mediator between the unbroken temporal context and 

the dispersed spatial contexts. Moreover, it provides a possibility to inquire the symbolic 

codification embodied in the signs. 

32 Winfried Nöth, Handbook of Semiotics (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1990), 42. 

33 Roman Jakobson, "A Few Remarks on Peirce, Pathfinder in the Science of Language," in Selected 
Writings VII: Contributions to Comparative Mythology. Studies in Linguistics and Philology, 1972 -1982, 
ed. Stephen Rudy (Paris: Mouton, 1985), 251. 
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In the case of Lin's fiction, his female portrayal is a mere reflection of the 

recurrent pattern of nonconformist type of women, as recorded in history and literature. 

His alternative reading the sign of such female nonconformists fictionally re- encoded the 

meaning of "woman" by including various types of women who were simply excluded 

from the dichotomy categorization of women as the virtuous versus the unchaste, or as 

the angels versus the evils. Also, Peirce's notion of final interpretant (i.e. the communal 

consensus of a given matter investigated or examined) is critical in terms of avoiding a 

simplistic reading of Lin's alternative depiction of women. 

Portraying the nonconformist women as the strong and independent type rather 

than categorizing them as the desired and the undesired is Lin's contribution to the final 

interpretant of gender reality. Peirce once pointed out that "the opinion which is fated to 

be ultimately agreed to by all who investigate, is what we mean by the truth, and the 

object represented in this opinion is the real. This is the way that I would explain 

reality. "34 From this aspect, the final interpretant of gender reality is far from being 

realized. Not only were women themselves not actively involved in the investigation but 

also the nonconformist presentation of women, as exemplified by Lin's fiction, was 

barred from the social consensus which expelled anything that undermined the 

constructed male supremacy. Peircean proposal of reality through building the final 

interpretant invites the participation of dynamic voices concerning issues related to 

gender relation. It is from this aspect that both Lin and his characters become a powerful 

34 Jurgen Johansen, Literary Discourse: A Semiotic -Pragmatic Approach to Literature, 44. 
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dialogic force in gender negotiation -the process towards the final interpretant of reality 

of women. 

As for Jakobson, his special interest in verbal signs was endorsed by Peirce's 

triadic signs. Systematic codification in human communication, as illustrated by 

Jakobson in his communicative theory, is the major contribution that Jakobson has 

offered to linguistic semiotics. From the linguistic perspective Jakobson attested to the 

division of signs with a focus on message production and message comprehension in 

human communication.35 His Speech Event Theory, therefore, enhances the dialogic 

force of the literary texts through the demonstration of how meanings are created in the 

contextualized usage of verbal signs. For Jakobson, successful communication can be 

best ensured by our understanding the contextualized usage of linguistic signs. 

Jakobsonian theory reveals the formation of message in any communicative act with a 

focus on context sensitivity. According to Jakobson, any act of communication that 

involves verbal signs consists of the six basic constitutive factors which coherently 

correspond to the six basic functions of language as the following diagram shows. The 

theory as illustrated above is instrumental in the study of literature. Through examining 

the different factors in relation to their functions, Jakobson explicates the process of 

linguistic codification and the creation of meanings. It is the mode of oral 

communication that initiates Jakobson's theory. However, its manifestation via the 

written mode is equally insightful. 

35 For Jakobson's application of the iconic signs, indexical signs, and symbolic signs in the study of 
language, see Roman Jakobson, "Quest for the Essence of Language," in Language in Literature, ed. 
Krystyna Pomorska and Stephen Rudy (London and Cambridge, MA: The Belknap Press of Harvard 
University Press, 1987), 415. 
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Addresser- 4-Addressee 
(expressive function) (conative function) e 

(metalingual function) 

(phatic function) 

Diagram 2: Roman Jakobson's Speech Event Theory36 

Among the six factors showed above, the primary focus related to this study will 

be on the factors of context and message, and the language functions in relation to the 

factors. According to Jakobson, the factor of context is substantial in any mode of 

communication. In other words, the dialogic efficiency depends upon the shared 

background knowledge between an addresser and an addressee. In the case of Lin's 

literary texts, the comprehension of messages conveyed in the texts varies according to 

the addressee, i.e. the reader's access to meanings hidden behind linguistic signs, which 

can be alien or simply invisible to the reader. For example, the reader's awareness of the 

intrinsic context of Lin's fictional universes, which may not conform to the 

social /cultural norms of the time of their production or reading, namely the extrinsic 

context, may greatly affect the reader's understanding of the message conveyed. 

The referential function of language associated with the factor of context is well 

exemplified by Stephen Owen's experience with interpreting Chinese poetry. For Owen, 

a respected scholar of Chinese classic poetry, to understand the meanings of a given text 

36 
I designed this diagram based upon my understanding of the theory. It is different from the usual 

illustration used by other scholars. I take the full responsibility for any visual misrepresentation. 
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(e.g. a Tang poem), what matters is a reader's capability to communicate through shared 

background knowledge, namely the function of reference. In other words, how much a 

reader can extract from a text produced at a given time and place mainly depends upon 

the context shared by the participants during the process of communication. As Owen 

argues: 

"Meaning" is something "done" by someone rather than an object to be 
known. It is not "meanings" that are shared by readers at a given time and 
place, but a common language, a common context of culture and literary 
tradition, and above all, a common concept of poetry's nature and the rules of 
literary reading.37 

Owen's comprehension of formation of meaning explains, on the one hand, the reason 

why written texts served as references can transcend time and space. On the other hand, 

it implies that meanings are closely related to the contexts in which the verbal signs are 

situated. Moreover, the contexts themselves vary from different traditions. In order to 

avoid misinterpretation of the meanings conveyed in classic Chinese literature, as 

exemplified by distorted reading of Tang poet Wang Wei presented by Owen in his book, 

it is important for a reader of classic poetry to become aware of synchronic elements, for 

example, the spatial- temporal context in which a poem was produced, or the 

social /cultural context in which a poem was written and read according to the literary 

rules at the time. 

In comparison, Robert Scholes from a semiotic perspective attests to context 

sensitivity in literary studies through its relation to other semiotic systems. Scholes 

believes that in addition to linguistic competence, an investigator of literary texts 

37 Stephen Owen, Traditional Chinese Poetry and Poetics (Wisconsin: The University of Wisconsin Press, 
1985), 62. 
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will have to be something of a historian and something of a philosopher 
if he or she wishes to approach full understanding of the texts -and even 
something of a person [because] many literary works assume experience 
of life as an aspect of their context shared by writer and reader. Some 
works refuse to open to us until we are sufficiently mature. Others close 
as we lose access to some contexts through growing or forgetting.38 

Scholes' critical interpretation of Ernest Hemingway, who taught "a whole generation of 

male readers to prepare for a world where men may be your friends but women are surely 

the enema," is a sound example of Jakobson's notion of context sensitivity.39 Jakobson 

regarded the factor of context as the "leading task of numerous messages" in any mode of 

communication. In the case of Hemingway's depiction of women, through his 

comparison between Hemingway's fictional characters and his bitter experience with his 

first love recorded in other references (e.g. the correspondence between Hemingway and 

his sister and Hemingway's original draft of manuscripts), Scholes unfolds the intrinsic 

contexts of Hemingway's fictional universes in relation to the extrinsic context of the 

historical universe to a certain extent. 

As for the factor of message, for Jakobson the meanings derive not only from the 

message itself but also from the entire act of communication because "meaning ... is not 

a stable, predetermined entity which passes, untrammeled, from sender to receiver. "4o 

Jakobson's enthusiasm towards the poetic function which is embodied in the factor of 

message indicates his understanding of the genuine nature of meaning. Jakobson through 

different examples demonstrates the poetic function of replenishing or highlighting 

38 Robert Scholes, Semiotics and Interpretation (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1982), 
34 -35. 

39 Ibid., 119. 

40 Terence Hawkes, Structuralism and Semiotics (Berkeley and Los Angeles, CA: University of California 
Press, 1977), 84. 
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meanings hidden inside linguistic signs.41 Meanings do not inherently exist in linguistic 

signs. They are created by signs restricted to, but not exclusive of, various contexts, 

therefore, rendering meanings flexible rather than rigid. 

In terms of the poetic function associated with the message in literary studies, 

Jakobson persuasively reminds his readers that "there is a close correspondence, much 

closer than critics believe, between the question of linguistic phenomena expanding in 

space and time and the spatial and temporal spread of literary models. "42 Jakobson's 

frustration with witnessing the unfortunate situation faced by students of literature in 

terms of their confusion between "literary studies" and "criticism" prompts his 

suggestion for making a clear cut between the two fields for the following reasons 

because he believes that 

the terminological confusion of "literary studies" with "criticism" tempts the 
student of literature to replace the description of the intrinsic values of a 
literary work with a subjective, censorious verdict. The label "literary critic" 
applied to an investigator of literature is as erroneous as `grammatical (or 
lexical) critic' would be applied to a linguist. Syntactic and morphological 
research cannot be supplanted by a normative grammar, and likewise no 
manifesto, foisting a critic's own tastes and opinions on creative literature, 
can serve as a substitute for an objective scholarly analysis of verbal art 43 

It is clear for Jakobson that the "objective scholarly analysis of verbal art," namely the 

study of the poetic function, is pivotal in literary studies. Moreover, the function of 

poetics, namely the meanings embodied in the factor of message, possess two aspects - 
synchrony and diachrony. Therefore, students of literary studies should consider not only 

41 For more on the poetic function, see Roman Jakobson, "Linguistics and Poetics," in Language in 
Literature, 69 -72. 

42 Ibid., 64. 

43 Ibid., 64. 
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the temporal dynamics at a given stage but also the spatial continuity of a literary 

tradition as well, which is the very case I believe that is exemplified by Lin's literary 

texts produced more than half a century ago. Lin's alternative creation of women derived 

from his nonconformist comprehension of the portrayals of women with icolonistic 

spirits in traditional literature. 

Also, from Jakobsonian perspective, Lin possesses the dual positions of being an 

addresser and an addressee. Therefore, his intentionality in delivering his message 

through the use of language has to be examined from two functional aspects of language, 

namely the expressive function and the conative function. As illustrated by Marina 

Yaguello, the conative function of language "is expressed in any act of communication 

which transforms or attempts to transform reality or people, which aims to affect the 

course of events or the behaviour of individual. "44 In the case of Lin, being a thoughtful 

reader (i.e. an addressee), his different understanding of the signs related to 

nonconformist women, as documented in history and literature, enabled him to re -image 

the alternative female community in his own fictional universes. In other words, Lin's 

conative response is transformative rather than repetitive. As a result, instead of 

reduplicating the traditional Chinese portrayals of such women who did not conform to 

biased social conventions, Lin through his own creation defied female norms which had 

been accepted by many people, be they Chinese or not. In contrast, as a novelist, an 

addresser, Lin expressed his disagreement with the typical portrayal of women not only 

44 Marina Yaguello, Language through the Looking Glass (New York: Oxford University Press, 1998), 12. 

Also, for more examples on the expressive and conative functions, see Michael Halliday and Rugaiya 
Hasan, Language, Context, and Text: Aspects of Language in a Social -Semiotic Perspective (Victoria: 
Deakin University, 1985), 15 -23. 
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through his essays but also through his fictional creations of strong -willed and articulate 

women -a counterbalanced voice in the dialogue of gender relation. Through the 

examination of his dual positions, Lin's consistent intention to resist habitualization in 

thought and language concerning women become crystal clear. 

Martin Montgomery in his book entitled An Introduction to Language and Society 

cites J.P. Stanley's interesting investigation of American English, which exemplifies the 

inextricable entanglement between words and thoughts. It shows how language can 

shape the process of representation by "pointing us toward different types of observation 

and predisposing certain choices of interpretation. "45 According to Stanley's 

investigation, the distribution of American English in gender related vocabulary is 

imbalanced in terms of more words for males than females. However, within this 

noticeable imbalance, more than two hundred words are assigned to female sexuality in 

contrast to about fifty words to the male. Montgomery concludes that the metonymic 

representation embodied in words associated with female sexuality (e.g. ass, skirt, lay, 

screw, pick -up, to name a few), "systematically skewed to represent women as the 

`second sex' through cumulatively objectifying and depersonalizing women. "46 Stanley's 

investigation also indicates that "there is no absolutely neutral and disinterested way of 

apprehending and representing the world" in which a writer lives and perceives.47 

45 Martin Montgomery, An Introduction to Language and Society (London and New York: Methuen &.Co. 
Ltd, 1986), 175. 

46 Ibid., 178. 

47 Ibid., 176. 
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In addition, the semiotic framework also demonstrates its strength by engaging 

other perspectives, including the perspectives of feminism and historiography, given that 

the key notion of semiotic viewpoint is inclusive and referential. The semiotic approach 

ensures both the feminist and historical perspectives to be an indispensable part in 

understanding Lin's alternative depiction of women. The feminist perspective is a 

necessity in studying the course of history in general and the history of women in 

particular. Feminist awareness is in need in literary study particularly given the 

entanglement of history and literature, as reflected through the indexical signs of time and 

place in the case of Lin's fiction. However, in terms of reading Lin's depictions of 

women, feminist criticism alone can become problematic. For one thing is that although 

Lin advocated nonconformist women in fighting against social injustice, he also believed 

that differentiation between sexes should not be reduced by feminist dogmatism in 

struggle against gender discrimination. In other words, women who strive to be like men 

by negating gender differences will inevitably conform and reduplicate the already 

established conventions and laws, which have been built upon the standards and 

measurements that are in favor of men. Lin once pointed out that the gender bias against 

women as reflected in marriage would remain as long as the current social structure 

sustained. Therefore, to rectify the asymmetrical structure is the final liberation for the 

oppressed women, and men as well. 

To demonstrate Lin's compressed creations of women, my reading of Lin will not 

focus on the critical theory of feminism. Instead, by taking semiotic approach, I regard 

Lin's fictional depictions as a dialogic constituent in the process of gender negotiation. 
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Feminist reading of Lin will only become a burden imposed upon him even though in 

many of his essays, including "Feminist Thought in Ancient China," "The Other Side of 

Confucius," and "Warnings to Women," Lin conveyed his strong feminist vantage point. 

Moreover, feminist reading will alienate and diminish his female characters, who 

perceiving themselves equal to men fought against the social injustice rather than against 

male sex. Lin represented nobody but himself. His voice and his perception of women 

were based upon his comprehension and interpretation of women, who had been by and 

large negatively captured in Chinese history and literature. By affirming the two -sex 

cohabitation in his fiction, Lin defused the one -sex domination, and therefore 

transformed the mythical power of orthodoxy. 

Moreover, the advantage of situating Lin's fiction in the semiotic framework is 

that his vantage point of feminism, which is characterized by his advocacy of 

nonconformist women as much as his ambivalence towards gender hegemony, become 

more tangible. In very general sense, the contemporary scholars including Luce Irigaray, 

Julia Kristeva, Pam Morris, and Toril Moi demonstrate not only the construction but also 

the reduplication of female inferiority through their examination of different aspects of 

Western culture. For example, Luce Irigaray by examining the domination of male 

philosophers in historical discourse demonstrates how the two -sex world has been 

presented as one -sex hegemony. As Irigaray perceived, that "philosophical mastery," 

which took "masculine parameters" as the social norms, positioned women either "as 
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sextualized male" or "as asexualized" beings.48 Irigaray concluded in her study that 

"women's `liberation' requires transforming the economic realm, and thus necessarily 

transforming culture and its operative agency, language. "49 

In comparison, Julia Kristeva from the semiotic perspective proposed the 

establishment of a discourse of women. For example, by differentiating the works by 

female artists from that of male artists, Kristeva points out: 

It is more dangerous for a woman to articulate the excluded or repressed maternal 
body in her work because as a woman within a patriarchal culture she is already 
marginal. If a woman identifies with the semiotic in their work, she risks not 
being taken seriously by the social order. In terms of everyday experience this 
means that men can be more experimental than women can be in their work and 
still be taken seriously.5o 

Kristeva stripped the veneer of gender hegemony through her scrutiny of visual and 

verbal signs. By encouraging women to establish their own language, Kristeva showed 

her ambivalence towards dogmatic feminism which confirms the codified language 

created and approved by male power. Although being different in their approach, both 

Irigaray and Kristeva reveal the masculine domination in their distinctive manner. While 

Irigaray strategically demonstrates the absence of philosophical sign, by revealing the 

two -sex world disciplined by the single -handed masculine rules, Kristeva resists to 

idolize feminism as the solution to destruct the male domination by pointing out the lack 

48 Luce Irigaray, This Sex Which Is Not One, trans. Catherine Porter and Carolyn Burke (Ithaca, NY: 
Cornell University Press, 1985), 149. In fact, Irigaray's own experience of being "relieved of her teaching 
position at Vincennes as well as generally blackballed from teaching in Parisian universities" after 
receiving the highest honors for her dissertation Speculum of the Other Women, was a reliving test to her 
declaration of independence. For detailed accounts of Irigaray's academic exile, see Jennifer Hansen, 
"There Are Two Sexes, Not One: Introduction of Luce Irigaray," in French Feminism Reader, ed. Kelly 
Oliver (New York and Oxford: Rowman and Littlefield Publishers, Inc., 2000), 202. 

49 Luce Irigaray, This Sex Which Is Not One, 155. 

50 Kelly Oliver, "Maternity, Feminism, and Language: Introduction of Julia Kristeva," in Kelly Oliver,ed., 
French Feminism Reader, l 55. 
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of linguistic signs that reflect women's needs and expectations of life. Therefore, 

Kristeva prefers the approach of critical individualism to deconstruct the constructed 

male supremacy. For Kristeva, without women's own language "this strategy [i.e. 

feminist movements] not only makes feminism into a religion but also traps women in an 

inferior and marginal position with regard to [patriarchal] society. "51 Under the semiotic 

lens, the notion of Irigaray and Kristeva becomes instrumental in helping understand 

Lin's progressive perception of women, and the role of his nonconformist characters in 

undermining gender hegemony as well. Lin's philosophic worldview of life, derived 

from his careful observation of society rather than dogmatic reading of textual 

instructions, strengthened his nonconformist perception of women. By illustrating the 

difference between men and women as "men talk about life while women live a life," in 

his fiction Lin included women's perspectives of life, and therefore their own 

interpretations of linguistic signs.52 By so doing, he extracted agency and freedom of 

nonconformist women in their fighting against gender discrimination. 

Charles Peirce once remarked that "every logical evolution of thought should be 

dialogic. "53 In order to understand the dialogic force of literature being a type of social 

institution, it is necessary to examine the multi -functionality of literary texts from both 

the aspect of literary criticism, with a focus on analyzing ideologies, and that of linguistic 

criticism, with an emphasis on the process of message production and message 

comprehension. Theories of Western literary criticism are the accumulative outcome of 

51 Ibid., 156. 

52 Lin Yutang, Yutang wenji, 2: 1014. 

53 Cited in Jurgen Johansen, Literary Discourse: A Semiotic -Pragmatic Approach to Literature, 46. 
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different philosophical schools arising from Western civilization. Therefore, they 

embody various ideologies, which may become problematic in analyzing literary texts 

centered in different social /cultural contexts, as exemplified by Lin's novels.54 In the 

case of Lin's fiction, the author could not escape from Chinese social /cultural context 

upon which his fictional universes were constructed even though it was the English 

language that he used in his novels as his communicative channel. However, from the 

semiotic perspective, the barriers derived from the alien context were reducible as the 

foregrounded signs became tangible to his English readers, which, therefore, generate the 

dialogue between the reader and the writer in spite of their difference in culture or 

distance in time and space. Equally, the semiotic framework provides a solid foundation 

to reach a mutual comprehension by reconciling the ideological disputes derived from 

cultural symbolism, which is essential in understanding cross - cultural presentations of 

women, as exemplified by Lin's fiction.55 

Lin's preference to present the diverse and dynamic women with independent 

minds through his creative writings is deeply rooted in his belief that "novels can touch 

people deeply, which is incomparable by any academic writings. "56 From the Peircean 

perspective, the distinction between Lin's depiction of nonconformist women, who were 

54 Johansen's suspicion of the current inventions of numerous literary theories goes as far as to market 
profiting even though he recognizes the "multiplicity of functions and purposes" of literature itself is also a 

reason for the inventions. For details of his argument, see Jergen Johansen, Literary Discourse: A 

Semiotic -Pragmatic Approach to Literature, 416. 
55 In a very general outline, Peircean trichotomy categorizes the universe into three layers, namely Firstness, 
Secondness, and Thirdness, which is critical to differentiate a sign as it appears, namely Firstness, from a 
sign that is symbolically codified, namely Thirdness. 

56 Xie Bingying ìßf f* , "Yi Lin Yutang xiansheng t iìá t." (In Memory of Mr. Lin Yutang), in 

Lin Yutang zhuanji ziliao, 1: 176. 
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capable to articulate their own minds and the virtuous women characterized by their 

voiceless submission and their indentured body is the difference between reality and a 

creation of reality. That Lin's female characters existing like the threatening thorns cut 

through the constructed masculine supremacy is certainly not a pleasant endorsement of 

the created system that is in favor of male expectation. To rescue these female 

nonconformists from being doubly executed - namely the positive portrayals in the first 

place and the silence in literary critiques followed by- Peirce's lifelong study of signs 

stands irresistibly attractive. Peircean theory adequately reveals the inseparability 

between the symbolic nature embodied in signs and the social /cultural norms. In the case 

of Lin, through re- defining the signs ascribed to women in his fictional universe, he not 

only creatively recovers the under -voiced contribution of women to human civilization 

but also provides a dialogic platform to positively re -mark women's position in human 

history. 

Independent Mind and Indentured Body 

In his 1935 book My Country and My People, Lin reminded the world of his time 

and alerted the future generation as well by pointing out that "Chinese women are not the 

type to be easily suppressed ... the more one knows Chinese life, the more one realizes 

that the so- called suppression of women is an Occidental criticism that somehow is not 

borne out by a closer knowledge of Chinese life. "57 Occidental criticism it may be. Yet, 

portraying women as the helpless and the suppressed beings was also Oriental. The 

57 Lin Yutang, My Country and My People (New York: The John Day Company, 1935), 145. 
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creation of Xianglin's wife by Lu Xun and the portrayal of the enslaved mother by Rou 

Shi (1902 -1931) exemplify such Oriental criticism opposing pervasive abuse of 

women. During the May Fourth New Culture Movement (1919- 1937), in contrast to 

such old image of victimized women, more images of new women were created although 

they still reflected the traditional pattern of dichotomy -the ideal women versus the 

undesired ones. 

In the case of Lin's fiction, the diverse women re- imaged in his fictional universes 

undermine the typical portrayal of women that is by and large culturally identical. The 

standardization of literary portrayal of women, known in the West as "female angles" in 

contrast to "female monsters," parallels to the typical pattern in Chinese literary tradition, 

exemplified by the idealized chaste women in contrast to the demonized unchaste ones. 

Lin's presentation underscores such women who despising the male vigilance exercise 

their agency in life by rejecting the encoded signs imposed upon them, be they verbal or 

visual, to satisfy their own human nature. For Lin, the modern day visual signs of 

"commercial exploitation of the woman's body, down to its last curve and muscular 

undulation and the last painted toe -nail" provides another example of male desire to 

impose on women, which leads him to imagine that "in a matriarchate state, it may be 

inferred, pictures of men in the altogether would be quite the fashion. "58 

58 Lin Yutang, The Importance of Living, (New York: The John Day Company, 1937), 179. In his 1930's 
article "The Aphorisms of Art," Lin writes: "Our society at present is completely dominated by men, hence 
the abundance of pictures of female pulchritude. In a matriarchate state, it may be inferred, pictures of men 
in the altogether would be quite the fashion." See the article in Lin Yutang, The Little Critic: Essays, 
Satires and Sketches on China (Second Series: 19331935), reprint (Westport, Connecticut: Hperion Press, 
Inc., 1983), 2: 73 -74. 
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Lin's departure from literary maintenance of status quo starts from his 

challenging inveterate thought and language, which is characterized by internalized 

conventionality in literary tradition. On the one hand, Lin shared the commonground 

with many progressive writers of his time, including Ding Ling TE (1904- 1986), Lao 

She 't (1898 -1966), Liang Shiqiu Yt k (1902 -1987), Lu Xun, Mao Dun Y j 

(1896 -1981), Rou Shi, Xiao Hong ;; (1911- 1942), and Zhang Henshui 3-MAC (1895- 

1967), in terms of their dissatisfaction towards gender discrimination. On the other hand, 

Lin distinguished his portrayals by advocating the individual agency in fighting against 

gender inequality, in contrast to literary conformation of gender hegemony and social 

dominance at the expense of female nonconformists. Instead of reduplicating the abused 

bodies of women, which frequented the mainstream literature of his time, it is noticeable 

that Lin's characters are articulate, compassionate, independent, intelligent, and strong - 

willed women with human imperfections such as greed and jealous, personality equally 

possessed by their male counterparts. By extracting female agency through his creative 

use of various signs, Lin rejected the typical portrayals of women buried silently in 

hegemonic tradition as a parcel of cultural goods, and therefore he fictionally transformed 

the cultural hegemony as well as social prejudice towards women who were objective to 

conform the biased conventions. Lin's creativity offers an alternative perception of 

women, which encourages inquiry into that history which has antagonistically 

disregarded women. Given the institutional power of literature, Lin's fictional creation is 

not a trivial statement to advocate women with "feminist thought." 
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The first glance at Lin's female characters seems to result in two categories -the 

conformists (e.g. Mannia, Mrs. Yao and Mrs. Tseng) and the nonconformists (e.g. Malin, 

Jo -an and Peony). However, close examination of these characters through various signs 

surrounding them lead to a different conclusion. In contrast to the type of old women 

(e.g. Lu Xun's enslaved wife and Rou Shi's enslaved mother), the agency in self - 

elevation of Lin's characters is distinctive though it by and large depends upon their own 

personalities, their social identities, and their economic means. In other words, regardless 

of their being conformist or not, Lin's characters actively engaged themselves in life and 

therefore gained their access, to a certain extent, to steer life together with men. The 

human imperfections reflected in the foregrounded signs in Lin's fiction signal the 

dynamic foundation of Lin's female characters that were unhesitant to challenge the 

social injustice to benefit themselves with their articulate power. 

Characters like Sun Mannia, the classical symbol of womanhood in traditional 

society, and characters like Peony, the nonconformist woman, reflect the spectrum of 

social expectation of women and cultural change as well. The virgin widow Mannia and 

the nonconformist widow Peony had in common their agency in making decisions of 

their lives. However, the two widows expressed their love in dramatic difference. 

Mannia loved her husband Pingya so much so that after Pingya's death she willingly 

adopted a boy to resume his family line. Moreover, she voluntarily became a vegetarian. 

Becoming a vegetarian-the symbol of her devotion to Buddhism -is Mannia's 

expression of love to her deceased husband. In contrast, Peony chose to continue 

searching for the love she longed for after her husband's death by refusing to adopt a 
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child to satisfy the desire of her parents -in -law as much as the expectation of social 

convention for a young widow. It is noticeable that in his depictions Lin often highlights 

the contrast between dynamic human nature and the rigidity of social conventions, which 

eventually leads to generate a change of the biased conventions. In the case of Mannia, 

she was encouraged by her sister -in -law Mulan and her brother -in -law Sunya to step out 

of her chamber -the symbol of liberating from social conventions -which inevitably 

upset their rigid Confucian father who sternly scolded the young people after discovering 

their improper behavior. 

Many of Lin's female characters in the fictional universes demonstrate their equal 

capability to negotiate and communicate by re- defining the linguistic signs, which carries 

a heavy weight to enlighten the process of gender negotiation in the historical universe. 

In her studying of the "notorious signs" designated to women, Adrienne Munich points 

out speaking women are no longer willing to speak the language of men. According to 

Munich, French feminists strongly reject men's language not because of its lack of 

representation of women's needs and expectations. For men, discourse stands for "linear, 

logical and theoretical. When women speak, therefore, they cannot help but enter male - 

dominated discourse; speaking women are silent as women. "59 Given the significant 

power of speech, women's capability to articulate their own thoughts in their own words, 

even fictional, is a beginning for women in the historical universe to reify who they really 

are. In the case of fictional creations, female subordination associated with the 

59 See details in Adrienne Munich, "Notorious Signs, Feminist Criticism, and Literary Tradition," in 

Making a Derence: Feminist Literary Criticism, ed. Gayle Greene and Coppélia Kahn (London and New 
York: Methuen, 1985), 239. 
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"notorious signs" has been symbolically compounded in literature over centuries. To 

contrast, by rehabilitating the signs through the context of immediate utterance and the 

context of reference, Lin through his fictional creations revealed human imperfections of 

self -deception in the form of constructing, fictionally and literally, the male supremacy 

by symbolically tuning down the volume of women's voice. Instead of displaying their 

virtues through silent voice and deformed body, Lin in his fiction celebrated the linguistic 

competence and the independent minds of his female characters. 

For example, his characters Mulan and Mannia enjoy themselves "the liveliest 

time discussing passages in the Book of Poetry that [their] teacher had refused to explain, 

passages about girls eloping with boys, a gentleman `tossing in bed' for love, and about a 

widow with seven sons who still wanted to remarry.i60 The girls' heated discussion of 

the forbidden section recorded in the sacred book sharply contrasts rigidity of their 

teacher. When being asked in class "why the mother of seven sons was still `not 

contented with her home,' [the teacher] reprimanded [the boy] by curtly saying it was a 

satire against disloyalty of ministers. "61 It is through such kind of moments that Lin 

transformed cultural vitality and flexibility by foregrounding cultural signs, in this case, 

the verbal signs including "eloping with boys," "tossing in bed for love," and the widow 

who was "not contented with her home," which were all kept in the Confucian classic 

book but deliberately ignored by some. Through their verbal exchanges, Mannia and 

Mulan not only expressed their understanding and expectations of life in general but also 

60 Lin Yutang, Moment in Peking (New York: The John Day Company, 1939), 56. 

61 Ibid., 56. 
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orientate their own life course towards through action. In the case of Mannia, her bound 

feet mirrored the social perversity imposed upon women. Her struggling between her 

own mind and the social expectation, and her final decision to marry Pingya at his 

deathbed to a certain degree revealed her intelligence and independence. Manna's 

power to speak her own mind to defend the love she believed in contrasted sharply to 

Xianglin's wife, who, although had strong limbs, dogmatically followed the social 

conventions trying to kill herself in order to defend her chastity when being remarried to 

another man. Moreover, she blamed herself for all her miseries, (namely she lost two 

husbands and her only son), spending her lifesavings on the threshold she donated to the 

Buddhist temple in hope that her guilt could be treaded by hundreds and thousands of 

people so that she would be able to re- incarnate in a better status in her next life.62 

In addition to their verbal expressions, Lin's female characters are tangible. For 

example, the character Mulan's complexity is demonstrated by her mixture of traditional 

and progressive outlooks of life, which she has to adjust her plural identities at a daily 

base, whether being a daughter, a student, a daughter -in -law, a wife, a mother, a sister, a 

sister -in -law, and a master of her servants. Mulan's independent mind was well reflected 

through her capability to adapt to her multiple identities during the social transition. In 

comparison, the creation of new woman during the May Fourth Movement, on the one 

hand, reflected the changed social expectation of women. However, on the other hand, 

the separation between their individual identity (e.g. to be a daughter or a mother) from 

62 Xu Jian's investigation of women's working body portrayed in modern Chinese fiction also inquires the 

troublesome ethical representation as exemplified by women like Xianglin's wife. See Xu's reading of 
such women in Xu Jian, "Retrieving the Working Body in Modern Chinese Fiction: The Question of the 

Ethical in Representation," Modern Chinese Literature and Culture 16, no. l (Spring 2004): 123 -128. 
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their social engagement (e.g. to become a career woman or a revolutionary) is distinctive. 

According to Jin Feng's summary, the literary depiction of new women during the May 

Fourth period is categorized as: 

women who shed the stereotypical domestic roles as the `good wife,' `loving 
mother,' or `filial daughter' to become `girl students' (nü xuesheng) attending 
Western -style schools for a modern education; urban drifters with no apparent 
familial or occupational affiliations; career women (including writers) making a 
living with their professional skills; and revolutionaries calling for social change 
through participation in demonstrations, rallies, and other political activities. 
Furthermore, the new woman possesses a unique and deep emotional interior that 
sets her immediately apart from the less self -reflective and uneducated female 
urban proletarians as well as from peasant women.63 

Carefully examining the above four types of new women, what can be inferred is 

the immediate split between the educated class and the uneducated urban proletarians and 

the peasant women. Furthermore, within the privileged minority of women, they were 

torn between their individual identity as the "good wife," "loving mother," and "filial 

daughter" and their social engagement as "students," "career writers," "urban drifters," 

and "revolutionaries." In other words, to be a new woman one was risking trading in her 

femininity Yet, at the same time women had to equip themselves with useful skills to 

compete with their male counterparts to survive the changed world. The shift from home 

to work palce superficially blurred the gender division, which did not reflect or ensure 

gender euality. In other words, new women were doubly discriminated because of their 

incapability to meet the male standard outside the home and their unwillingness to 

maintain their domestic roles as a good wife and kind mother. The question need to be 

63 Feng Jin, The New Woman in Early Twentieth -Century Chinese Fiction (Indiana: Purdue University 
Press, 2004), 2. 
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raised here is why a woman has to be named as "new" when she is unwilling to take the 

designated life path? 

In terms of Lin's depictions, the nonconformist women with independent spirit 

were neither artificially divided between inside and outside home nor between cultural 

descrepancy. Therefore, it enriched Shafei, the protagonist of Ding Ling's novel Miss 

Sophie's Diary ! lk El ì , who perhaps represents the most pervasive image of new 

women in modern Chinese literature. Lin's portrayals rescued Shafei, who more or less 

resembled Ibsen's Nora, from the accusation of being a "non- authentic" Chinese woman, as 

independent female spirit was not an aspect alien to the East. Wang Shunzhu from three 

aspects analyzed Shafei's struggle between her newly formed "self' nurtured by Western 

culture and her old "other" shadowed under her native Chinese tradition. Due to the two 

split parts, Shafei could not function well either around Chinese men or in local 

community. As Wang observes, Shafei's sense of alienation is "her sense of dislocation 

and superiority. "64 Comparing with many Lin's female characters (e.g. Malin, Peony, Jo- 

an) who encountered the similar change of society, Shafei's struggle between tradition 

and modernity is rather idiosyncratic. She felt she was superior to Weidi, a man in love 

with Shafei, whom she saw as a pure Chinese breed, but inferior to Ling Jishi, a semi - 

Westernized overseas Chinese whom she secretly fantasized. Also, she felt above her 

community even though her friends were all college educated. Yet, it was always these 

friends who lent a hand to her whenever she was in trouble. Moreover, her Chinese 

64 Shunzhu, "The Double -Voiced Feminine Discourses in Ding Ling's Miss Sophie's Diary," 
Tamkang Review 28, no.1 (1997): 141. 
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moral code constantly conflicted to her Westernized desire, which, in my opinion, 

resulted from misunderstanding both cultures. Without distinguishing the similarities and 

dissimilarities between the two cultures, Shafei could not escape from the dilemma 

whenever reality called for decision. After all, she was neither independent from the two 

men nor free from tangling herself between the two cultures. That she could exercise her 

power over Weidi was not because she had the self -confidence but rather she felt she had 

Western style independence, i.e. the power of acting on her own. However, her power 

failed miserably whenever she met Ling Jishi. After all, she still remained as the weak 

and oppressed side in the love game because she failed to see the real cause of the 

inequality, regardless of cultural difference. She did not realize that women were also 

objectified in the West as their counterparts in the East though that objectification was 

different, as illustrated by Lin in one of his essays.65 

In contrast to Shafei, Lin's creation of Peony asserted her self -confidence and 

strong -willed mind through discarding all the pre -made labels designated for women. 

Peony, unlike Shafei, did not seek outside power to help her win the battle even though 

she also had experienced the West. Instead, she liberated herself by breaking through the 

inner side of her community of Chinese native culture. Peony rescued herself from the 

similar community that surrounded Shafei, but neither trashing that community nor 

blamin her friends for her own misery. 

65 In his article entitled "How to Understand the Chinese," Lin presented how East and West treat women 
differently through his humorous remarks: "when you make a bronze statue of a woman and put her on a 
pedestal, either nude or covered, to be looked at by everybody, and call her Justice or Liberty, we just think 
you are very funny, if we don't think you obscene. So you can well understand how deep and fundamental 
the differences between the Chinese and the European cultures are." Lin Yutang, The Little Critic, 2: 6. 
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In addition to the literary creations, the literary critiques of the time further 

enhanced the status quo of exemplary women by dramatizing either the creation of new 

women like Shafei or the imagery of oppressed women like Xianglin's wife. Take Rou 

Shi's depictions for example. His fictional creation of the enslaved mother, the 

protagonist of the novelette entitled Wei nuli de muqin (Enslaved Mother), 

was heavily underlined while his portrayal of the strange mother, the protagonist of the 

novelette Guai muqin 'h:}; (Strange Mother), was kept in silence. The enslaved 

mother, who echoed Xianglin's wife, became the unified representative of Chinese 

women. However, the strange mother, who like the discontented widow recorded in the 

Book of Poetry, became invisible to the public. Both the fictional mothers created by 

Rou Shi could think but one kept her thought within herself the other spoke her mind 

Yet, the strange mother's request to remarry was neither responded by her sons nor by the 

critiques. If the poverty was the main cause of the enslaved mother, the social prejudice, 

which was executed by the three sons, was the block for the strange mother who overtly 

expressed her own desire. Fictionally and literally, the hypocrisy and injustice against 

the strange mother were apparent. 

In the case of female writers who raised their concerns about women, they 

encountered the similar resistance. Suppose that the gifted novelist Xiao Hong had not 

met Lu Xun, would her fame as a female writer be highly valued? To answer the question, 

Lydia H. Liu's re- evaluation of Xiao Hong's novel Shengsi chang lift* i (Field of Life 

and Death) may shed some light on the maintained status quo of depicting and reading 

women. In her study of Xiao Hong's novel, Liu analyzes the reasons why Xiao Hong has 
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been categorized as a nationalist writer, and why her novel as a piece of nationalist 

literature rather than feminist literature. Besides pointing out that being Lu Xun's mentee 

ensured her more luck in "the hands of literary historians than some other women 

[writers]," Liu, from the approach of literary feminism, debates that such an image of 

Xiao Hong as well as her novel, both created by leftist male critics of her time, requires 

new analysis from a different angle.66 Through her own close reading, Liu reinforces the 

female body and identity that Xiao Hong concentrates on in her novel. 

Starting her argument with her explicit analysis of the novel's cover designed by 

Xiao Hong herself, Liu argues that "the controversy surrounding the cover design calls 

into question the authority of a single nationalist interpretation that has heretofore 

prevailed in Xiao Hong scholar -ship. "67 Moreover, Liu questioned the reason why 

"Critics have often wondered about the fact that Xiao Hong's anti -Japanese novel is filled 

with details about women's lives in the villages and does not begin to deal with the 

Japanese invasion until the last few chapters. "68 To Liu, the visual sign of the cover, and 

the verbal signs in the novel as well, speak for themselves and indicate Xiao Hong's true 

intention. Xiao Hong's case provides a detailed footnote for the conclusion made by 

Munich, who in the study of literary criticism points out that not until the arrival of 

feminist interruption "the interpretation of texts ... has created a narrowly patriarchal 

discourse that limits reading.... Tagged with a patriarchal interpretation, canonical texts 

66 Lydia H. Liu, Translingual Practice: Literature, National Culture, and Translated Modernity- China, 
1900 -1937 (California: Stanford University Press, 1995), 199. 

67 Lydia H. Liu, "The Female Body and Nationalist Discourse: Manchuria in Xiao Hong's Field of Life and 
Death," in Body, Subject and Power in China, eds. Angela Zito and Tani Barlow (Chicago: The University 
of Chicago Press, 1994), 163 -164. 
68 Ibid., 164. 
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pass into the culture validated by what the Institution of Reading has understood. "69 As a 

matter of fact, the Institution of Reading did not spare any depictions of women that 

undermine the constructed male supremacy, be they authored by women or men, as 

demonstrated by Rou Shi's strange mother or even Lu Xun's depictions of other types of 

women. 

For example, the image of Si Taitai EidC in Lu Xun's short story Feizao jjr,t 

(Soap) is somewhat diminutive, in contrast to the young beggar, who followed the social 

norms of being filial and respectful to elders, i.e. her grandmother. Si Taitai's 

admonishing of her husband Siming IM, the symbol of hypocritical moralists, namely 

the men who witnessing the beggar's misery offered nothing but their sexual comments 

on her body, requires our attention. Disgusted by Siming's criticism of other men's 

immoral comments on the beggar's body, and moreover by his excuses of not helping her, 

Si Taitai could not help but exposing Siming's hypocrisy when he started disciplining 

their son's infiliality at the dinner table by using the beggar as the example. "How can he 

understand what you think ?" Si Taitai suddenly broke her silence, "if he understands 

anything at all, he would have already lighted the lantern going out to find that filial girl 

and bring her back for his father. "70 Her explosion can be conveniently disputed as one 

of the examples of female jealousy. However, closely examining her verbal reaction to 

Siming's elaboration of the beggar's body, and also noticing Siming's quick self -check 

69 Adrienne Munich, "Notorious Signs, Feminist Criticism, and Literary Tradition," 251. 

70 See the original text in Lu Xun, Lu Xun quanji, 2: 199. 1 take the responsibility for the translation. 
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upon her sharp glance -the visual sign, one can not label Si Taitai as a simple- minded 

jealous wife. 

Lin's alternative interpretation of signs of women through his literary presentation 

derives from his nonconformist philosophy of life. In the article "Her Body /Her 

Boundaries," Christine Battersby reminds the different outlooks between the veteran 

male philosophers and the newly arrived female philosophers, whose existence only 

occurred recently in human history. Battersby's differentiation suggests that the current 

standard of society, by and large revolving around the male norms, requires a continuous 

examination and adjustment. As exemplified by Lin's depictions, when more and more 

nonconformists, even fictionally, are unearthed, the inadequate and incomplete "men's 

language" will be counterbalanced so that the more realistic presentation of the two -sex 

cohabitant world will become linguistically visible. In the case of Lin, it is his strength 

rather than his contradictions that he violates the rule of depicting women in the fashion 

of dichotomy. By calling himself a "market philosopher," Lin, instead of sitting in the 

lectures and reading theories of philosophy about life and humankind, learnt his 

philosophical lessons about life in general and about women in particular from: 

Mrs. Huang, an amah [i.e. a female housekeeper] in my family who has all the 
ideas that go into the breeding of a good woman in China; a Soochow boat - 
woman with her profuse use of expletives; a Shanghai street car conductor; my 
cook's wife; a lion cub in the zoo; a squirrel in Central Park in New York; a deck 
steward who made one good remark; that writer of a column on astronomy (dead 
for some ten years now); all news in boxes; and any writer who does not kill our 
sense of curiosity in life or who has not killed it in himself." 

71 Lin Yutang, The Importance of Living, viii -ix. 
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Lin's confession of his "incorrect way" to study what Irigaray called "the philosophic 

mastery" indicated that his philosophical outlook primarily centered on life itself rather 

than the theory of life.72 Lin's grip of the essence of life and society through his creative 

reading of signs that perfuse the historical universe eventually leads his suspicion of male 

supremacy, which he reveals through the constructed power of men, who endorsed the 

mindless female virtues and the indentured female bodies, in contrast to the diverse 

nature of women, who possessed the minds of their own. 

72 James T. Whiting well illustrates Lin's philosophical outlook which "firmly anchored in the human 
condition" through his comparative study of the fundamental philosophical principles between East and 
West. For the detailed accounts, see James T. Whiting's study entitled "The Philosophy of Lin Yutang and 
Its Relationship to Western Philosophy." 
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2 SHELVED TRADITION AND COMPELLED MODERNITY 

Scholarly tradition takes certain contexts as a set of traces and clues in literary 

analysis. The disputes concerning contextualization in the study of literature are not 

whether contexts should be included but rather "which contexts should guide the 

interpretation of given texts. "73 To this question, the renowned linguist Roman Jakobson 

reminds his readers that language is a constructed semiotic system, in which not only 

"every message is made of signs, [but also] the relation between the general meaning of a 

verbal sign and its context is at present the vital task of linguistics on all its levels, 

because `context sensitivity' is the decisive property of our languages, which underlines 

their creativeness. "74 It is apparent that the difference between the notion of Jakobson 

and that of scholarly tradition is the semiotic point of view that Jakobson underscores to 

discern the meaning of verbal signs which are inseparably decided by the contexts in 

which they are situated. 

To decide what contexts are decisive in literary interpretation, it is pivotal to re- 

contextualize the literary texts according to the distinctive nature of multi- functional 

complexities of literature. This is particularly true in terms of understanding the 

difference between the historical universe and fictional universes in Lin's literary texts. 

Johansen differentiates the two universes in relation to literature by pointing out that "a 

fictional universe is something that in relevant respects has the virtues of the actual 

73 Jorgen Johansen, Literary Discourse: A Semiotic -Pragmatic Approach to Literature, 400 -401. 

74 Roman Jakobson, "Language in Relation to Other Communication Systems," in Selected Writings II: 
Word and Language (Paris: Mouton, 1971), 698. Also, see Roman Jakobson, "Communication and 
Society," in Selected Writings VII, 99. 
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universe without being part of it. As regards linguistic texts, however, we cannot even 

tell which kind of universe they refer to without bringing in additional knowledge. "75 

Also, according to Johansen, fictional universes are various, which is in contrast to the 

single historical universe of our life world. Moreover, there are four ways to relate the 

fictional universe and the historical universe -by contiguity, similarity, conventionality, 

and figurative intensification and distortion.76 

Scholars including Roger Fowler, Michael Halliday, Rugaiya Hasan, Douglas 

Biber and Susan Conrad have well researched, with a clear semiotic vision, the intimacy 

between linguistic signs and contexts. For example, Fowler proposes three kinds of 

context which are essential to guide the interpretation of literary texts. The context of 

immediate utterance, namely "the situation within which discourse is conducted" as 

defined by Fowler, can be immediately seen in a given text. In contrast, the context of 

culture, that is "the whole network of social and economic conventions, all the 

institutions and the familiar settings and relationships," though invisible, is the 

foundation of the text.77 The invisibility of the cultural context sometimes creates 

particular difficulty for a reader who is unfamiliar with the culture. Such was the case of 

Lin's fictional writings. Given the time and place when they were written, they usually 

resulted in either their being lightly decoded (e.g. messages such as Lin's advocacy of 

female nonconformists conveyed in the texts are neglected) or heavily decoded (e.g. 

75 Jurgen Johansen, Literary Discourse: A Semiotic -Pragmatic Approach to Literature, 118. 

76 The fourth way Johansen refers to is "elements and relations within the fictional universe are interpreted 
as figurative and intensified expressions of elements and relations within our world or psyche." Jurgen 
Johansen, Literary Discourse: A Semiotic -Pragmatic Approach to Literature, 124. 

77 For Fowler's detailed discussions on the three different contexts, see Roger Fowler, Linguistic Criticism 
(Oxford, NY: Oxford University Press, 1996), 110 -129. 
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critiques frequent his cultural bridging of East and West as depicted in his fiction). As 

for the context of reference, its prevalence in the literary texts is unquestionable because 

the unique experience of human beings is usually reflected through linguistic signs. As 

Fowler points out, human language which possesses "the relative independence of 

subject -matter from the contexts of utterance and of culture ... is the capacity of human 

speech to refer to things and events which are removed in space and time from the 

immediate contest of utterance. "78 

However, this freedom of human language sometimes can become problematic if 

we take our experience and knowledge, namely the social /cultural norms for granted. 

When such occurs, we cease our inquiry and fall into the fallacy of various convention. 

Aware of this kind of fallacy, Biber from the perspective of discourse analysis cautions 

his readers to avoid the automatic association of "de- contextualization" with written 

texts -a type of literary conventions. According to Biber's summary, other researchers 

also suggest "the imaginative fiction, which might be regarded as highly literate and 

therefore decontextualized, depends crucially on background information supplied by the 

reader and an active role on the part of the reader in the creation of an imagined world. "79 

This background information, namely the extrinsic context, shared by both addressers 

and addressees is vital to comprehend the intrinsic context "considering lexical, 

78 Ibid., 115. 

79 Douglas Biber, Variation across Speech and Writing (Cambridge and New York: Cambridge University 
Press, 1988), 48. 
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grammatical, and rhetorical features in the text. "80 In short, a comprehensive 

interpretation will best result from understanding both the extrinsic and intrinsic contexts 

related to given texts, such as that of Lin's fiction. Lin's unconventionality not only lies 

in his highlighting iconoclastic spirit of women but also cultural plurality of traditional 

Chinese society, which is prevalent in his fictional universes. 

Heterodox Components of Chinese Culture 

In the case of Lin's fictional texts, the extrinsic context is entwined not only with 

the cultural context, namely the intense social /cultural transitions which Lin witnessed, 

but also with the spatial -temporal context, namely time and places in which Lin lived. 

The convergence of the contexts substantially influenced Lin's perception of women, 

which is clearly transformed into his fictional creations. To re- contextualize Lin's 

fictional universes, it is important to understand Lin's alternative perception of Chinese 

culture and society in general, which is highlighted by his consistent advocacy of 

individual voices that are usually muffled in Chinese cultural norms. Lin's life long 

supporting of the first Chinese female war journalist Xie Bingying ìßf Y7k1 (1906 -2000) 

exemplifies his sincere advocacy of women's rights. Sohigian believes that it is Lin who 

"forever changed [Bingying's] life" through promoting her famous war diary Nubing 

80 Douglas Biber and Susan Conrad, "Register Variation: A Corpus Approach," in The Handbook of 
Discourse Analysis, eds. Deborah Schiffrin, Deborah Tannen, and Heidi E. Hamilton (Malden, Mass.: 
Blackwell Publishers, 2001), 175. 
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zizhuan 'f (Autobiography of A Chinese Girl) by translating it into English in 

1928.81 

Lin's awareness of the complexity of social /cultural contexts can be discerned 

from his non -fictional writings. In many of his essays, Lin raises various issues related to 

women including their social position, their right of choice, and the importance of their 

involvement and participation in public life. For example, in his 1936 essay entitled 

"Jieyu wenti j IA a" (On Birth Control), Lin advocated birth control for Chinese 

women, which was initiated by the "Irish Rebel" Margaret Sanger (1883 -1966) who 

during 1930s went to Asia to promote her view.82 Given that children symbolized both 

filiality and prosperity in Chinese culture, Lin's revolt against enslaving women as 

reproductive machines was rather revolutionary in his time. Lin's intellectual maturity is 

equally revealing through his open comments on women's position in an asymmetric 

society dominated by men. His caution to Chinese feminist activists of his time, who 

were determined to openly challenge male domination, by informing them of the 

situation encountered by American feminists who were taken advantages of by both sexes, 

81 Diran J. Sohigian, "The Life and Times of Lin Yutang," 369. For Lin's own account in his reason for his 
translation, see Lin's own account in his "Bingying congjun riji xu" trJ< /AV (Preface to 
Bingying's Wartime Essays) in Lin Yutang, Yutang Wenji, 2: 1205 -1206. Also, Xie Bingying in her own 
article "zhuinian Rusi" and her preface to her reprint Nubing zizhuan confirmed that it was Lin's 
two daughters Lin Rusi 4#ap JJ and Lin Wushuan 4;F, (i.e. Lin Taiyi #t () who translated her whole 
autobiography into English. See Xie Bingying ì $ * Bingying huaijiu 3;1411E1 (Taiwan: Sanmin 
shuju, 1991), 118. 

82 Margaret Regan, "Margaret Sanger: Tucson's Irish Rebel," Tucson Weekly, 11 -17 March, 2004. See 
more about Margaret Sanger's activity in China in Liu Ningyuan IJ T jLI, ed., Zhongguo nuxingshi leibian 

1$' Aft v,i tA (Beijing: Beijing shifan daxue chubanshe, 2000), 4. Also, see "The Woman Rebel" in 
Politics and Population Control: A Documentary History, ed. Tobin, Kathleen A. (Westport, Conn. and 
London: Greenwood Press, 2004). Moreover, Hu Shi mentioned his help of Sanger's visit in his memoir 
when she was forbidden by the Japanese government to disembark in Japan. For Hu Shi's account, see Hu 
Songping my-, ed., Hu shizhi xiansheng wannian tanhualu NiZ tli Lam : iNA (Taiwan: lianjing 
chuban shiye gongsi, 1984), 16. 
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indicates his genuine concern for gender equality and his understanding of the 

complication in leveling the field from a pragmatic viewpoint. Through sharing Lillian 

Symes's stories, published in Harper 's Magazine, Lin not only spoke of the reality that 

feminists, regardless of their nationality, were facing but also pointed out the particular 

difficulties encountered by Chinese feminists.83 

Lin's advocacy of non -conformist women can also be discerned from the female 

characters depicted in his two historical biographies, namely Lady Wu: A True Story and 

The Gay Genius: The Life and Times of Su Tungpo. His translated works comprise 

another index to his alternative perception of women. In various prefaces for his 

translations, Lin explicitly expressed the reasons for his choice to introduce such women 

as Xie Bingying, Widow Chuan (a fictional character depicted by Lao Xiang, one of 

Lin's contemporary writers), Chen Yun (who was recorded by her husband in his own 

diary Six Chapters of Floating Life), and the nuns of Taishan depicted by Liu Em n in 

his vernacular novel The Travels of Laocan. For example, in the preface to his 

translation of Shen Fu's Fusheng liuji, Lin claimed that Chen Yun was "the most lovely 

woman in Chinese literature" not because her husband depicted her as a beauty in his 

diary but because of her genuine personality characterized by her consideration of the 

underprivileged, appreciativeness of anything pretty, and moreover her carefree and 

83 Lillian Symes published several stories about American women under the title "Still a Man's Game: 
Reflections of a Slightly Tired Feminist" in the issue of May 1929, Harpers Magazine. The story told that 
Ruth became angry with her husband who, besides financially supporting his ex -wife, readily agreed to pay 
for her additional expense of a fur -coat. Given that being a bread earner herself Ruth could not afford such 
an expensive fashionable item, the husband simply dismissed Ruth's disagreement with the line: "But she 
(i.e. his ex -wife) doesn't know how to earn money and you do!" Lin Yutang cited Symes' article in his 
essay "Warnings to Women." See details in Lin Yutang, The Little Critic: Essays, Satires and Sketches on 
China (First Series: 1930 -1932), reprint (Westport, Connecticut: Hperion Press, Inc., 1983), 1: 57. 
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courage of pursing whatever she dreams -a woman, Lin further pointed out, whom you 

might see at one of your friends' houses.84 In another preface to his translation of Widow 

Chuan, Lin humorously commented that "our `Widow Chuan' ... was a personality, and 

if she was an institution in the village, it was against all that Confucius ever taught and 

believed ... Confucius was a fiction, she was life. "85 Clearly Lin's perception of 

Chinese women with independent spirits is not only reflected through his own writings 

but also through his appreciation of other writers such as Shen Fu and Lao Xiang. For 

Lin, women like Chen Yun and Widow Chuan, who reveal the other side of the female 

image, equally deserve to be remembered. They constitute the dynamic womanhood in 

the real world. 

For Lin, the women mentioned above and others like them compose a different 

texture of the social /cultural context in Chinese civilization as much as their conformist 

counterparts. The tangibility of female nonconformists re- imaged by Lin in his own 

fiction is very much historically prevalent even though these women are often dispersed 

in cultural homogenization. Cultural hegemony which has been constructed ahistorically, 

by and large, through the generational efforts of conservative male literati, who even 

scorned their more open -minded compeers, was exemplified by the battle between Yuan 

Mei *R (1716 -1799) and Zhang Xuecheng V (1738 -1801) in the late Qing China. 

S4 Lin Yutang, Yutang Wenji, 2: 1192. 

85 Lin Yutang, Widow, Nun and Courtesan (New York: The John Day Company, 1951), v -vi. Also, in his 
"Prefatory Note" to Widow Chuan which was authored by Lao Xiang who grew up in a northern village 
near Beijing, Lin mentioned that when in 1940 the novel was first published in his magazine he asked the 
author whether his favorite character named "Hullo" was a real person. Lao Xiang answered "of course he 
was real, and the widow, too, and her daughter Tientien Ni'rh." Lin commented: "I believed him. I thought 
no one could create such characters entirely out of imagination." 
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As Lin pointed out in his essay "Shuo cheng yu wei i ,ì 4 j" (On Honesty and 

Hypocrisy), Zhang's prevarication mainly derived from his own incapability to stand up 

against the social bias towards women of his time even though his intellectual capacity 

was equally as impressive as his opponents'. The different viewpoints of the two 

eminent scholars resulted in their different perception of the heterogeneous community of 

women. 

Lin's recognition and acknowledgment of diverse and dynamic women, as 

depicted in his novels through his creative use of signs, directly challenges the hierarchic 

construction of social reality. Recent historiography of women is very substantial in 

helping to understand the gap between the type of women selected to represent the entire 

female community and the diverse women living in different spans of Chinese society. 

For example, in his article "The View of Women in Early Confucianism," Paul R. Goldin 

believes that Confucius' primary concern is the exceptionality of talent pertaining to both 

sexes rather than female inferiority. As recoded in the Analects, the Master once 

commented on the ten ministers of King Wu of the Zhou Dynasty (c.1027 - 256 B.C.E.) 

by reminding his disciple: "Is it not so that talent is rare? The time after T'ang and Yu 

flourished to this extent. There was a woman among them, so there were no more than 

nine men. "86 Goldin's textual examination of classical Confucianism reveals the 

accumulative construction of female inferiority through male literati's scripts over the 

long Chinese history, which underscored select parts and discarded the rest -the typical 

86 Paul Rakita Goldin, "The View of Women in Early Confucianism," in The Sage and the Second Sex: 
Confucianism, Ethics, and Gender, ed. Li Chenyang (Chicago: Open Court, 2000), 140. 
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pattern in a structured hierarchy. In fact, even Confucius himself could not be spared 

from linguistic manipulation, as represented by the falsified image created by the Late 

Qing reformists Kang Youwei }A. and Zhang Binglin *MO at the end of 19th 

century. 

Moreover, as Zhu Weizheng pointed out in his book Coming out of the Middle 

Ages, both Kang and Zhang, being either the friend or the teacher, closely associated with 

many May Fourth intellectuals including Hu Shi and Lu Xun, the two influential figures 

in shaping the new culture of China of the time. The close relationship perhaps to a 

certain degree explained the distorted image of Confucius who was at the time singled 

out to take the entire responsibility for the darkness of Chinese culture -as Lin 

characterized that "the dignified men should be flexible by being smooth and slick while 

the virtues of women have to be measured by their grand bravery in defending their 

chastity. "87 At the turn of the 20th century the grand bravery of Chinese women was once 

again utilized to justify backwards of the nation. According to Qian Jun's observation, 

the eagerness to modernize China was the very reason to rush "the May Fourth 

intellectuals attributed its weakness largely to the weakness of women.... Discourses 

condemning the low status of women abound, and Hu Shi's outright challenge to 

footbinding and Lu Xun's literary portrayal of Xianglinsao [i.e. Xianglin's wife] were 

probably the most well -known. "88 Singling out this type of women to represent the 

87 Lin Yutang, Wusuobutan heji (Taiwan: Taibei wenxing shudian, 1974), 20. 

88 Qian Jun, "Lin Yutang: Negotiating Modernity between East and West" (Ph. D. diss., Berkeley: 
University of California, 1996), 184. 
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heterogeneity of the female community accidentally conformed to the construction of 

male supremacy, even though their primary intention was otherwise. 

In contrast, Lin in several articles questioned the distorted interpretation of 

Analects by returning the saintly portrayed Confucius to a more humanist individual who 

sighed, cried, laughed, and complained just like anybody else. As early as in 1929, Lin's 

individualistic reading of the sage was portrayed in his comedy "When Confucius Saw 

Nancy." The play which made the sage very human caused a huge scandal led by the 

outraged descendants of Confucius. The disturbance was finally pacified by the then 

central authority through terminating several people's careers in the provincial 

government and in the junior college where the play was staged. This incident itself 

indicates the obstacles to and difficulties concerning social change, which directly applies 

to women's issues raised by Lin in many of his essays. And, his observations and 

concerns in relation to women's role in history and society are certainly not outdated. 

Lin's objection to the unified portrayal of women derives from his comprehension 

of diverse human nature. His wide reading of the ancient and the present thinkers from 

both East and West enables him to penetrate the superficial appearances of human beings 

to grip the essence of human nature. Hence, it is not hard for Lin to perceive the 

existence of the nonconformist women, who are skeptical about male superiority and 

ready to reject social norms varying from submission to chastity or foot binding, as 

fashion required. What differentiated Lin from his "smooth and slick" fellows was not 

only his perception but also his courage to speak his mind. For example, in his 1935 
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essay "Feminist Thought in Ancient China," Lin characterized the irrationality of social 

norms in the period of Late Imperial China as: 

[a] semi -pathological state of mind that revealed in darkening women's souls and 
torturing women's bodies, [which were fondled by Neo- Confucian scholars, 
especially those from the tenth century onward who] calling themselves 'li- 
hsueh' or `scholars of reason' (which term in time became synonymous with 
goody -goody hypocrites), had drifted a long way away from the sane and healthy 
humanism of Confucius and turned it into a killjoy doctrine. [And under the 
Buddhism influence, they had drifted] into a pseudo -intellectualism which has 
good enough parallels in the West.89 

Such is the vision that is later transformed into his fictional depictions of women who 

stood against the pervasive norms, as exemplified by many female characters including 

Tu Jo -an, Peony, and Malin. Lin's distinction between the perverted aspect of Neo- 

Confucianism and humanist Confucius provides him a different standpoint from which he 

discovers the unrelinquished spirit of women.90 However, what Lin did not pinpoint was 

the causality. Research on non -canonical scripts of Chinese society and culture, which 

was unavailable at Lin's time, suggests the rulers' manipulation of the ideology of Neo- 

Confucianism rather than the ideology itself was fully responsible for the perversity. For 

example, Zhu Weizheng's study of the cultural policies of Qing demonstrates, in order to 

maintain their power unchallenged, the Qing rulers deliberately misapplied the teachings 

of Zhu Xi, the founder of Neo- Confucianism. Moreover, Zhu points out that no 

examples can be found from the late Ming throughout Qing which can indicate the rulers' 

justification of the ideology. Instead, they manipulatively used Neo- Confucianism as "a 

89 Li Yu -ning, ed., Chinese Women through Chinese Eyes (New York and London: M. E. Sharpe, Inc., 
1992), 34 -36. 
90 Qian Jun also observes Lin's "careful distinction between the rigid role of women ascribed by the later 
Song Neo- Confucianists influenced by Buddhism and the more tolerant and relaxed views of early 
Confucianists." Qian Jun, "Lin Yutang: Negotiating Modernity between East and West," 186. 
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dike restraining all thoughts. "91 The hypocrisy ascribed to the high jacking of the 

ideology is further contrasted by the core of Neo- Confucianism which is intended to help 

people understand the essentiality in life rather than to deprive human nature.92 

In his book The Importance of Living, Lin well articulates his understanding of 

human nature which is essentially shared by different beliefs from all cultures including 

ancient Greeks, Christianity, classic Confucianism and Daoism of China. Lin points out 

that immortality is the main concern of these beliefs even though each of them has its 

distinctive path to reach the destination. For Lin, human nature consists of desires, 

emotions, sins, passions, and conscience. What primarily differentiates human beings 

from animals is the sense of conscience, as he creatively presented in his fictional utopia 

Looking Beyond. Human nature is genderless. Men and women are equally capable to 

love and hate as well as to construct and to destroy. As Lin reminds us that "every 

[person] born into this world starts out with certain passions and desires and this vital 

energy, which run their course in different cycles through childhood, youth, maturity, old 

age and death. "93 Therefore, it is understandable for Lin to claim that everything but 

human nature can be organized and controlled as society and science progress. This 

91 Zhu Weizheng, Coming out of the Middle Ages: Comparative Reflections on China and the West, trans. 
and ed. Ruth Hayhoe (New York and London: M.E.Sharpe, Inc. 1990), 55. 

92 For detailed discussion on this issue, see Jiang Hanging's kaypp article "Tan youmo dashi yu Hong 
Loumeng ì _tC ) kï _*i" (On the Humorous Master and The Dreams of the Red Chamber), in 

Cong Lin Yutang toufa shuoqi (Starting from Lin Yutang's Hairs), ed. Li Shuangqing 
(Taiwan: Zhezhi chubanshe, 1969), 29 -30. 
93 Lin Yutang, The Importance of Living, 21. 
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understanding is essential in his perception of humankind and society in reality as much 

as he depicted in his science fiction.94 

The parallel nature between life and fiction is well demonstrated by the exemplary 

power which has been traditionally underscored in Chinese culture through various kinds 

of written texts such as Sanzijing (The Three Characters) for children, Nuerjing 

C) L (The Chant for Women) and Xiaojing *0. (The Chant of Filial Piety). In other 

words, the Chinese way of perceiving the world, which often relies on extracting the 

similarity between the part and the whole is traceable from the linguistic signs, for 

example, "to know the entire leopard from one spot" (F Ifu k1143). However, such 

kind of thinking sometimes can become deceptive when people begin to forget that the 

leopard is only one type in the cat family. It is from this aspect that Lin's alternative 

depictions of women become approachable in that his portrayal of women serves as the 

reminder of the existence of diverse women in contrast to the type of virtuous exemplars 

usually portrayed in literature and promoted by society. 

Iconoclastic Spirits of Women 

What Dorothy Ko called "the invention of an ahistorical `Chinese tradition' is 

clearly reflected in the existed image of women. Reading through Bettina L. Knapp's 

94 For example, when Lin found his daughter Rusi had run away the day before her engagement after he 
sent out all the invitations, being startled and puzzled as one could imagine all Lin said was: "My silly 
daughter, but, I love her more than ever. I cannot bear to think she has to go through all these." Note that 
the man Rusi planned to get engaged to was a doctor she herself met in China rather than her parents' 
choice, which indicated Lin, as an understanding parent, was truly remarkable. For details of this incident, 
see Lin Taiyi, Lin Yutang Zhuan, 226. 
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chronological study entitled Images of Chinese Women: A Westerner's View, it is hard for 

one to miss the distinctive gap between the dynastical representatives of women. Equally 

hard to miss is the dynamic images of women within a selected social group on the one 

hand, and the lack of diverse representations of women, on the other hand. In other 

words, what is represented is a type of women who became part of the established system 

either due to their merits or due to their imperfections. More research on Chinese women 

from all aspects available at the present time, however, provides another entrance to 

women's life throughout Chinese history, which helps us approach Lin's nonconformist 

outlook on culture and society in general and his viewpoint of women in particular, in 

contrast to the mainstream viewpoint which can be found in many writings by Lin's 

contemporaries. For example, the study of women between the end of 19th century and 

early 20th century of China conducted respectively by contemporary scholars like Bobby 

Siu and Sarah McElroy outlines the complexity of women's issues in Lin's China with 

more texture and depth. The issues were not only entangled by women's own social 

status but also by regional differences. Through her investigation of the numerous 

educational institutions established for women, McElroy found that women's schools in 

the north during the early 20th century had to recruit students from the south simply 

because women in the northern part of China were not by any standards ready for school 

life in terms of self and social preparation, in sharp contrast to the situation in the south 

where historically women from the privileged and open- minded families were provided 

with home schooling. By contrast, Siu's research shows that 98 percent of women were 

illiterate. Therefore, although more than 159 types of publications for women were 
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issued between 1900 and 1949, the circulation of these publications mainly remained 

within a very small group of high class women. In his 1920 article "I Think" the male 

writer Chen Wangdao pointed out that there were two kinds of women's movements in 

China, and moreover that "the goal of the third -class [i.e. the middle -class] ... is to 

restore all the liberties and privileges that women have been deprived of ̀ just because 

they are women'; the goal of the fourth -class [i.e. the working -class] ... is to eradicate all 

the unfairness and unreasonable treatment women have suffered `just because they are 

poor. "'95 However, as McElroy pointed out in her study of women's education in the 

first two decades of 20th century China that "by training women for a role outside the 

home [through education, the school founders] were initiating an important change in the 

social status of women. "96 That is exactly why Lin consistently supported all women, in 

particular college graduates, to participate in public life to ensure a change of the social 

injustice. 

Indeed, Ono Kazuko in her study of Chinese Women in a Century of Revolution, 

1850 -1950 found that in traditional society "equal rights for men and women was never 

only a gender question, for it was connected both to the reality of men's rights and to the 

essence of political and economic equality of all people. "97 In other words, the structured 

95 Hua R. Lan and Vanessa L. Fong, eds., Women in Republican China: A Sourcebook, Armonk, New York: 
M.E. Sharpe, 1999), 212. Chen loosely borrowed the terms of social classification from the French 
Revolution which divided society into the first (i.e. the nobles), the second (i.e. the clergy), the third (i.e. 
commoners), and the fourth estate. 
96 Sarah Coles McElroy, "Forging.a New Role for Women: Zhili First Women's Normal School and the 
Growth of Women's Education in China, 1901 -1921," in Education, Culture, and Identity in Twentieth - 
century China, ed. Glen Peterson, Ruth Hayhoe, and Yongling Lu (Ann Arbor: the University of Michigan 
Press, 2001), 355. 

97 Ono Kazuko, Chinese Women in a Century of Revolution, 1850 -1950, ed. Joshua Fogel (California: 
Stanford University Press, 1989), 88. 
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hierarchy is more fundamental in depriving women's rights than patriarchy. Sun 

Shaoxian /.1\ t8 in his book Nuxing zhuyi wenxue t X 3C (The Feminist 

Literature) categorizes the three stages of feminist writings with their distinctive features 

in Chinese literary tradition. According to Sun, female images depicted in literature after 

the conformation of patriarchal domination during the Han Dynasty (206 B.C.E. -220 

C.E.), as represented by Qin Luofu C (who is the main character in the ballad 

"Moshang sang ßa ±A," i.e. "Mulberry Trees on the Bank ") and Liu Lanzhi 

is the main character in the ballad "Kongque dongnanfei -L" or "Peacock 

Flying to the Southeast "), is to fight for basic human rights on behalf of women. Given 

that the ballads were highly possibly written by men, they can also be understood as the 

writers' disapproval of the brutal part of human nature pertaining to both men and 

women.98 

However, my slight disagreement with Sun's reading of Luofu is that the 

possibility of her voluntary devotion and her unshakable love for her absent husband also 

exist, which is demonstrated by her proud articulation of her husband's life achievement 

in the presence of the seducer. Luofu had her own mind about what a man should be, 

which may reflect the social expectation of men. It is true that the changing attitude 

towards marriage prior to the Han Dynasty can be discerned from the first poetry 

collection Book of Poetry which was allegedly composed by Confucius himself. It is also 

98 Joseph Roe Allen III's article "From Saint to Singing Girl: The Rewriting of the Lo -fu Narrative in 

Chinese Literati Poetry" provides a textual evidence, which supports Lin's conclusion of the linguistic 
inscription of women's history, reflected as "The progressive subjection of women followed pace by pace 
the increasing development of Confucianism." 
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true, as Sun Xushan points out in his study Shying zhong de minsu ziliao ì ßs' 

V, t4 (The Folk Customs from Book of Poetry), that there were cases of women who 

vowed to remain in widowhood because of their unshakable love for their deceased 

husbands in contrast to women who remarried soon after their husbands died -an 

important note that should not be neglected in the study of Chinese culture and society. 

As for the case of Lanzhi, it was the mother -in -law, the representative of the 

senior authority -the sign of social hierarchy, who not only abused the daughter -in -law 

but also her own son as well. The tragic death of the young couple is in fact the 

individual protest against the irrationality of some aspects of social norms, which is 

substantially enhanced by the co -burial of the two victims -a request by the seniors from 

the two families which indicates their individual opposition to organized cruelty after 

paying a high price. It is undoubted that the tragedy of Lanzhi reveals the well - 

internalized female inferiority as observed by Sun. It is also unquestionable that the 

subjective endorsement of the hierarchical patriarch revived by Han scholars provides no 

room for underprivileged men, as represented by the helpless son in the ballad. In fact, 

given the didactic tradition of Chinese literature both ballads were possibly modeled after 

life stories. 

During Tang China, the hierarchic discrepancy as well as the patriarchic gap was 

best demonstrated by the two women. On the one hand, the female poet Yu Xuanji 

491 (844 -868) overtly disagreed with the exclusion of women from the Civil Service 

Exam by stating: "I resent these gauze robes of mine which conceal poems' lines, / I raise 
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my head, envying the names on the roster of successful candidates. "99 On the other hand, 

under Empress Wu's reign the intelligent Shangguan Waner ±')L (664 -710) became 

"the first woman to preside over the selection of examination candidates," although she 

herself was barred from the exam.10t) In addition, poets from different periods of the 

Tang Dynasty (618 - 907 C.E.) including Wang Wei T (699 -761), Du Fu ti It (712- 

770), Dai Shulun J (732 -789), Liu Changqing iJ Kymp (714? -790), Bai Juyi Ogg 

(772 -846), and Du Xunhe tia r (846 -904) recorded various kinds of women in their 

poems. Mid Tang poet Bai Juyi was well known for his poetic depiction of women 

ranging from the rich wife of the salt merchant to the proud female firewood vender 

advising prostitutes to live an independent life. All these women captured in the 

traditional literature in fact are the index of dynamic womanhood. 

Dong Jiazun's 1934 textual investigation of remarried widows adequately 

demonstrated the process of constructing the cultural norm, known as female chastity, in 

hope to wake up those dogmatic Neo- Confucian followers who insisted upon the 

ancestors' teachings. Based upon the data he collected from the twenty four historical 

records -the indexical signs that indicated the occurred events, Dong showed that until 

the early 1 
1th century remarriages were neither linguistically denounced nor socially 

condemned. In fact, remarried women as well as men were not only common but also 

socially encouraged and financially supported in some cases. In comparison, Paul 

99 Chang Kang -i and Haun Saussy, ed., Women Writers of Traditional China: An Anthology of Poetry and 
Criticism (California: Stanford University Press, 1999), 75. 

'°° Richard Guisso, "Wu Zetian's Rule," in The Cambridge History of China, ed. Denis Twitchett and John 
K. Fairbank (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1978), 325. 
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Ropp's study elaborates the beginning of the changed attitudes from male literati towards 

gender discrimination starting from linguistic projection, as demonstrated by the two Late 

Qing novels including Liaozhai zhiyi ,a jet- (Strange Tales from a Chinese Studio) by 

Pu Songling a 4(1630 -1715) and Rulin waishi Tx,f+m, (The Scholars) by Wu 

Jingzi *aft (1701- 1754). According to Ropp, both novels with feminist implications 

demonstrated women as "stronger- willed, more intelligent, and more courageous than 

their husbands. "101 

As for individual resistance against social conventions, the cases recorded by 

Francis Hsu in his anthropological study of a rural town in the southwest China may shed 

some light on the understanding of the dynamic nature of Chinese culture and individual 

personality. 1 02 Also, it can be traced from linguistic signs, for example, the phenomenon 

known as "yijian zhongqing J 4't " (i.e. to fall in love at the first sight) as depicted in 

many Ming -Qing vernacular novels. In fact, Huang Huajie, an early 20t11 century Chinese 

sociologist, in his article "Mei shi gi,T." (The History of Eyebrows) has carefully 

examined the social /cultural connotations hidden behind the linguistic signs, to name a 

few, "meimu chuanqing ß 4V1*" (i.e. to deliver one's feelings via one's eyes and 

ioi Paul S Ropp, "The Seeds of Change," SIGN: Journal of Women in Culture and Society 2, no.1 (Autumn 
1976), 11. In fact, such portrayals is the reversed literary mode in comparison with "the shrewd wives and 
the henpecked husbands" -the typical pattern of the 17th century literary depictions, illustrated by Yenna 
Wu. In other words, it is still the antagonistic mode of gender depiction. 

1o2 Hsu recorded several cases of concubinage between 1941 and 1942 during his fieldwork in West Town. 
One case showed the sonless wife chased the husband out of their old home after he got a concubine who 
did not bear a son for him either. Another case told that a 73 year old man secretly cohabited with a widow 
but his sons were so worried that they bought him a concubine. See other cases in Francis L.K. Hsu, Under 
the Ancestors' Shadow: Chinese Culture and Personality (New York: Columbia University Press, 1948), 
298 -299. 
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eyebrows), and "meilai yanque ) Ac Uk " (which literarily means "coming in eyebrows 

and going through eyes" -the vivid depiction of exchanging feelings via eye contacts and 

eyebrow motions). As for the reasons behind the manifested phenomena related to the 

eyebrows used in delivering feelings, Huang concludes that the flourish is a direct 

resistance against the vigilance of public intimacy between men and women. As a matter 

of fact, classical Chinese poetry provides a rich source of how both men and women 

creatively utilized not only their eyes and eyebrows but also the cheeks, the mouth, and 

the nose to transmit their feelings to each other in public. After all, as Peirce reminds us: 

"The entire universe is perfused with signs, if it is not composed exclusively of signs." °3 

Moreover, anything can become a sign as long as it is interpretable. In short, from the 

semiotic viewpoint, the dynamic representamen indicates the existence of the dynamic 

objects outside the conventional system of female norms. The final interpretant of 

women -the reality of womanhood -will not be realized as long as the hegemonic image 

of women remains. To break the myth of female hegemony, be the virtuous image or the 

unchaste one, a close examination of the signs, especially the signs related to women is 

needed. Lin's depiction of female nonconformists by creatively utilizing indexical signs, 

which signal the iconoclastic spirit of women, is instructionally foreseeable in the 

continuous dialogue of leveling the playing ground for both sexes. 

'03 Winfried Nöth, Handbook of Semiotics, 41. 
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Reconciling between Tradition and Modernity 

In Lin's view, orthodox domination and suppression of individual voices is one of 

the norms of Chinese society, which becomes even more harsh and intolerant towards 

women. Lin once credited his capability to write humorous essays to the high pressure of 

thought control by those in power. Indeed, his skillful juggling of linguistic signs 

through which he managed to convey his concerns and opinions about various social 

issues proved to be a life saver when he witnessed the many lives terminated in the early 

20th century China because of their critical individual opinions -a tradition of repression 

at the high cost of human life starting from the Qin Dynasty (221 -207 B.C.E.).104 The 

tradition was rigidly followed for centuries when it reached its peak during the last 

dynasty of Qing /1 (1644 -1911 C.E.). According to Zhu Weizheng's study, the thought 

control reached its peak during the Qianlong reign (1736 -1796). Among sixty five 

recorded literary inquisitions, sixty four occurred under Qianlong's rule.1°5 Even during 

Lin's time the practice was not only vivid memory but also existed in reality. The 

execution of the famous journalist Shao Piaoping plq-A' who was also the editor of 

Jingbao ;MR, is a case in point. In 1926, Shao was shot in Beijing without any trials, the 

capital then known as Peking, by the warlord Zhang Zongchang t* A' simply because 

his reports were too realistic for the warlord to bear. In fact, this incident forced Lin and 

104 The first emperor of Qin China ordered books to be burned and four hundred and seventy six of his 
learned scholars to be buried alive because they complained about his legalist practice. However, what the 
emperor did not realize was the severe impact of his impulsive brutality on Chinese intellectual history. 
For the notorious conduct of the emperor, see John K. Fairbank, China: A New History (Cambridge, MA. 
and London: Harvard University Press, 1992), 56. 

105 See details in Zhu Weizheng, Coming out of the Middle Ages, 50. 
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many critical writers including Lu Xun to leave the capital because their names were also 

on Zhang's execution list. According to Lin's own account, the warlord "shot two editors 

[the other one was Lin Baishui 4 7.FC, Editor of Shehui ribao 4f H Ili] without trial as 

a warning to others. "106 Later Lin in one of his essays humorously claimed that his 

sharpened language skill was inspired by his watching tightrope walkers of the circus 

who knew how to balance and perform well without self -injury. 

Indeed, the time in which Lin lived was distinctly conflictual. To borrow Diran 

Sohigian's words, Lin lived his early life "between Empire and Republic, between 

Christianity and Confucianism, Chinese farm village and international treaty -port 

settlement, between Mandarins and revolutionaries, missionaries and gunboats. "107 This 

life "in between" perhaps explains why Lin enjoys exposing contradictions which infuse 

his world of writing, be it fictional or non -fictional. Lin actually is proud to be "a bundle 

of contrasts" who sometimes is amused by the gap between the diverse existences in this 

human world and the human desires of bringing the world into some kind of order 

through thought control and linguistic regulation. His insistence on writing with 

"personality" (xingling, 'fix) as expressed in several of his essays including "Ji xingling 

I,E x" (On Personality) and "Lun wen ìßx" (About Writing) reveals his 

dissatisfaction with such control and his comprehension of the importance of diversity 

reflected in social progress and literature as well. For example, in his article "Ji xingling" 

106 Lin Yutang, A History of the Press and Public Opinion in China (Chicago: The University of Chicago 
Press, 1936), 169. The execution of five left -wing writers in 1930 Shanghai was another example of such 
thought control. This time Lin's life was spared because of his skillful writing, as many of his 
contemporaries believed. 
107 Diran J. Sohigian, "The Life and Times of Lin Yutang," 10. 
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by outlining his understanding of what personality means, what writing with personality 

means, and the reason for it, Lin voiced his dissatisfaction with rigidly following 

orthodoxy in the practice of literature as much as in thought and in linguistic formats.1 °8 

One critic in 1936 pointed out that Lin's promotion of writings with personality was in 

fact an effort towards Chinese thought reform, which was paralleled by the effort for 

language reform promoted by Lin's contemporary Hu Ship (1891 -1962) in early 20th 

century China.1 °9 

The time and place in which Lin lived composes the second layer of extrinsically 

re- contextualizing Lin's fictional universes. Lin's unconventional education has nurtured 

an intellectual complexity that enabled him to grip the recurrent pattern of nonconformist 

women living in the historical universe from which he was "to compile an inventory of 

the traces that history has left in us. "110 It was the year when Lin left his hometown -a 
rural village in the South surrounded by green mountains and clear creeks -for his higher 

education at St. John's University in rising urban Shanghai that China experienced its 

own institutional change, namely the termination of the Qing Dynasty and the birth of the 

Republic. Though he claimed his Christian education in his middle school was a total 

waste of time, Lin certainly made up what he had lost at St. John's University which was 

established by Episcopalian missionaries. As Lin later recalled, however, he gained his 

108 Lin Yutang, Yutang wenji, 2: 763 -764. 

1 °9 Dahua lieshi ßíx` n±, "Wode pengyou Lin Yutang frA l **WI" (My Friend Lin Yutang), in Lin 
Yutang zhuanji ziliao, 3: 618. 

10Antonico Gramsci points out that "history has left us in infinity of traces, [and] the task [for us] is to 
compile an inventory of the traces that history has left in us." Edward Said on Orientalism, prod. and dir. 
Sut Jhally, 40 min., MA /Education Foundation, 1998, videocassette. 
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learning not from the classroom lectures but rather from his wandering in the school 

library where he intensively read all he could about Western philosophies, religions and 

science, besides skimming through the entire collection of 5000 books. The outcome of 

his adventure was his resolution to switch his major from theology (which his father had 

hoped for) to humanity with a focus on philology. Lin's early contact with the West 

through his Christianized family gave him the opportunity of receiving a systematic 

Western education prior to his Chinese one -an abnormal path for men in his time of 

China. According to Lin, his "hopelessly idealist father" had a big dream for all his sons 

to get the best education in the world even though his thin income could barely support 

the large family. For his daughters and sons, the father did his best to provide them an 

education through missionary institutions at free or minimal expense. To complete their 

Chinese study, the father tutored them in a few very basic Chinese texts at home. He 

himself was self -taught and did not learn how to read and write until he was in his 20s. 

It is no doubt that the unusual educational experiences substantially influenced 

Lin's viewpoint of life and society in that it forced him to break the chain of 

habitualization in thinking and action as well. As he later recalled, while teaching in 

Qinghua University in Beijing and surrounded by classical Chinese scholars, he realized 

that he knew more about the ruined wall in the Bible than the collapsed Great Wall from 

Meng Jiangnu's tears, a legend existing for centuries.111 Lin was determined to make up 

what he had been denied in his missionary education by learning the Chinese classics 

According to the story, Meng, the heartbroken wife, upon finding the death of her enslaved husband 
when delivering him winter clothes after her endless waiting for his return, destroyed part of the Great Wall 
with her pouring tears. 
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through talking with knowledgeable book dealers in the famous Liulichang antique 

square of Beijing and through extensively reading other miscellaneous texts. In fact, it is 

these miscellaneous writings that opened the door for Lin and he became aware of 

another side of Chinese culture and tradition -the unorthodox components -which had 

been conventionally barred from the domain of traditional education. 

Lin's unconventional worldview derived from his intellectual complexity, which 

was grounded by his cross -cultural education from three continents, and enhanced by his 

pragmatic sense. His understanding of life and the world is unrestrained by cultural 

divisions, which can be discerned from many of his non -fictional writings. His fictional 

depiction is neither a coincidence nor an arbitrary choice, but a gesture to depart from 

reduplicating the victimized. He consistently portrayed women characterized by their 

strong wills and independent minds. Jean- Jacques Rousseau once cautioned that the 

"cathartic capacity of art operated to maintain the status quo, that its effect was `limited 

to intensifying and not changing the established morals.' "112 In contrast, Lin's alternative 

portrayals of women is his calculated revolt against the unfairness of the established 

social /cultural conventions that deprives human nature via sacrificing women, and men as 

well, who refuse to condone the biased conventions. 

In addition, Lin's Western style of education provided him an alternative base and 

possibility to compare women's lives at the macro level from two cultures, which in turn 

enhanced his perception and comprehension of women's issues as an inseparable part of 

social advance. However, what differentiate Lin from many of his contemporaries is not 

112 Marsten Anderson, The Limits of Realism: Chinese Fiction in the Revolutionary Period (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1990), 19. 
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only his intellectual capacity but also his intellectual independence and honesty. As 

Owen Aldridge observed, through his championing "the expressionism of Croce and 

Spingarn while advocating the use of the vernacular in Chinese literature," Lin 

participated in the New Culture Movement (1915 -1927) led by the May Fourth 

intellectuals including Chen Duxiu ß, lt (1879 -1942) and Hu Shi who believed that 

"science and democracy" were the only solution to modernize China. For Aldridge, the 

difference between Lin and many of his contemporaries "was not a question of age or 

life -style but of linguistics," which enabled Lin to strongly advocated the new national 

language, i.e. vernacular Chinese.13 The true value Lin obtained from his Western style 

education was his strong belief in science instead of authoritarianism. Therefore, while 

most of his fellow Chinese students faithfully sided with Irving Babitt, the leading figure 

of literary criticism in 1920s' America, in order to enhance their own "loyal to [Chinese] 

tradition," Lin firmly defended J. L. Spingarn, the opponent of their reputable teacher. 

This incident indicates Lin's intellectual complexity revealed by his independent mind 

and also the courage to speak his mind. Moreover, it calls our attention to the necessity 

of situating Lin in the context of time and place in which he lived to fully understand his 

writings. 

Apart from his unusual path of education, the transitional chaos of Chinese 

society at the turn of 20th century also substantially impacted his understanding of life 

13 Owen Aldridge, "Irving Babbitt and Lin Yutang," Modern Age 41, no. 4 (Fall 1999): 323. Also, see 
Lin's own explanation of this event in his Bashi zixu, 68 -69. Lin Yutang himself mentioned that his several 
articles about the vernacular language in literature used by Europeans in the 15th and the 16th centuries 
raised Hu Shi's eyebrows and the two became life long friends ever since. Lin Yutang, Bashi zixu A+ f`I 

v, trans. Zhang Zhenyu K. (Taiwan: Dehua chubanshe, 1980), 52. 
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and society. That his equal respect and appreciation to both Gu Hongming, the defender 

of Chinese culture, and Hu Shi, the progressive reformer of Chinese culture, to a certain 

degree explained his complementary rather than dichotomous worldview. Both men 

were the leading figures in the cultural center of early 20th century Beijing. However, Gu 

being an overseas Chinese who was educated in Europe was known for his conservatism 

while Hu being the direct disciple of the well -known American pragmatist John Dewey 

was known for his liberalism. What is less known is that Dewey and William James, the 

two eminent American pragmatists in the early 20th century, "were both deeply 

influenced by [Charles S.] Peirce. "114 After all, what Lin had learnt from both of the 

Chinese prominent cultural figures battling against each other sharpened his own vision, 

in particular, his understanding of women's issues from a more constructive aspect. He 

was neither contaminated by the symptom of alpha bias which "view men and women not 

only as different but as opposite" nor the symptom of beta bias which has "the tendency 

to minimize or ignore differences" when he was tackling women's rights and positions as 

exemplified by both his fictional and non -fictional writings.115 

Lin's extensive reading of non -canonical Chinese history and his well- informed 

knowledge of the women's movement in the West of his time are responsible for his 

special attention to the nonconformist type of women who were either muted or devalued 

by the social norms of his time. Moreover, his awareness of social and political issues in 

114 See details in the introduction of Peirce's article "What Pragmatism Is ?" The Monist 15, no.2 (April 
1905): 181. 

115 Rachel T. Hare -Mustin and Jeanne Marecek, "Gender and the Meaning of Difference: Postmodernism 
and Psychology," in Theorizing Feminism: Parallel Trends in the Humanities and Social Sciences, eds. 
Aime C. Herrmann and Abigail J. Stewart (Boulder and Oxford: Westview Press, 1994), 61. 
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the West enabled him to reflectively consider May Fourth intellectuals' eagerness to 

substitute the East with the West at all aspects including the issues relevant to Chinese 

women.116 That Lin concludes in his essay that "Chinese women put up with this sexual 

injustice as naturally as Chinese people put up with political injustice" reveals his 

insightfulness of Chinese culture.117 For Lin, it is equally important to understand 

cultural norms as well as nuances of culture. His parallel between women and powerless 

men denotes his dissatisfaction with social injustice. His close observation of cultures 

leads to his conclusion that under the current social arrangement "in every nation the 

happiness of women does not depend on how many social advantages they enjoy, but on 

the quality of the men they live with. Women suffer more from male tyranny and 

coarseness than from the disqualification to vote. "118 Lin's seemingly self -contradiction 

as exemplified by his comments on women, in my opinion, is the very reason why he was 

often misunderstood and conveniently accused as "`submissive' in tone and representing 

no more than an effort to exploit `Oriental exoticism' to boost his fame in the West. "119 

The kind of distortion of reading of Lin in fact indicates nothing more than lack of 

understanding of his nonconformist worldview, which can be discerned from the letter he 

wrote to his friend Jian Youwen. In the letter, Lin commented on the type of politicians 

116 Hu Shi's illustration of his hometown primary school in his article "Guiguo zagan J Q,y --.,i" (My 
Miscellaneous Feelings after Returning from Abroad) from one aspect exemplifies such eager substitution. 
See Hu Shi, Hu Shi wencun Mit3C4 (Hong Kang: Yuandong tushu gongsi, 1962), 1: 626 -627. 

117 Li Yu -ning, ed., Chinese Women through Chinese Eyes, 37 -38. 

118 Lin Yutang, My Country and My People, 147. 

119 Yin Xiaohuang, "Worlds of Difference: Lin Yutang, Lao She, and the Significance of Chinese - 
Language Writing in America," in Multilingual America: Transnationalism, Ethnicity, and the Languages 
of American Literature, ed. Werner Sollors (New York: New York University Press, 1998), 180. 
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and writers who always found support from Chinese tradition whenever they were 

challenged by alien concepts. The comments clearly reveal Lin's resistance against the 

belief in "Chinese as essence and West as function" (i.e. tiyong, * ).120 His opposition 

enabled him to grip the essence of humanity and to appreciate the cultural diversity as 

well. 

After all, what differentiates Lin most from many of his contemporaries is that his 

intellectual complexity not only shaped his perception of life and society but also enabled 

him to interpret them very differently. Being a thoughtful and inclusive reader, Lin never 

stopped stating his certitude, through his own writings, that the creation of female 

inferiority can be and will be extirpated because Lin believed that "Chinese women are 

not the type to be easily suppressed." In other words, Lin detected the innate force within 

women themselves to make a change in contrast to the mainstream perception of his time 

that women's liberation could only be granted by merciful men. The historical Empress 

Wu of Tang Dynasty as depicted by Lin in his historical biography Lady Wu: A True 

Story was one of such women who demonstrated her equal intelligence in politics and her 

equal capability in government as her male counterparts. Interestingly, she left a blank 

stone monument with no inscriptions upon her death. Either fictionally or historically, 

Lady Wu's social consciousness and gender awareness, derived from her own social 

existence with the focus on promoting women's status and enlarging women's roles in 

male dominated society, could not be tossed away or regarded as trivia.121 So were many 

120 See Lin's comments in Chen Jingzhi, "Lin Yutang," in Lin Yutang zhuanji ziliao, 1: 29. 

121 Through advocating women's education, reforming the emperor's harem and equating the mourning 
length for both parents, Empress Wu impacted her voice on Chinese society. For the details, see Chen Jo- 
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other women from different social backgrounds who were unearthed by Gao Shiyu in her 

research on women in Tang China. To borrow Gao's conclusion, "the so- called 

traditional virtue [i.e. weak, quiet, yielding, loyal] is not inner born tradition. Neither 

should it be regarded as `the traditional virtue,' " -a viewpoint that coincides with Lin's 

as exemplified by his fictional depictions through his novels as well as his rational 

judgments through his individualistic essays from more than half century ago.122 

Lin's assertion of his perception of women was also echoed by folklorists such as 

Cai Xianrong and historians such as Yang Lien -sheng of his time. Cai, a 20th century 

folklorist, after scrutinizing the historical reasons for concubinage in comparison with the 

polygamy practices of other cultures, claimed that the true motivation against women, 

supported by organized biases, was no more than to protect a small group of privileged 

men who overpowered not only women but also the rest of men through their occupation 

of numerous women. His study of Chinese polygamy in the form of concubinage 

indicates that albeit at certain periods the practice of concubinage was codified for the 

purpose of protecting the patrilineal lineage, given that polygamy in traditional China 

was not due to the surplus of women, overall, "when there was one concubine in society, 

there was one poor man remained unmarried. If there were ten concubines, it meant there 

were ten poor men remained unmarried.... In short, the more concubines existed, the 

shui, "Empress Wu and Proto- Feminist Sentiments in T'ang China," 78 -94. Also, according to Ito 
Masafumi, Empress Wu's influence, in particular, her reform on the Civil Service Exam, greatly 
transformed Chinese society. See Ito Masafumi 13C, Wang Wei Zhuanji T4 T ìd, trans. Tan Jishan 
11.4 W (Taiwan: Wansheng chuban youxian gongsi, 1984), 29 -31. 

122 Gao Shiyu ñ Íft ì, Tangdai funu 141-01A- (Xian,Shanxi: Sanqin chubanshe, 1988), 176. 
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same number of poor men would remain unmarried. "123 Yang, a well known historian, 

expressed his direct support to Lin's interpretation of Chinese women as the following: 

Modem writers differ considerably in their estimation of the extent of a mother's 
authority in traditional China. For instance, Lin Yutang ... says: `The Chinese 
woman is, on the whole, a constitutionally sounder animal than her male 
companion, and we still have plenty of matriarchs even in the Confucian 
households.' ... On this subject I am inclined to agree with Dr. Lin. To the best 
of my knowledge, up to the early years of the Republic, there were still many 
`matriarchs' or `dowagers' in large families of the higher classes. The extent of 
their power, although varying from case to case, was on the whole 
considerable.124 

Yang's statement connotes two significant points, namely the nature of the multi- class- 

oriented patriarchal Chinese society as much as the indelible impact of Chinese women 

on social development as well -the matriarchal inherence embodied in traditional society. 

Given that traditional Chinese society substantially depended upon the family unit and 

clan kinship both of which were organized according to "the Generation -Age -Sex 

priorities ensuring that everyone knew who should be Family Head," the consequence 

derived from this order was too obvious to be either blurred or overlooked.125 

For example, Thomas Taylor Meadows, a British interpreter in 19th century China, 

described his astonished witness to the two grey- haired officials kowtowing to the aged 

woman, the mother of one of them.126 Yet, it should be pointed out that by no means the 

mother's rights and the wife's rights could be compared at the legal base with the rights 

123 Cai Xianrong #14M, "Zhongguo duoqi zhidu de giyuan" Q- $iIif lYJCD , in Funu fengsu kao 

Oltd41R% -, eds. Gao Hongxing AAA, Xu Jinjun itim and Zhang Qiang MI (Shanghai: Shanghai 
wenyi chubanshe, 1991), 185 -212. 
124 Li Yu -ning, ed., Chinese Women through Chinese Eyes, 29. 

125 Hugh Baker, Chinese Family and Kinship (New York: Columbia University Press, 1979), 17. Also, see 
the notion of the mother's right and the wife's right in Lin Yutang, My Country and My People, 143 -149. 

126 Hugh Baker, Chinese Family and Kinship, 55. 
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granted to the fathers and the husbands. On the other hand, it is also true that "in China 

there has usually been a gap between custom and the written law" as warned by historian 

Tai Yen -hui who made his conclusion based upon his research on civil law in traditional 

China.127 The gap that concerned Tai was customary law that did not follow the written 

one in terms of divorce. However, this pragmatic gap also indicated the reality and 

ideology concerning various issues in Chinese society, including the issue of women. 

Indeed, it is this very "customary law" observed by historians like Tai that validated 

Lin's alternative presentation of Chinese women in his imagined world. To put it 

differently, because of unofficial social consensus patriarchy became secondary when an 

aged woman appeared before men below her own class. In comparison, hierarchically 

within her own class she was above all men junior to her. Also, because of the 

discrepancy between legal institutions and customary practices it was not unusual to find 

the existence of female rebels throughout Chinese history. 

After all, being a thoughtful decipherer of organized historical records, a careful 

observer of human nature as well as monitored society, and a conscious participant in 

social transition of his time, Lin was convinced not only that anything was possible in 

China but also that "No profession, as a profession, is particularly noble or ignoble... . 

There is no reason why home -making [for women] is a more degrading work than selling 

bean-curd or won -ton on the street for men. "128 Obviously, such liberal thinking played 

the key role in Lin's portrayals of Chinese women. Women's equal status was not 

127 Tai Yen -hui, "Divorce in Traditional Chinese Law," in Chinese Family Law and Social Change in 

Historical and Comparative Perspective, ed. David Buxbaum (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 
1978), 81. 

128 Lin Yutang, The Little Critic, 1: 43. Italic part is from the original text. 
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decided by their job assignments but by their independent spirits, and their capability to 

articulate their own minds, which were the genuine generators of women's own liberation. 

Hence, it is understandable when Lin overtly expressed his admiration of women like Li 

Xiangjun, the famous Ming consort, whose self -dignity and unbound courage to defend 

what she believed in could embarrass many of her male counterparts. Although Lin's 

female characters were seldom professional women, they never felt inferior to their 

husbands. 

On the other hand, Lin also recognized that the devaluation of women which 

contributed to delay social change sometimes was even enhanced by women themselves. 

This indicates from another angle that human nature cannot be measured by sex 

differences. The well known female writer Xie Bingying's mother is a case in point. 

According to Bingying's own account, the unhappy marriage of her brother imposed on 

by their tyrant mother was one of the reasons for her brother's early death. Because the 

mother defended the old tradition with her whole heart, she forbid her son's request to 

divorce his wife whose nasty personality could not be shadowed by her pair of bound 

feet. The ill- natured wife distanced the sensible husband whose modern education failed 

miserably in front of his strong -willed mother. He suffered greatly from the arranged 

marriage and eventually died of tuberculosis in silence all by himself. The tragedy 

inscribed in this true life story is that the mother, being victimized herself, became the 

defender of the social hierarchy when she was at the top. The mother feared being 

blamed by society for not raising her children according to the cultural conventions, at 

the same time conformed to the cruelty of conventions by becoming a tyrant herself 
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Lin's remedy for re- shaping the hierarchical society was to encourage women's 

engagement in social change to eventually create a single standard society, which would 

not highlight the rights of one sex at the expense of that of the other. Such is the society 

that will provide a performing stage for both "strong" women and "weak" men, who 

tended to be ignored and devalued such as the mothers of Ding Ling and Mao Dun, who 

presented a very different story of Chinese women at the same time of Bingying's mother. 

Both women were equally strong -willed and independent who not only learnt to stand on 

their own feet after they lost their husbands at a young age but also fully supported their 

children's own choices in life. 

The transitional period in early 20th century China also deeply affected Lin's 

personal life through women closely related to him Some of them later became models 

for his fictional creations such as his childhood friend who became the model of the 

protagonist in his novel Juniper Loa 0,MX, and his own God mother, a virgin bride 

who became the model of Mannia in his novel Moment in Peking. As for his own mother, 

although she was being illiterate she impressed Lin with her capability to read the Bible 

in the romanized dialect of his hometown -a pronunciation system invented by the early 

missionaries in Amoy (i.e. the present Xiamen in the south). Above all, it was the 

influence of his second sister Meigong that remained to the end of his life. Lin in 

his essay "Huiyi tongnian a'IZ t.'f" (To Recall My Childhood) emotionally recalled 

this sister who, together with his open- minded humorous father and the astonishing 

scenery of his rural hometown, had an indispensable impact on him through his life. 

Even though Meigong hoped to continue her education after graduating from missionary 
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school, she had to give up her own dream for her younger brother due to the family's 

financial difficulty. Her self sacrifice broke the father's heart as much as that of Lin 

himself. Meigong died from a plague not long after she married. Until his old age, Lin 

still was very sentimental whenever recalling this sister. He claimed that he felt he was 

studying on behalf of Meigong. Lin's love for his sister is succinctly illustrated by his 

daughter Lin Taiyi who claims that "No matter when and no matter how old he is, his 

eyes become wet when he mentions the forty cents his sister gave him. "129 It is not 

unreasonable to assume that Lin's life long concern and advocacy for women's issues is 

at least partly indebted to the memory of Meigong and the like. Unquestionably such 

women existed prior to Lin's time that constituted the complex domain of Chinese 

women. 

If the tragedy of Meigong opened Lin's eyes to the injustice against women in 

patriarchal Chinese society, his fruitless love for Chen Jinduan, the daughter of a wealthy 

family, enhanced his belief that gender difference was not born innately but rather 

constructed artificially, especially by those who were powerful and privileged. No matter 

how brilliant the young Lin was, Chen's parents rejected him, the son of a poor minister 

from a rural mountain village, as their son -in -law. The parents' refusal demonstrated the 

inequity of a hierarchical society which provided little or no room for people at the 

bottom, regardless of gender. Social change was so difficult in China at Lin's time that 

his contemporary Lu Xun once vividly claimed: "It will cost to spill blood to even move 

a table or alter a stove [in China]. Furthermore, it won't guarantee that one can move the 

129 Lin Taiyi, Lin Yutang Zhuan, 15. 
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table or alter the stove even though the blood has spilt. "130 However, another woman 

named Liao Cuifeng *VIA, the daughter of a wealthy banker of Amoy, who later 

became Lin's wife presented another side of human nature. Upon being told by her 

parents that although Lin was very talented he was too poor for her to many, she 

responded immediately that it was the person rather than his wealth that was the main 

concern for her. Lin remembered her words all his life. It is not unusual to find many of 

his fictional characters possess the trait of this type of thinking. Through her Lin became 

to understand the power of women and the true nature of the construction of gender 

inequality. 

Through his contextualized fiction, Lin presented the recurrent pattern of the 

strong feminist spirit possessed by such type of women, who persistently chiseled 

through an institutionalized hierarchic society. The society in its late period tightly clung 

to some aspects of Neo- Confucian orthodoxy in order to sustain its constructed 

legitimacy. In his article "The Other Side of Confucius," after his careful reading the 

Analects Lin concluded that it was Confucius' wife who decided to leave the sage 

because of his unbearable peculiarity with cookery and clothing. Lin suggested that the 

wife's leaving "is waiting for some great playwright to write up as the climax of a 

modern feminist drama. "131 Lin's humorous attitude towards the sage demonstrated his 

own independent mind and opened the door much wider for him and the public to closely 

examine reality of women, instead of being cloaked by orthodox theory. 

'3o Lu Xun , Lu Xun quanji, 1: 151. 

131 Lin Yutang, The Little Critic, 2: 28. 
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3 DEMYSTIFYING SOCIETAL UNIFICATION 

Literature as an institutional tool reflects social reality either metaphorically or 

metonymically. Lin Yutang's fiction also follows the literary practice in this matter. His 

understanding of the power of literature was a lesson learned from his professor Bliss 

Perry when he was studying comparative literature at Harvard. According to Lin's 

account, Professor Perry believed that a lengthy and meaningful novel particularly 

demanded an author to become, first of all, a good observer of life and society. Moreover, 

knowledge and comprehension, which both could only be gained through the author's 

accumulative experience, were also needed. Lin's attraction to writing fiction did not 

start until he reached his forties. He wrote with a clear vision -to produce a few pieces 

that would be worth reading for a while. Like many of his contemporaries educated 

abroad, Lin reserved and maintained through his whole life a voluntary obligation to 

strengthen his troubled country. At the time, Lin strived through his writings to awaken 

his traumatized nation and help the international community understand his people as 

well. His choice of fiction, especially his trilogy, exemplified his genuine concerns for 

China and his individual efforts to effectively disabuse, in Thomas J. Millar's words, the 

"previous notions of Chinese as rat -eating, baby -killing, chopsuey -loving coolies. "132 

When his first novel Moment in Peking published in 1939, common Americans became 

so impressed that they urged their government to assist Chinese to fight against the 

foreign invaders. One commentator remarked that the power of the novel equaled one 

132 Thomas J. Millar, "Americans and the Issue of China: The Passion and Dispassion of American 
Opinions about China, 1930 to 1944" (Ph. D diss., University of California, Los Angles, 1998), 98. 
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million soldiers.133 Instead of reduplicating the oppressed, Lin attempts to provoke 

feelings and emotions by underscoring the unvanquished spirit of nonconformist Chinese 

women through an entertaining style of writing. His courage of self -criticism makes the 

messages more appealing to his English readers, be they conveyed fictionally or non - 

fictionally.134 

In the case of his fiction, Lin by foregrounding verbal and visual signs elevated 

the subdued female agency. His character Sun Mannia in Moment in Peking, a classical 

symbol of traditional women, adequately expressed her outrage against Japanese 

invaders' brutality towards innocent Chinese civilians reflected Mannia's understanding 

of the importance of fundamental humanity. As the invaders approached her home, the 

virgin widow Mannia chose to hang herself to protect the love she reserved for her 

deceased husband. Mannia's power to articulate and her preference to defend her human 

dignity through her choice of death were in sharp contrast to her lifeless body, which 

could not be exempted from molestation. Her silent protest, which was enhanced by her 

hanging molested body, created a powerful image that demanded an answer to human 

insanity- slaughtering innocent people and raping women as the norm during wartime. 

Through such portrayal Lin fictionally demonstrated his opposition against barbarianism 

and his endorsement of peace and humanity. To fully understand the messages conveyed 

133 Zhengzhong shuju 1Z- -5)Áj, ed., Huigu Lin Yutang: Lin Yutang xiansheng bainian jinian wenji Ip1)Ht 
ìqß: tip (Taiwan: Zhengzhong shuju, 1994), 20. 

134 For Lin's influence in the United States through his writing, see Thomas J. Millar, "Americans and the 
Issue of China: The Passion and Dispassion of American Opinions about China, 1930 to 1944," 77 -99. 
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in Lin's fiction, it is important to comprehend the fictionalized socio- cultural and 

temporal -spatial contexts. 

Given the extrinsic contexts, namely the unorthodox aspects of Chinese culture, 

examined in the previous chapter, Lin's accentuating of nonconformist women in his 

fiction calls for special attention. It is not by random chance that Lin's inquiry into 

human nature took a focus on women. Carefully scanning his fiction, one sees the 

boundary between fiction and reality at times become blurred. In his fiction, the 

numerous names of historical figures (e.g. Grand Councillor Chang Chi -tung in The Red 

Peony), the actual names of places (e.g. Hatamen Street and Shihshahai in Moment in 

Peking), and the historical incidents that occurred in Lin's time or prior to his time (e.g. 

the Muslim rebellion in The Vermilion Gate; his comparison of 1930's Nanjing Massacre 

conducted by Japanese soldiers with the slaughter of innocent women conducted by the 

Ming rebel Zhang Xianzhong in A Leaf in the Storm) are the indexical signs of the 

historical universe. 

To enhance cultural authenticity in his depiction of Chinese women for English 

readers, Lin also deliberately adopted techniques of late Qing vernacular fiction. For 

example, he prioritized character development -the core of vernacular Chinese fiction - 
to the plot arrangement which is essential in Western fiction.135 Also, he explored the 

third person commentary -the technique frequently used in vernacular novels -as 

135 For Lin's comments on technical differences in Chinese fiction and English fiction, see Huang 
Zhaoheng, "Lin Yutang he tadi yikun maodun," 83 -85. For Lin's experimental spirit in his fictional writing, 
see Lin Taiyi, Lin Yutangzhuan, 181; 195. 
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exemplified by his comments on the housemaid Silverscreen's death in Moment in 

Peking.136 

Language is another concern for Lin in his fictional writing. Given the 

immaturity of the written Chinese vernacular form used in his time, which was 

characterized by its bleached vocabulary and its Europeanized syntax (namely the long 

and awkward sentence in contrast to the pithy sentence of classical Chinese), Lin's choice 

of using English to write his fiction was innovative as well as practical. As for classical 

Chinese, Lin once pointed out that "it would seem almost impossible to write a good 

novel in Latin, and this was so with the classical language [of Chinese]. "137 Lin's taking 

advantage of English colloquialism strengthened the articulating power of his female 

characters.1 3 8 It is true that in traditional Chinese society the majority of women were 

denied access to formal education, and therefore the power of written expression. It is 

equally true that with a little imagination it should not be hard to envision their ability to 

find ways to articulate their thoughts and desires -which is the case of Lin's fictional 

creations of women characterized by their capability to express themselves in their own 

language. 

136 Lin's unconventional depiction of women and his technical experiments were well responded to by his 
English readers when his first English novel Moment in Peking was published in 1939. Mary Ross 
commented that "the most vivid remembrance of the book ... will lie in its portrayal of persons, especially 
those of the women." Mary Ross, "Review of Moment in Peking," Book Review Digest (1939): 594. Also, 
another commentator Louis Salomon noticed that "no other novel about China in English approaches the 
scope of this one, and probably none surpasses it in authenticity of detail." Louis B. Salomon, "Chinese 
Tapestry," Nation 149, no. 23 (December 1939): 624. 

137 Lai Ming, A History of Chinese Literature (New York: The John Days Company, 1964), vii. 

138 For Lin's elaboration of the differences between Chinese and English, see Huang Zhaoheng, "Lin 
Yutang he tadi yikun maodun," 86 -87. 
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Lin's understanding of the difference between language and culture is equally 

reflected in his fictional writings.139 His differentiation of language from culture explains 

the very reason why his English fiction always revolves around the socio- cultural context 

of China with a focus on time and places familiar to him. Had Lin written his fiction in 

Chinese, the unique combination of cultural elements and Chinese novel techniques with 

English colloquialism -the strength and the weakness as well of Lin's fiction -would 

have been lost. To a certain degree, Lin's experimentation helped transform the 

comprehension of humanity through cross -cultural communication in the English 

community. Yet, his fictional elaboration of Chinese culture and nonconformist women 

turned out to be unappealing to his country fellows when his grand novel Moment in 

Peking was translated into Chinese.14o 

Based upon the temporal- spatial context, Lin's fiction can be re- contextualized 

under three categories. The first category, as represented by his trilogy (the 1939 novel 

Moment in Peking, the 1942 novel A Leaf in the Storm, and the 1953 novel The Vermilion 

Gate), mainly focuses on social changes and women's life between the end of 19th 

century and the mid 20th century. In addition, his 1962 novel The Red Peony also 

139 In one essay, Lin provided several examples to show the difficulties to write in an alien language. At 
one occasion, he commented: "it is true that foreigners can learn how to write in the style of four -six 
characters. However, a foreigner can never write Shui Hu *a [All Men Are Brothers]." Lin Yutang, 

Jianfuji Dahuangji mot (Beijing: Renmin wenxue chubanshe, 1988), 359. I take the 
responsibility for the translation. 
140 Lin was not very satisfied with the Chinese translation, particularly its Europeanized syntax. In fact, the 
very reason why Lin wanted his friend Yu Dafu to translate the novel was because Yu was one of a few 
Chinese writers who not only possessed knowledge of languages but also comprehension of cultures. 
Unfortunately, Yu only translated a couple of chapters before he was executed by the Japanese in 

Singapore. See Lin's request to Yu Dafu to translate the novel in Lin Yutang, Linyutang shuping xubaji 
ita Wit rI> , eds. Ji Weilong and Huang Baoding (Hunan: Yuelu shushe, 1988), 332 -334. 
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illustrates the impact of social changes on women's lives during this period. 

Geographically, the trilogy spreads from the northwest to the southeast of China while 

the novel The Red Peony contrasted the scenery between the prosperous Jiangnan area 

and the cultural capital Beijing. What is depicted in common, however, is manifold 

Chinese society reflected through diverse womanhood. 

In comparison, the second category primarily concerns the life of overseas 

Chinese, especially the life of immigrant women. While the 1948 novel Chinatown 

Family depicted newly arrived immigrants in the United States around the early decades 

of the 20th century, his last novel Juniper Loa published in 1963, focused on centuries -old 

Chinese families residing in Singapore. Both novels illustrated the clashes between 

cultures, and the segmented Chinese tradition dutifully observed by Chinese immigrants 

as well. 

Lin's 1955 novel Looking Beyond falls into a third category as the only fantasy he 

wrote. The novel is a cultural dialogue at the individual level in which he explores his 

imagination to its fullness by welding Eastern and Western cultures with an aboriginal 

culture of unknown remote islanders. As fantasy, what Lin found by looking beyond is 

universal humanity and philosophy that assist human understanding of life -the life that 

runs on its natural course. 

Manifold Society Depicted in Lin Yutang's Trilogy 

One of Lin's goals in fiction writing was to dispel the generalization of Chinese 

society as homogeneous. In addition to the shared temporal - spatial context, Lin's trilogy 
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and the novel The Red Peony share the common ground of revealing the multiplicity of 

old Chinese society. Lin's preference of heterodoxy to orthodoxy enables him to not 

only enjoy but also endorse the subtleties and varieties of life. For Lin, variation is the 

spice of life. In his novel Moment in Peking Lin presented the impact of social and 

cultural changes on different levels of Chinese society through micro life changes as 

witnessed and experienced by his fictional characters. Although the novel is largely 

based in northern China, the temporal context stretches from the termination of China's 

last dynasty, to the emergence of the Republican era, to the civil war between 

Nationalists and Communists, and ends with the Japanese invasion. 

In contrast to his depiction of common people's life, as exemplified by the 

entertainment area of Tienchiao, Lin in the novel vividly re- constructed the heated 

"literary commotion" of his time.141 Lin's illustration of the cultural center of Peking 

University which was closely associated with prominent figures of modern China, for 

example, the iconoclast Chen Tuhisu and gentlemen like Chancellor Tsai, the leaders of 

the classical group (i.e. Lin Shu and Gu Hongming) in contrast to the leaders of the 

"Renaissance" group (i.e. Hu Shi and his followers) portrays the intellectual community 

in transition. Being himself part of the transitional era, there is no doubt that the changes 

in the historical universe of Lin's China, which Lin presented in his fictional universe, 

will continuously transform the perception of life and society in its own manner. 

In Lin's fiction the multiplicity of traditional society was evident even though 

social change was dramatic. In Moment in Peking the shabby dwelling of the brilliant 

141 For the detailed depictions, see Lin Yutang, Moment in Peking, 501 -502. 
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young scholar Kung Lifu was sharply contrasted to the elegant Prince garden where the 

wealthy merchant Mr. Yao's family resided. The grand mansions of government officials 

like the Tseng's and the Niu's represented another layer of societal division. It is through 

the female characters Mannia, Mulan and Suyun, the three daughter -in -laws of the Tseng 

family, that Lin revealed the deteriorating social stratification of traditional society. The 

provincial girl Manna's modesty was contrastively enhanced by Mulan, the carefree girl 

of Peking, who with her whole heart defended Mannia against the snobbish and selfish 

Suyun, the daughter of a powerful official. Suyun's Peking was the playground of highly 

ranked officials like her father. However, for Mulan, who was greatly influenced by her 

wealthy yet nonconformist father, the age old city embraced anything and everything, 

including 

the enclosed teashops where in winter men eat steaming -hot mutton fried with 
onion and drink pehkan [i.e. a kind of very strong Chinese alcohol] ... the 
wonderful theaters, the beautiful restaurants... ; the system of poor man's shop 
credits and poor man's pleasures, the open air jugglers, magicians, and acrobats 
of Shihshahai and the cheap operas of Tienchiao; . . . the Manchu women 
contrasting with the Chinese camel caravans from the Mongolian desert . . . 

beggars ... thieves ... , mandarins and retired scholars, saints and prostitutes, 
chaste sing -song artists and profligate widows, monks' kept mistresses and 
eunuchs' sons ... ; and the hearty and humorous common people.142 

Mulan's excitement about a peep show and sugared apples she bought from a street 

vender remained innocent and unspoiled until her elder brother spotted her and slapped 

her cheeks. The brother scolded Mulan and her little sister Mochow for their mixing with 

the street people, calling them "street- running women." Not until then had social 

stratification and male supremacy became apparent to the sisters. Instead of being 

142 Lin Yutang, Moment in Peking, 172 -173. Until today, Shihshahai is still known for its martial arts 
performers. Tienchiao at Lin's time was famous for its free entertainment for common people of Peking. 
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intimidated, Mulan defended herself and her sister warning her brother: "You have no 

right to slap me. You haven't! Our parents are still living. "143 Her courage to defend 

herself by appealing to tradition turned the brother away. However, being humiliated in 

public by men like their brother, "who [the sisters] knew was so far from being good .. . 

[and therefore] was the last person to have the right to admonish them," the sisters 

became more united to fight against gender discrimination later in their adult life.144 

The manifold society of China was also enriched by its ethnic variety. For 

example, the ancient capital of Xian in Vermilion Gate possessed a different charm from 

the old city Peking. In addition to the palace ruins, Xian was also distinctive in its own 

right being imbued with Islamic culture. The city was characterized by its social 

stratification among the Han people and by its ethnical difference between Han and 

Muslim culture. When the character Tu Chung, a famous scholar- official, sympathized 

with oppressed Muslims and destroyed the dam that his brother had built on their 

ancestral land, he brought social conflicts right into his own backyard. Tu's father, being 

a reputable governor, gained the trust and respect of the local Muslims. Yet, Tu's brother, 

the ex -mayor of Xian, cared about profiting from his fish business pond more than the 

lives of the Muslims under his jurisdiction. The disputes between the Tu brothers over 

the treatment of Muslim people exposed the heterodox components of Chinese culture, 

which were politically and economically entwined in addition to its ethnic variations. 

The depiction of the bravery of Muslim rebels in the novel, contrasted to the considerate 

143 Ibid, 77. 

144 Ibid., 77. 
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and kindhearted elderly Muslim people, denoted Lin's own sympathy with the oppressed 

ethnic group as well as his dissatisfaction with heartless officials like the ex -mayor of 

Xian and his materialist son. 

The contrast between the two ancient capitals and flourishing urban Shanghai, as 

depicted in the trilogy, also strikingly revealed the multiplicity of Chinese society. The 

contrastive illustrations of the excitement of dancing halls and hungry refugees on 

Shanghai streets, as depicted in A Leaf in the Storm, was a modern version of the Tang 

poet Du Fu's famous depiction of social injustice in the line "Behind the vermilion gate 

wines turn sour and meats become rotten, / On the road people die of cold and hunger 

17 { A, M-h",,OL " -the index of Du Fu's Tang China left by literary discourse. 

However, Lin, believing in humanity, was not in despair. Therefore, while the character 

Poya, the heir of the wealthy Yao family, was enjoying himself in the dazzling 

entertainment district of Shanghai, the character Lao Peng, a Buddhist practitioner, set up 

a refugee camp in Hankow to help the war refugees and the survivors of the Nanking 

Massacre. Such depiction of individual differences is frequent in Lin's fiction and 

enriches the textual presentation of social dynamics and human diversity. 

In addition to society, Lin in his fiction also captures the variety of landscape, 

especially the rivers and mountains from both northern and southern China, which signal 

renewal and the nourishment of nature to the local culture. For the protagonist Peony, a 

young widow from Jiangnan area in the novel The Red Peony, the northern city of Peking 

differed not only typologically but also culturally from her southern hometown of 

Hangchow. It was in the commoners' entertainment district Tienchiao that Peony at last 
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found the life and love she was searching for. In the same novel, Lin presented a 

leisurely yet lively Jiangnan area through illustrating the crowded Grand Canal and the 

peaceful Taihu Lake. However, the British gunboat in the midstream outside 

Zhenjiang -the town famous for its Goldhill Temple and delicious black vinegar- 

indicated the arrival of destruction. In contrast, the novel also favorably depicted foreign 

engineers, who befriended locals and were fascinated by Chinese culture, provided a 

different dimension of cultural interweaving at the turn of the 20th century when East met 

West at an unprecedented scale. 

Du Fu centuries ago expressed his understanding of nature and culture through the 

visual signs of landscape. His famous couplets "Rivers and mountains still remain 

though the nation is destroyed, / Spring arrives in the city when bushes and trees become 

lush KÍ W A?, 4 * *'a" succinctly differentiated nature from culture. For the 

Tang poet, as long as nature existed life would return to the ruined city. The feelings of 

the poet could also be discerned in Lin's fiction. Lin, about to witness ruin in modern 

China, had confidence in the continuum of Chinese culture. Therefore, in The Red Peony 

his characters could still enjoy the "pedicured to heaven" service of foot masseuses and 

the quiet moments of a small restaurant on the mountain hill providing sanctuary from 

British gunboats. In these ways Lin heightened perception and comprehension of natural 

eternality and cultural continuity through his fiction. 

Equally transformative is Lin's understanding of women. By presenting the 

multiplicity of Chinese society in contrast to the homogeneity that many assume, Lin 

retrieved the diversity of women. Regardless of their social status, these women held in 
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common their independence, their strong- willed minds, and their capability to participate 

in social changes, whether they be the servant Chenma and her master Mochow as 

depicted in Moment in Peking, or the guerrilla leader Grandma Chao and the Sister 

Goddess of Mercy as depicted in A Leaf in the Storm, or the sing -song girl O -Yun and the 

college graduate Jo -an as depicted in The Vermilion Gate. For Lin, nonconformist 

women are not restricted by their social status but are rather determined by their view of 

life and their willingness to fight against social injustice. For example, through the 

character of Peony, Lin showed the artificiality of social construction. Being a rebel 

herself from a prominent clan of the Jiangnan area since her childhood, the young widow 

Peony abandoned the rules imposed against her freedom and 

experienced a sense of belonging, as she always did in a city crowd, where the 
artificially cultivated and enforced separation of men and women was unknown, 
except to the class which went about in sedan chairs and lived in large homes 
enclosed behind high walls. A working womanhood could not afford the luxury 
of seclusion.145 

Social change through urbanization, as depicted above, granted women more space in the 

public milieu. In fact, Peony's childhood rebellion against binding her feet was 

supported by her parents, who themselves actively responded to the influence of 

urbanized Shanghai where anti -footbinding campaigns were led by Christian 

missionaries.146 Through fictionally re- constructed moments in Chinese history, Lin re- 

captured different aspects of Chinese society through re- imaging nonconformist women. 

145 Lin Yutang, The Red Peony (London and Toronto: William Heinemann Ltd., 1962), 33. 

146 For the historical influence of the campaigns to rural parts of China, see Chang Mo- chun's personal 
account entitled "Opposition to Footbinding," in Li Yu -ning, ed., Chinese Women through Chinese Eyes, 
125 -128. 
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Connection via Tradition in Chinatown Family and Juniper Loa 

In his novels Chinatown Family and Juniper Loa, Lin revealed Chinese tradition 

maintained by overseas Chinese. Moreover, it is through his female characters that Lin 

presents the energetic life of the Chinese community abroad. In the novel Chinatown 

Family while Mother Fong dutifully observed various rituals and festivals of her native 

Chinese tradition, she also embraced tradition from other civilizations (e.g. the Italian 

tradition from her daughter -in -law Flora, born to the parents of Italian immigrants). Lin's 

documentation of local scenery may not be historically accurate, as pointed out by Arthur 

Yap in his re- construction of Singapore's past in his novel Juniper Loa.147 However, 

Lin's interest in accurately re- imaging diverse women is evident. His depiction of 

Eurasian women and hamshuimui 1pc7KU (i.e. "salt -water maid," a Cantonese term for 

women who were kept by white sailors) in the novel is a case in point. In terms of 

Chinatown Family, Lin's fictional characters are distinctive in their active defense of 

Chinese tradition as much as their participation in making changes, be the changes 

personal or social. 

For example, the tricky relationship between tradition and change encountered by 

the character Mother Fong in Chinatown Family started from her journey to a new 

country when over fifty years old. On the one hand, she felt that "the arrangement of 

living as the head of the family back home had been perfect [if only for herself 

because] ... going at her age to America, where the language and customs were so 

strange, was hardly a pleasant prospect. But [on the other hand,] she wanted it for Tom 

147 Arthur Yap, "Three Novels on Singapore's Past: Description as a Narrative Form," in The Writer's 
Sense of the Past: Essays on Southeast Asian and Australian Literature, ed. Kirpal Singh (Singapore: 
Singapore University Press, 1987), 47. 
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and Eva. "148 Mother Fong adjusted her perception to change because, as she understood 

it, her immigration was for the sake of family unity, a tradition she defended all her life. 

Because of her willingness to keep tradition, distance and alien customs became 

secondary as she sacrificed her own comfort in hope of finding a better future for her 

children. Although she was eager to see her elder sons who lived abroad with their father, 

Mother Fong felt so embarrassed when her Americanized son Freddie kissed her in 

public when she disembarked the ship. That was certainly not part of her tradition and 

she continued resistance to such public displays of affection. 

However, as time went by, Mother Fong began to perceive certain part of 

tradition differently. By the time she went to march side by side with Flora to support 

Chinese soldiers fighting against the Japanese invasion of China, Mother Fong, who was 

greatly touched by the scene, realized that "little could she have guessed when she 

arrived five years ago that she would be marching with her American daughter -in -law, 

here in Chinatown, behind a brass band. "149 Her change was not only personal but also 

social, which resulted from her re- adjusted perception of women's decency and their role 

in society. For her, tradition still required women's decency although there was a 

different way to perceive it in others because of the change of time and space. That was 

why she felt uneasy seeing the flamboyant Sing Toy in the crowd, wondering "who is 

that thing walking with F r e d d i e . . . in white boots, a bright red cape, and a majorette's 

cap tilted at an angle [ ?] "15° The fashionable Sing Toy, her prospective daughter -in -law, 

absolutely did not meet Mother Fong's perception of women's decency. What makes 

Mother Fong's change more impressive is that her perspective of women's decency was 

148 Lin Yutang, Chinatown Family (New York: The John Day Company, 1948), 11. 

149 Ibid., 172. 

'50Ibid., 171. 
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no longer based upon race and nationality, as five years before, but upon each 

individual's own performance. She was perfectly happy and proud walking together with 

her daughter -in -law Flora, an Italian descendant, in the street parade, but hardly able to 

bear Sing Toy, a Chinese descendant whose flamboyance seemed to Mother Fong to be 

far out of place, especially given the reason for the parade. Mother Fong's struggle to 

maintain her tradition is genuinely based upon her own observation and experience of life. 

Neither does she blindly follow her native tradition nor is she unwilling to accept others' 

tradition. For her, tradition is not stagnant but evolutional and adaptable. 

In comparison, Chinese tradition observed in Singapore, as depicted in Juniper 

Loa, differs from that in the United States in many ways. For the most part, the effort to 

preserve Chinese tradition by generations of immigrants in Singapore was conducted 

through arranged marriage, illustrated by the character of the educated Silok who was a 

high prize for parents who raised their daughters in the Chinese tradition. Education was 

also a way favored by the elites of Chinese community, who were determined to keep 

"the virtue of our Chinese girls [through education]. "151 Equally, Silok's duty to marry a 

respectable Chinese woman was obligatory for his uncle, who on behalf of Silok's 

deceased father had brought him up in Chinese tradition. Because of his unwillingness to 

giving up tradition, the uncle insisted on his rights to investigate the family background 

of Hamsun, the woman Silok loved, before he granted them permission to marry. 

For tradition defenders, the struggle to maintain purity of the Chinese tradition 

was frequently contested by the existence of Eurasian women like Hamsun, who was 

born to a Portuguese father and a Chinese mother. Silok could not understand why 

15' Lin Yutang, Juniper Loa (Cleveland and New York: World Publishing Company, 1963), 40. 
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Hamsun, who "talks our dialect, eats our food ... can't be accepted in our family. "152 

Yet, in the eyes of traditionalists like Silok's uncle and aunt, Eurasian women "would 

hardly fit into a Chinese family. Their ideas were just like those of European women. 

She might want to live separately. "153 However, both the uncle and the nephew hardly 

identified with Hamsun, who "always had the feeling of floating between two worlds, the 

East and the West, and belonging to none. "154 The difference between Chinatown Family 

and Juniper Loa is that the former rejuvenated Chinese tradition by embracing other 

traditions while the later rejected the evolution of tradition among the overseas Chinese 

community. Moreover, Chinatown Family is distinctive by flexibility of the Chinese 

community and endorsement of the individual role in selecting and maintaining tradition, 

in contrast to the community -based rigidity of protecting tradition as depicted in Juniper 

Loa. 

Lin's experiences of living in both the United States and Singapore may have 

initiated his interest in exploring immigrants' life. His involvement in supporting the 

anti -Japanese war while residing in New York city may even have provided him some 

first hand materials for his fiction, which can be traced to his correspondence with friends 

in China. However, it is his attraction to variety and his opposition to orthodoxy that 

enable him to expand the female domain by re- imaging diversity of women through his 

fiction, which is in contrast to the typical portrayal of submissive Chinese women in 

immigrant literature. For example, his character Juana, the concubine of Silok's uncle as 

152 Ibid., 174. 

153 Ibid., 54. 

154 Ibid., 69. 
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depicted in Juniper Loa, was the one who rejected the moral code that the Chinese 

community tried to sustain. Unlike the Eurasian woman Hamsun, who overtly pursued 

her freedom of being who she was, Juana achieved her goal covertly. In order to secure 

her position in the family, Juana turned to Silok for help after several years waiting for 

her pregnancy in vain. Being a few years her junior, Silok, who was supposed to be her 

nephew by generation, refused her. Yet, Juana was determined to fulfill her goal and she 

succeeded in being impregnated by somebody outside the family. 

In traditional literature, it was not uncommon to encounter such depictions of 

illicit relationships between concubines and young masters behind their seniors' back. 

Neither was it unusual for women, who were involved in such relationship, to be morally 

condemned and legally punished more severely than their male counterparts. However, 

in Lin's depiction, Juana not only justified her eagerness to bear a son, but Silok 

sympathized with her after her pregnancy as well. Instead of compounding Juana's 

designated reproductive function as was expected for a concubine, Lin retrieved her 

agency through demonstration of her strong will in making her own life. Cunning as she 

was, Juana had to fight for her survival if she refused to be replaced by another woman, 

as the formal wife was replaced by herself. For Juana, a son was her deposit and 

guarantee of life in the merchant family, and therefore it was acceptable for her even 

though he was not related by blood to the family lineage. In terms of Silok, he was rather 

amazed by Juana's boldness and her determination to protect her position in the family. 

Trying to understand her point of view, Silok wondered: 

How Juana had thought it all out! There were more than merely sentimental 
reasons for her wanting to have an affair with the nephew, the sole prospective 
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heir of the uncle's property. A proposal such as she had imagined would insure 
her security. Her son would be his son. On the other hand, the uncle could take 
another woman, if she had no son. How she had tried to solve her problem, and 
in so unusual a way! 155 

By contrasting Silok's refusal of her plan with his sympathy with her situation, Lin 

differentiated men like Silok, who valued mutual love and respect, from men like his 

uncle, who cheapened love and human dignity by turning women into reproductive 

machines. He purchased Juana for the sake of a male heir because his formal wife was 

childless. Juana's fear of being dumped by her husband for not providing him a son 

generated her determination to protect her own position in the family even though she 

had to cheat on him. Through such kinds of occasions in his fictional depiction of 

women, Lin unfolds his attention to subtlety and individual difference and his belief in 

humanity and equity. 

Cultural Composites in Looking Beyond 

In his fiction Looking Beyond Lin imagines a utopian community on a remote 

Pacific island unknown to the outside world. The utopia consists of cultural composites 

from various civilizations, including Eastern philosophy (as represented by Confucianism 

and Daoism), Western philosophy (as represented by Greek civilization), and the belief of 

aboriginal islanders, who were the descendants of Inca civilization. The novel is Lin's 

fictionalized inquiry into "the fundamentals of human life, with problems of human 

society and psychology, seen in an unaccustomed light. "156 Lin's utopian community is a 

test of human nature, human frame, religion, and human psychology. Through his 

155 Lin Yutang, Juniper Loa, 85. 

156 Lin Yutang, Looking Beyond (New York: Prentice Hall Inc., 1955), 72. 
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character Laos, the community founder, Lin wrestled with the difference between the 

concept of culture and the concept of civilization. Once himself being part of modern 

wildness, Laos felt that "man is steadily going somewhere without knowing where he is 

going. Civilization is gripped by a new disease, called men -no pause. "157 Therefore, he 

was motivated to construct a community to re- experience the process of human 

development, but with a better understanding reflected through scientific planning His 

conscience to rectify the skewed gender relation is unconsciously destroyed by his 

readiness to use the pun "men -no- pause," which indicates his own internalized prejudice 

towards women by associating the diseased society with women. The choice of the word, 

however, coincides with Laos' belief in the different characteristics between the two 

sexes. To live a healthy life, men had to learn to enjoy and appreciate pauses during the 

journey of their life as much as their female counterparts. Laos is not immune to human 

imperfections. But, his experimenting led to his conclusion that "a man can be civilized 

without being cultured. The advances and gains of civilization are physical, they are 

something added extraneously to the man; culture's influence is chemical, it enters into 

the man's inner being and changes him. "158 Fictional or non -fictional, to better human 

life and to understand civilization are still the dominant interests constantly revisited by 

many thinkers and writers across time and space. For Laos, and for Lin, a civilized 

person equipped with modern devices does not equate a cultured person whose change 

157 Ibid., 53. 
158 Ibid., 200-201. 
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goes beyond the superficial. It is a change of perception, or as Lin portrays, it is the 

change of understanding the fundamentals of human life "in an unaccustomed light." 

Gender equality is another topic frequented in the novel Looking Beyond. For 

example, a fictional facility named the Institute of Comforters of Men's Souls was 

established to cure wife beaters. Moreover, through his character Emma -Emma, an 

American anthropologist, Lin further revealed the artificiality of male supremacy. 

Emma -Emma's investigation of the word "mistress" is a case in point. Using Iolanthe, 

the Russian princess as her example, the anthropologist exposed polygamy to its core. As 

she told Eurydice, a new resident of the community, whether Iolanthe was called 

mistress in modern English, concubine in the Orient, courtesan in eighteenth - 
century France, hetaera in ancient Greece ... we [anthropologists] disregard the 
terms and go back to what you may call the Ding an sich; i.e. thing -in- itself, the 
residue common to all races [, which is] a concession to man's polygamous 
nature, providing a social, emotional and esthetic answer to men's need for 
admiring a perfectly charming and accomplished woman.159 

Being a scholar, Emma -Emma was interested in synthesizing cultural patterns and 

theorizing human nature. Her scientific looking at cultural creations, as exemplified by 

the various terms designated to women like Iolanthe, was bluntly objective. As an 

anthropologist, her study of the "thing -in- itself' was her question of social construction. 

In contrast, Iolanthe saw the importance of diversity through her life experience. 

Therefore, her advice for Eurydice renounced sexual equality that was anchored to male 

standards. Telling Eurydice, the American feminist, that she looked very studious, 

Iolanthe warned the newcomer: 

159 Ibid., 41. 
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Don't meet [men] on their own ground, but on yours. It will be dangerous to try 
to compete with them. And foolish. Because it isn't pretty for a woman to have 
the broad shoulders of a man, any more than for a man to have broad hips of a 
woman. Nature makes it so, and don't fight Nature.... And above all don't 
believe in all the nonsense about sexual equality: there is no more equality 
between the sexes than there is among men or among women. Equality is not the 
word; why compare banana with orange? Each has its individual flavor. Men 
have got what we haven't got, and we have got what men haven't got.16° 

Even in his fiction, Lin opposes standardization of gender relation anchored to the male 

preference, which he often pointed out in his essays warning the feminists of his time. As 

depicted above, through Iolanthe's voice Lin conveyed his understanding of the 

importance to differentiate gender equality from sexual equality. For him, a woman who 

was willing to play by men's rule already lost her battle without fighting. Equality can 

only become true when diversity is acknowledged and respected. 

Lin's emphasis on individual role in social improvement is evident in his fictional 

depictions as much as in his other writings. His character Laos, a witty philosopher who 

enjoyed the dialogue between cultures, strongly felt that there was a failure to recognize 

the individual in the mass, to appreciate fully the wisdom of the body, the subtle, flexible 

mechanism in the human body and the capacity of the human mind to adjust itself. The 

individual tended to be judged by mass standards, arrived at by group statistics. 

Through his character Laos, Lin conveys his own appreciation and endorsement of 

individuality in human development. In addition, Lin's capacity to humor life and 

humankind reaches its peak in his fiction. For example, his character Laos, the 

philosopher, announced that "the ideal life would be ... to live in an English cottage, 

with American heating, and have a Japanese wife, a French mistress and a Chinese cook. 

16o Ibid., 254-255. 
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That is about the clearest way I can put it. "161 In fact, this is one of the most quoted of 

Lin's writings. However, the versions of this quote sometimes cause controversies when 

isolated from the original context. Lin, by vividly illustrating cultural typicality, depicts 

the conflict between ideals and imperfections of human life and society, and the 

conventional expectation of culture and women. In other words, Lin's laughing at 

countless human desires and habitual thought rather than his duplication of cultural 

typicality is humorously reflected through his linguistic competence. 

Mikhail Bakhtin once stated that discourse is eternal and the "death" of discourse 

generally results from the lack of necessary shared knowledge between writers and 

readers. Due to our preconceptions, background knowledge becomes essential to access 

literary discourse such as Lin Yutang's fiction. For example, in the case of Chinese 

women, the victimized Xianglin's wife as the collective image has prevailed so much that 

it literally became the synonym of Chinese women. In comparison, the time, the places, 

the educational and personal life experiences of Lin may not be directly applicable to his 

fictional universes in which he situated his female creations. Yet, the key role that a 

reader plays in response to a writer's fictional presentation is determined by the reader's 

accessibility to the fictional world that is in fact highly contextualized. 

In the case of Lin's fictional portrayals, a reader needs look beyond the mystified 

unification to understand the manifold society and diverse womanhood depicted in Lin's 

fictional universes. Lin was not a feminist in any conventional sense. Rather, he was a 

critical thinker who was equipped with a pragmatic but progressive viewpoint with 

161 Ibid., 201. 
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feminist consciousness ready to defy dogmatic feminism. Through his lifelong advocacy 

of women's participation in public life, his hope to construct a healthier relationship to 

benefit both sexes and society as a whole is in evidence throughout his fiction. Being a 

"hopeless idealist," Lin neither gave up his role of support to women who were ready to 

break various shackles of society, and men who jointly assisted change, nor did he 

devalue those women who preferred femininity as their own choice. 
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4 SIGNS, WOMEN, AND TRADITION 

In his book The Important of Understanding, Lin writes: "I think the word 

`understand' is a great word. It asserts the kinship of all humankind, both in its love of 

truth and beauty, and in its folly and its foibles. "162 Lin's comprehension of the 

similarities and differences shared by humankind transformed not only his vision of 

cultural division but also that of gender division as illustrated over and over in his 

writings. His understanding of human nature and moreover his willingness to recognize 

the two -sex cohabitant reality enable him to surpass, and to ridicule as well, the 

constructed male supremacy, which for the most part was understood as tradition. The 

literal and fictional deflation of nonconformist women, and men as well, indicates the 

potency of such constructed tradition. This tradition signals that the andro- centric 

standard that heavily underlines men's expectations of women prohibits recognition and 

communication with those who are alien to their standardization. 

In the case of Lin's perception and presentation of women, one critic believed that 

"the most obvious contradiction in [Lin's] thinking and his writing show through in his 

essays on women. "163 Lin was flexible in his fictional portrayals. His strength is in 

showing the diversity of human nature. He also juxtaposed the traditional depictions of 

women with what he considered to be reality for the purpose of exposing the bias 

underlying tradition. There is no contradiction in this. Most of Lin's female characters 

162 Lin Yutang, The Importance of Understanding (Cleveland and New York: The World Publishing 
Company, 1960), 17. 

163 Joseph Clayton Sample, "Lin Yutang and the Revolution of Modem Chinese Humor" (MA thesis, Texas 
A & M University 1993), 59. 
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do not fall into the typical pattern of either helpless victims or jealous avengers. It is not 

uncommon for critics to categorize Peony, the protagonist in Lin's Red Peony, within 

their understanding of immorality. Had Wan Pingjin shifted his male- centered moral 

code, he probably would not accuse Peony being morally corrupted. Moreover, that Wan 

claimed "the author's morality declined as his writing technique in fiction was improved" 

indicated his own prejudice as much as his simplistic conclusion that Lin tailored the 

protagonist's sexuality in order to suit the taste of his readers in the West.164 Such kind 

of reading Lin's female characters provides the very reason for the necessity of "reading 

as a woman." It is not to say that male readers can not understand female behaviors, 

however, it is the granted privileges and advantages enjoyed by men that sometimes 

corrupt their comprehension of women who do not meet the male expectation. In 

addition to Peony, the similar reading of characters like Malin, as depicted in A Leaf in 

the Storm, is another case in point. Malin is conveniently categorized as the model of 

rehabilitation because of her successful journey "from prostitution to repented saint. "165 

Yet, her strength in fighting against social prejudice and in supporting herself is neither 

recognized nor appreciated. In fact, Malin's effort towards the so- called repented saint 

164 Had Wan Pingjin shifted his male- centered moral code, he probably would not be confused by Peony's 
"moral corruption." Moreover, that Wan claimed "the author's morality declined as his writing technique 
in fiction was improved" was his simplistic conclusion that Lin tailored the protagonist's sexuality in order 
to suit the taste of his readers in the West. This incident itself provides the very reason for the necessity of 
"reading as a woman." It is not to say that male readers can not understand female behaviors, however, it is 
the granted privileges and advantages enjoyed by men that sometimes corrupt their comprehension. For 
Wan's detailed comments on The Red Peony, see Wan Pingjin, Comments on Lin Yutang 4*ìq tit 
(Chongqing: Chongqing chubanshe, 1996), 466 -472. 

165 See the section "Saint Mother and Prostitute" by Li Huoren Vat-7_ in his book entitled Women and Men 
Portrayed by Lin Yutang, Ya Xian and Jian Zhen ßìq t ALVAA RI 7 o ] 4 kkit (Taiwan: Daan 
chubanshe, 1998),15 -17. 
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started long before she met Lao Peng. Her unfortunate life caused by her irresponsible 

father, which was worsened by different men she met on her journey, did not take away 

her self -respect and her determination to live a life she believed in. Malin saved herself 

from being further destroyed by her final decision to save her love for Lao Peng, the 

selfless saint, instead of the playboy Poya. By her choosing to live a meaningful life with 

Lao Peng over a comfortable life with Poya, Malin not only completed her salvation but 

also showed her intelligence and courage to overcome life obstacles. 

In the case of reading and writing about women, the andro- centric point of view 

leads to exclusion of female nonconformists from the symbolized system through 

negative portrayal of their agency and intelligence. Through examination of signs, in 

particular the signs related to women, by situating them in the intrinsic context - namely 

the immediate utterance of context and the referential context, Lin's strength in his 

inclusive and positive portrayal of diverse women became apparent. By highlighting 

women's struggle against social bias through their words and actions, Lin demonstrated 

how the concurrent messages embodied in the signs were selectively excluded in order to 

enhance masculine power at the expense of female agency. 

Diverse Women Embodied in Signs 

In his fiction Lin Yutang through his creative usage of various signs separates 

women from tradition. These signs to a certain extent differentiate the cultural heritage 

of Chinese women from their counterparts from other traditions. In his fiction, Lin by 

foregrounding the signs rejected the objectification of women as part of the cultural 
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goods that form subjective tradition.166 The disentanglement retrieves the agency of 

women in their contribution to formation of culture. A careful examination of the signs 

demonstrates his opposition to such subjectivity and gender discrimination, which is 

largely the creation of men.167 Both verbal and visual signs, including formal addresses, 

names, locations, and costumes explored in Lin's fiction, present a diverse existence of 

women. Moreover, because of hierarchic structuring when they became authority 

themselves these women, being strong -willed and rebellious, were able to defend their 

rights and live their independent lives by communicating and negotiating with authority 

and by exercising their own agency. As for the visual signs, they reflected the social 

dynamics and changes through, for example, women's costumes and hairstyles, which 

blurred the boundary of social stratifications, and therefore enhanced the power of female 

agency. It is through his exposing such subtleties embodied in signs that Lin illustrated a 

diverse womanhood that undermines the hegemonic caricature of helpless women. 

166 Francesca Bray's documentation of one type written source used in her own study of Chinese women 
exemplifies such subjective representation of tradition. According to Bray, a collection of Chinese 
tradition compiled by a Nagasaki magistrate in 1800 was based upon "seven Chinese merchants [who 
coming from different places of China] put together a picture of the manners, customs and everyday life of 
`ordinary people' in China. The accounts were translated by naturalized Japanese of Chinese descent, and 
the illustrations were made according to the merchants' directions by two Japanese woodblock artists 
trained by Chinese masters." See Francesca Bray, Technology and Gender: Fabrics of Power in Late 
Imperial China (Berkeley and London: University of California Press, 1997), 65 -66. 

167 Perhaps due to this reason, Lin Yutang regarded Tang poet Yuan Zhen ñ fiA, (779 -831) as one of the 
most shameful intellectuals throughout Chinese history. Yuan, based upon his own experiences, wrote a 
love story in which he demoralized the woman with whom he was once in love. Later Yuan's story was 
altered into several dramas and plays by other writers, among which The West Chamber by a Yuan 
dramatist was the most popular one. For Lin's detailed account on Yuan Zhen, see Lin Yutang, 
Wusuobutan heji, 389 -392. 
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Addresses: index of social stratification and power negotiation 

One group of signs Lin uses are traditionally associated with hierarchical position 

of women. Social stratification in traditional society reflected in such verbal signs 

dedicated to high class women, including "xiaojie /j\#íß." (the formal address for 

unmarried women from upper class), "taitai C,(" (the formal address to the formal wife 

of upper class), and "nainai WO" or "yima h" or "yitai (the formal addresses 

to concubines with regional preference), are in sharp contrast to "yatou 1' <" (the 

general term for young maidservants) and "laomazi Z5 -" (the general term for old 

female servants) who serve the higher ranked women.168 The formal addresses divided 

women by granting their social identity to one group. Because of this division, some 

women legally possessed rights and opportunities but others had to fight for their basic 

rights to survive. The signs "xiaojie" and " taitai" indicated the innate privileges granted 

to a group of women, which remained fairly stable over the time. However, the signs 

attributed to concubines signal social mobility of women. The various addresses of 

concubines reveal not only the blurred boundary between social statuses but also the 

spatial -temporal differences between the elevated women in that the sign of "nainai" is 

more provincial in contrast to the signs of "yima" or "yitai" which are more cosmopolitan. 

The concubine Guijie depicted in Moment in Peking is a good example. When 

Guijie ME (Sister Cassia), a personal maidservant of Mrs. Tseng, was promoted to the 

168 The similar division between men was also linguistically evident when the male masters were addressed 
as "laoye ," i.e. the old master, or "shaoye J> ," i.e. the young master, which sharply contrasted to 

the lower ranked men as "lachede tz n," i.e. the rickshaw puller, or "paotuide , n," i.e. the 
messenger, or "dazade Fr," i.e. the gardener, or "dazade ITy ÉI`J" i.e. the person who does odds and ends. 
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level of concubine by the wife herself, Guijie was formally addressed by the other 

servants as Qian Yima a fi. Yet, she still remained as "Guijie" to the Tseng family. 

The promotion granted Guijie to reclaim her surname "Qian" of her natal family, which 

greatly differentiated her from the numerous "sister" maids in Tseng's household. 

However, when she was introduced as "Qian Yima" by Mrs. Tseng to Yao Mulan, then a 

ten -year -old girl from a wealthy family, the servant- concubine immediately told the little 

girl that she could call her "Guijie" as Mrs. Tseng's children do. Guijie's promotion 

suggests the delicate relation between wives and concubines, which indicates the 

differentiations within female domain. Mrs. Tseng, on the one hand, enhanced her 

position in the scholar- official family by showing her knowledge of being a virtuous 

woman when she promoted her personal maid. On the other hand, she still maintained 

her unchallenged authority in front of the concubine who at the same time was still her 

maid on call. In comparison, Guijie's sensitivity to the sign of "Qiang Yima" indicated 

her understanding of her subordinate position in the Tseng family, which concurrently 

contrasts to her superior position to those who are ranked below her including both men 

and women. Guijie's managed modesty can be perceived as her calculated agency to 

take the full control of her escalated social status. She would never allow anybody 

ranked below to call her "Guijie" once the promotion was conducted. Yet, she would not 

mind the child Mulan call her Guijie even though she was not related to the Tseng's 

family. Knowing where to stand was one of the important skills to function well in the 

hierarchical society. Confucius once claimed that "One's words would not be heard if 

one was not given a proper title." With her proper title and her dignified manners, Guijie 
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would gain more respects and approvals to enhance her power after all. 

It is clear that Guijie's words carried much more weights, and therefore her 

position would be further secured in comparison with Li Yima, the veteran maid of Mr. 

Tseng's mother (who was entitled "the Old Ancestor" of the Tseng family), who due to 

her lacked dignity was resented by the whole household behind the Old Ancestor's back. 

Lin presented the complexity of female domain through a group of women in the Tseng 

family, who are capable to utilize their power to reach their goal of life. Their agency in 

decision making on daily life not only concerned their personal lives but also the lives of 

their husbands, sons and grandsons. For example, the Old Ancestor directly supervised 

to betroth her eldest grandson Pingya to her nephew's daughter Mannia. Moreover, she 

always encouraged the two young people to meet each other (prior to their wedding 

ceremony) whenever Pingya went to visit her house. Because of the intimacy, Mannia 

was unhesitant to make up her mind to marry Pingy so that she would be able to take care 

of the sick man by herself. Mannia never regretted her devoted love to Pingya, whom she 

believed would make the same decision for her, although their happy marriage ended 

promptly within a week upon Pingya's death. 

Lin through his fiction showed that social mobility also depended upon individual 

personality. In contrast to Guijie, the servant- concubine Chunmei # (Spring Plum), 

depicted in The Vermilion Gate, presented a very different story. Unlike Guijie, whose 

mild temper and content nature made her always happy standing behind her mistress, 

Chunmei came to serve the Tu family at the age of seventeen as a contracted maid. Not 

long after her arrival, her master Mayor Tu, being greatly attracted by her "beauty and 
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intelligence," took Chunmei as his concubine. Chunmei's position in the Tu family was 

not insignificant although at the time her title was not regularized because "the fiction 

was still held in public that the [progressive] ex -mayor had taken no concubine. "169 

Mayor Tu, who fathered their children, called Chunmei "`Tsutseh's mother,' [but] to her 

own children she was their Amu, which was merely a dialect variant for `mother. "'170 

The Mayor's son and niece, both college graduates, addressed her as "Meijie" (Miss 

Plum) in contrast to "Chun guniang" (Gal Chun) which was her address to the other 

servants. Yet, in the eyes of Mayor Tu's wife, Chunmei was "always a yatou, yatou 

temper and yatou mind. "171 Owing to her intelligence and capability Chunmei steadily 

increased her popularity and gained the respect among the rest of the servants, who were 

very dissatisfied with the grouchy and authoritative wife, and therefore sided with the 

new mistress of the house. 

Numerous portrayals in traditional literature maximize the contrast between good - 

tempered concubines and the ill- tempered wife, or vice versa. The story of He Shuanqing 

by an 18th century writer Shi Zhenlin exemplifies such typical depiction of the helpless 

concubine abused by the jealous wife, which Grace S. Fong regards as "a woman's life 

and poetry unquestionably constructed and framed as an ideal in a male vision. "172 What 

169 Lin Yutang, The Vermilion Gate: A Novel of a Far Land (New York: The John Day Company, 1953), 
58. 

170 Ibid., 61. 

171 Ibid., 119. 

172 Grace S. Fong, "De /Constructing a Feminine Ideal in the Eighteenth Century: `Random Records of 
West- Green' and the Story of Shuangqing," in Writing Women in Late Imperial China, ed. Ellen Widmer 
and Kang -I Sun Chang (California: Stanford University Press, 1997), 265. Fong mentions the book 
Random Records of West -Lake, in which the story of He Shuangqing was recorded, caught the eyes of 
several well -known scholars in the early 20th century including Hu Shi and Lin Yutang. However, she does 
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differentiates Chunmei and Guijie from the image of victimized concubines is that both 

women are capable to negotiate their position in the household and their relationship with 

the wives in their own way. Guijie earned her credibility and gained her trust by her 

good temperance, content nature and dignified manner. Chunmei, however, obtained her 

recognition by her good sense of understanding and her strategic movements. On the one 

hand, Chunmei dutifully fulfilled her obligated respects to the wife even though the wife 

bitterly resented her. On the other hand, Chunmei would fight to her full extent to defend 

her own rights which she felt she deserved to have. Even though at the times Chunmei's 

title had not been formally regularized in the household, her understanding of her status 

of being the legitimate mother of the Mayor's children and her confidence to cash in her 

mother's rights ensured her future rise in the family. Chunmei's capability and 

intelligence through her words and actions signal to Mayor Tu's brother, who before his 

death told his daughter Jo -an that his nephew Tsujen (i.e. the son of Mayor Tu and the 

apparent heir of the Tu family) "is no match for Chunmei. She has more sense and wit. 

Jo -an, I advise you to go along with Chunmei. The Tu future may lie in the hands of you 

two women. "173 Lin's creation of Chunmei undermines the equation between female 

virtue and stupidity. Chunmei not only possessed intelligence but also righteousness 

even though her virtue was different from that which was expected by men. 

Due to her "sense and wit," Chunmei won her first battle to gain her independent 

not point out what Lin favors is the "wayward charm and [the] beauty of language" of the book as he 
clearly stated in his The Importance of Understanding. That Lin categorized the book under the title 
"Human life- dreams, interesting and otherwise" rather than under the title "Women" in The Importance of 
Understanding supports his fascination of the author's "wayward charm" and "beauty of language." 

13 Lin Yutang, The Vermilion Gate, 241. 
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identity. After a well -timed fight behind the walled Tu mansion, Chunmei stepped out of 

the house for her first public appearance accompanying the Mayor to a party. She 

became known to the public as `fujen or Madame Ting, which conveniently ignored the 

line between wife and concubine. "174 Lin through the sign "fujen XX" (i.e. Madame) 

revealed the artificial boundary imposed on women, which indicated nothing but male 

supremacy for the purpose of contro1.175 Lin once remarked in his usual humor that 

"woman was not subjected until she was civilized. The progressive subjection of women 

followed pace by pace the increasing development of Confucianism. "176 In the case of 

Chunmei, the victory denoted in her new title "Madame Ting" not only brought her 

surname "Ting" of her natal family to public acknowledgement but also "gave her a sense 

that she had definitely stepped across a line. "177 It was the line that divided between a 

wife and a concubine as much as that between superiority and inferiority. When the line 

became blurred by the new title, Chunmei demanded her name to be inscribed on the 

family tombstone as "Tu" -the linguistic evidence of her being a part of the family 

history. As she later told Jo -an: "To deal with such a big house is not an easy matter. If I 

had not made a fight the other night, I could not even be buried in the family cemetery 

under a Tu tombstone. "178 That Chunmei's unwillingness to let her identity and life 

174 Ibid., 118. 

15 In the early 2061 century China, the word "furen" was a popular title used to indicate an upper class 
woman even though social stratification, in contrast to traditional society, was significantly diminished at 
the time. However, the word itself was not new in Chinese vocabulary, which often occurred in traditional 
literature generally referring to aged women from official families. 
176 Lin Yutang, My Country and My People, 137. 

177 Lin Yutang, The Vermilion Gate, 126 -127. 

178 Ibid., 187. 
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experience to be tossed away, on the one hand, indicates her rejection of gender 

inequality; on the other hand, it suggests her permission of social stratification. Through 

the examples of Guijie and Chunmei, Lin demonstrates the connection between female 

agency and linguistic signs in hierarchy. 

Lin's unconventionality towards the verbal division between wives and 

concubines -the sign of social hierarchy and male supremacy -is demonstrated through 

his portrayal of Chaoyun in the historical biography of the poet and statesman Su Dungpo 

(1036 -1101) entitled The Gay Genius: The Life and Times of Su Dungpo. At the 

age of twelve, Chaoyun was purchased by Mrs. Su as her personal maid in Hangzhou 

where her husband served as assistant magistrate. Through his careful research, Lin 

demystified this "remarkably intelligent maid," who for centuries had been romanticized 

by many admirers of the poet as an accomplished courtesan. In the biography, Lin 

pointed out that "on the poet's own testimony, Chaoyun learned to read and write only 

after coming into his home. "179 Lin also found, "of all the women in Su's life, she 

seemed to understand him best. "180 When the poet was exiled at the age of fifty- seven, it 

was the "intelligent, gay, vivacious, spirited" Chaoyun who companied him to Huizhou, a 

small town in the remote south.181 

179 Lin Yutang, The Gay Genius: The Life and Times of Su Tungpo (New York: The John Day Company, 
1947), 218. 
180 Ibid., 359. Dungpo's first wife chosen by his parents died when he was twenty-nine years old. His 
poem dedicated to her is still regarded as one of the most touching moments of love captured in literature. 
His second wife, who died in 1093 =the year prior to his second exile -was the first cousin of his deceased 
wife. The poet made his own decision to marry her. Chaoyun was purchased by his second wife as her 
personal maid around 1071 while they were living in Hangzhou. Ten years later, during his first exile to 
Huangzhou, Chaoyun was taken with him as his concubine. 
181 Ibid., 359. 
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According to Lin, the poet wrote two poems to Chaoyun in the year they arrived 

at Huizhou. In one poem written within two weeks of their arrival, the poet "paid tribute 

to her by saying that she was not like Hsiao Man, the concubine of Po Chuyi, who left 

him in his old age, but was like Tungteh, who remained with Ling Yuan all his life. "182 

Su's comparison of Chaoyun with other historical figures is testimony to the existence of 

female nonconformists. Unfortunately, Chaoyun, "who may be properly regarded as his 

wife now," as Lin reminded his readers, died of a contagious disease at the age of thirty 

one, the year after the family settled in Huizhou.183 

What illuminates Chaoyun's charming personality more than her loyalty which 

was highlighted by many admirers of the poet, is the poet's own differentiation of her 

from other concubines. Su once commented that "one should never marry a concubine" 

after being laughed at by his old friend's concubine for his sentimentality, which 

indicated he did not regard Chaoyun as a concubine -a piece of his private property.184 

Moreover, Lin pointed out in his biography that after Chaoyun died, the poet lived as a 

widower. 

From Chaoyun's perspective, what may have attracted her to willingly follow the 

exiled old man was his sentimentality as much as his humanity and humorous nature. In 

other words, their appreciation towards each other was mutual rather than hierarchical. 

182 Ibid., 360. 
183 Ibid., 366. 
184 Ibid., 256. As Lin described, when the poet saw his old friend's favorite concubine, who had become a 
concubine of another man after his friend died, "appear gaily at the dinner, he was deeply touched, and 
thinking of his dear friend, his eyes moistened with tears and his throat choked. This amused Shengchih 
[i.e. the concubine], who could not conceal her laughter and turned round to make remarks to others. Su 
left the table feeling very badly about it, and he told his friends that one should never marry a concubine, 
citing Shengchih as an example." 
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For Chaoyun, the poet was a passionate and caring man who had a kind heart, which she 

witnessed herself. For example, while being the magistrate of Suchow, Su took "a 

personal interest in the health and welfare of the prisoners" by appointing prison 

physicians, perhaps for the first time, to attend the sick in jail.185 Also, it was during his 

first exile in Huangzhou that Su helped the locals to reform the practice of infanticide by 

establishing the Save -the -Child Association. When he discovered that due to the poverty 

the farmers kept a rule of raising no more than two sons and one daughter by killing 

babies beyond this number, the poet was deeply disturbed. He addressed his concerns in 

a letter to the magistrate. In the letter, he not only asked the magistrate to take legal 

action against the inhumane practice but also advised the magistrate how to engage the 

rich to help the poor by sharing his own experience. As for the poet's humorous nature, 

it was captured by Lin in his presentation of this nonconformist through the incident of 

his violating the rule of crossing a bridge at night. While being asked by the chief 

magistrate, who violated the rule with him, to keep a poem which recorded their 

experience of crossing the dark bridge to himself to prevent court persecution, the poet 

replied in his great humor: "God help me! I have never opened my mouth without 

deserving at least two years of hard labor! "186 

It is through the character Chunmei depicted in The Vermilion Gate that Lin 

reveals the constructed reality. Chunmei's new address "Madam Ting" endorsed her 

formal departure from one of the nameless yatou. Being formally addressed by other 

185 Ibid., 183. 

186 ibid., 256. 
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servants as "nainai" at home, Chunmei overtly reclaimed her mother's rights to her 

children. Until then, Mayor Tu had degraded his own children born to Chunmei as his 

adopted grandchildren to resume the line of his eldest son, who died at his very young, in 

order to continuously maintain his public image of morality without embarrassing 

himself The reality he created for himself was so thorough that he almost forgot his self - 

deception until Chunmei effortlessly discarded "the rules of the game" he made for 

himself When he attempted to block Chunmei from appearing at a public gathering, she 

asked him: "I would like to know who is going to stop the mother of Mayor Tu's 

grandchildren from going in.... I'm not threatening. I will take the two children by the 

hand and go in as their mother. "187 Chunmei's determination was understood by Mayor 

Tu, who realized that he could no longer play the game by his own rules without her 

cooperation. To his surprised son (born to his wife) and daughter -in -law, Mayor Tu 

announced: "I should have thought of this long ago. After all, Chunmei has as much 

right to appear in public as anybody else. I am glad that her position is now 

regularized. "188 Change in Lin's novels often results from individual dissatisfaction. In 

this case, Chunmei's dissatisfaction with being treated unfairly led her to challenge 

Mayor Tu, who was forced to step out of his self -constructed reality. It was clear to him 

that the presence of the Mayor's "grandchildren" -the visual sign to the public -would 

cause a social scandal beyond his imagination. Creatively combining Chunmei's verbal 

challenge with the visual sign, Lin points out that the man's dignity is at the expense of 

187 Lin Yutang, The Vermilion Gate, 119. 

188 lbid., 121. 
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the woman's mercy. When women are no longer willing to endure the social bias, the 

change of society arrives. Also, by pointing out the daughter -in -law's secret admiration 

to Chunmei's rebellion, Lin presented a different type of exemplary. In deed, later the 

widowed daughter -in -law left the family and married another person after she fulfilled 

her mourning obligation for her deceased husband. 

Lin illustrates the intelligence of women in many ways. For example, Chunmei's 

intelligence is demonstrated by her strategic choic to withdraw from her victory. That 

she was willing to perform in public the role of daughter -in -law of Mayor Tu rather than 

his concubine only indicated her philosophical understanding of human nature and 

artificiality of social construction. Her intelligence and strong -willed mind is equally 

demonstrated by her sensitivity to signs around her. Glancing at the servant's pair of new 

shoes, Chunmei not only detected his dishonesty but also his extravagance with the 

money for the funeral expense. Being challenged by the man, who bet on her illiteracy, 

Chunmei cut him short and firmly telling him: "I have not heard of a drought in Fukien 

and the price should not go up so much, double that of last year.... Even if the prices 

have gone up, there was no need to buy so much. "189 Within the context of Chunmei's 

immediate utterance, her stating the fact that "I have not heard of a drought in Fukien" - 
the sign which signals the steady price to Chunmei, did not match the bill presented to 

her but did explain the visual sign of the man's "brand new shoes." According to the 

house rule, the master would provide the servants with new outfits and shoes during 

important festivals. Highlighting the contrasted signs, Chunmei successfully disciplined 

189 Ibid., 294-295. 
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the servant without calling him a thief. The man with "his hands respectfully hanging at 

his sides, his eyes on the floor" realized his opponent was a sharp and intelligent woman 

though she was incapable of reading and writing like him. Lin contrasting illiterate 

Chunmei to the literate man indicates the difference between intelligence and cunning. 

Women were denied the right to education but they never shied away from life. Both the 

examples of Chunmei and Guijie demonstrate that the sign of "yima" or "nainai" -the 

proper title granted to them after their social elevation- transcended more than the sign 

itself in the hierarchic society. The sign symbolized not only a higher rank of their social 

status but also endowed them more responsibilities and power, which in return further 

ensured their independence and self -confidence. 

Messages embodied in names 

Both Wan Pingjin and Liu Yong in their critiques of Lin's novel Moment in 

Peking underscore cultural elements, in particular Daoism and Confucianism. Liu 

Yong's reading of Moment in Peking mainly focuses on its cultural value reflected 

through Mr. Yao's journey from a playboy to a practitioner of Daoism, and through Yao 

Mulan's shift from nonresistance, as exemplified by her willingness to accept the pre- 

destined marriage, to her advocacy of anti -Japanese war, as exemplified by her 

voluntariness to adopt war infants for the future of her country. Liu's cultural emphasis 

leads him to conclude that Lin transcends reality by mystifying the Way of Daoism 

demonstrates both his strengths as well as his limits in his fictional writings. To compare, 

Wan Pingjin regards Mulan as the representative of "the bourgeois humanism combined 
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with Chinese traditional virtues. "190 Both critics focus on ideologies that bypass the 

cultural nuances embodied in the linguistic signs. In so doing, they undercode the 

dynamic and diverse women portrayed in Lin's fiction in contrast to their overcoding the 

cultural hegemony. 

In his trilogy, Lin re- imaged women who lived through social turmoil caused by 

institutional transitions, political chaos, and foreign invasions. Societal change, on the 

one hand, accelerated the conflict between the old and the new cultures from all aspects, 

which greatly damaged the age old construction of social stratification and gender 

segregation. The conflict between tradition associated with Chinese -ness and modernity 

associated with Western -ness quickly exposed the diversity of womanhood in the early 

20th century China, ranging from the virgin widow with bound feet, to concubines co- 

existing with the wives, to women who preferred to live independently, and to "the 

abundance of pictures of female pulchritude" that suggested the commercial progress of 

modernity reflected in the body of women.191 What Wendy Larson presents in her 

examination of "the body and the text" captured by modern Chinese writers well 

illustrates the heterodoxy of the transitional society. The open clash between the 

individual and society reached its peak when the life style of singlehood attracted many 

young women. The pros and cons towards this new concept of culture, concerning both 

pragmatic and psychological issues, indicate people's changed outlooks of social reality 

as well as tradition. The old sayings such as "There are only poor men who cannot afford 

19° Wan Pingjin, Lin Yutang pingzhuan, 300. 

191 Lin Yutang, The Little Critic, 2: 73 -74. 
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a wife but there is never a woman who cannot find a husband äJ 
&-h- 1 LI- in A--" became questionable. The fact that women began to refuse to 

marry against their own wills indicated their unwillingness to cooperate with the 

structured life arrangement. 

Individual attachment to the past is one of the effective means to continue 

tradition. In fact, tradition is the outcome of social consensus which can be taught and 

therefore altered. In the case of Mr. Yao, Lin had him challenge tradition through the 

unusual given names he chose for his daughters: Mulan, Mochow, and Mulien. When the 

father named his daughters after these century old legendary characters, he creatively 

maintained an aspect of tradition showing a deep love that a father could have for his 

daughters. Instead of using the typical words for women's names such as "autumn, noon, 

cloud, musk, verdure, clarity, intelligence, delicacy, luster, orchid, peony, rose, and all 

sorts of plant names," the father preferred the aspect of tradition embodied in the name of 

Mulan, who stood for "a Chinese Joan of Arc." Interestingly, although " Mulan" is also 

the name of the evergreen magnolia -one of all sorts of plant names -the father read the 

sign differently because of its association with the female warrior.192 The heroin Mulan 

inspired the father to dream a different dream for his daughter Mulan to grow up as "`a 

new girl' -with natural feet, equality with men, and a modern education. "193 However, 

192 According to The Ballard of Mulan, this Chinese Joan of Arc allegedly replacing her father's position in 
the army returned home more than a decade later as a reputed general. When she took off her armors and 
switched back to her old dresses, Mulan shocked her fellowmen who wondered why being together for 
twelve years they did not know she was a woman In response, Mulan asked: "When the two hares race 
drawing near the ground, / who can tell which is male and the other is female." 
193 Lin Yutang, Moment in Peking, 77. 
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Yao Mulan could not understand the meaning of the sign of "a new girl" until she tried to 

bind her own feet with Mannia's help. After her overnight experiment, Mulan with her 

whole heart "decided that she would not have her feet bound. "194 Lin's Mulan finally 

made up her own mind concerning her life course, which came to be what the father had 

hoped but could not be realized had Mulan bound her feet like Guijie and Mannia, whose 

physical attraction attributed to their elegantly boundfeet was once adored dearly by child 

Mulan. 

For Lin, these names index the past, which becomes the present. Like the century 

old Zhou bronzes, for Mr. Yao these names also constituted culture and tradition. Mr. 

Yao transmitted his progressive outlook of continuity and durability of certain traditional 

aspects to his daughters not only through his collection of Zhou bronzes -the visual signs, 

but also through the verbal signs like the meaningful names such as Mulan, Mochow and 

Mulien. As he said to his daughter Mulan: "Listen, child, everything has its destined 

owner. How many hundred owners do you think those Chou [i.e. Zhou] bronzes have 

had in the last three thousand years? No one ever permanently owns a thing in this world. 

For the time being, I am their owner. A hundred years from now, who will be their 

owner? "195 Mr. Yao's belief in tradition is inclusive and progressive, as demonstrated by 

his reading of the indexical signs left by history. What matter most to him is the 

existence of the signs and moreover the understanding of the signs, be they visual or 

verbal. 

194 Ib1d., 71. 

195 Ibid., 14. 
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Mulan's sister Mochow, which literally means "don't worry," suggests another 

aspect of tradition. One story attached to this name was that Mochow, a lucky girl from a 

rich family, was loved by her parents so much so that they named a lake in her memory 

after her early death. The tradition associated with the sign of Mochow indicates the 

parents' devoted love to the female child.196 As for Mr. Yao's third daughter, in addition 

of sending her to a Buddhist temple in hope of sustaining her fragile life, Lin had the 

father name her after the Buddhist saint Mulien, who was portrayed in a religious drama 

that dated back to Medieval China. By giving a boy's name to a girl, the father reversed 

the more traditional practice of using a girl's name for a boy in order to keep harm away 

from the more precious boy. Mr. Yao understands that tradition is changeable and 

adaptable. The flexibility of tradition depends upon each individual's outlook of tradition. 

As he told Mulan: "If you consider [the Zhou bronzes] trash and rubbish, then they are 

trash and rubbish. "197 Through the signs, Lin's nonconformist father passed his 

alternative approach to his children. Therefore, he preserved a different fabric of 

tradition not only for his daughters but also for the culture to be. 

In contrast, for Tu Jo -an, the protagonist of The Vermilion Gate, the sign of name 

equals the sense of freedom and independence -a new segment of tradition. When Jo -an 

walked out of her ancestral house after a battle with her uncle, the first thing came to her 

mind was that "she wanted to use her real name when seeking a job because she wanted 

196 The lake can still be seen outside the city of Nanjing in China with her stature standing in the water. 
Also, it would be very unfair to those parents who did not follow the social conventions to prioritize boys 
over girls. In fact, both Tang poets Du Fu and Bai Juyi described in their poems the preference of girls 
during their times. Although the reasons for the parents' choice of girls over boys were different, the 
example suggested that social consensus was never inclined to invariability. 
197 Lin Yutang, Moment in Peking, 14. 
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to remain herself and not to feel ashamed [of being an unwedded mother]. "198 Associated 

with her reputable house Tafuti (i.e. Lord's Residence), which was named after her 

grandfather's official rank "Tafu," Jo -an had always lived under the shadow of her family 

history and the protection of her influential uncle, the ex -mayor of Xian. However, in 

order to rescue her fiancé, Jo -an at times was willing to acquiesce to the social 

conventions preparing "to announce that she was Mrs. Li, but preferred to use her maiden 

name in the profession, as many modern young women were doing. "199 Lin's portrayal 

of Jo -an demonstrates the reflection of social change through individual's life. Being a 

modernly educated woman with a mind of her own, Jo -an finds her own independence 

and freedom negotiating between modernity and tradition. Her self -consciousness is 

demonstrated by her effort to maintain her own identity through her family name, which 

is contrasted to her self -sacrifice for the man she loved dearly. 

In addition to individual attachment to tradition, Lin also illustrates the 

multifaceted tradition related to women from the signs that indicate the collective 

formation of tradition, to name a few, the verbal signs including "niangzijun V" (a 

general term referring "Women's Army "), as depicted in The Vermilion Gate, 

"hongdengzhao M" (Red Lantern Shades, formed by young women during the 

Boxer Rebellion) and "heidengzhao M xT" (Black Lantern Shades, formed by widows 

during the Boxer Rebellion), as depicted in Moment in Peking. In contrast to the iconic 

sign of women with bound feet, which connotes the equivalence between obedience and 

198 Lin Yutang, The Vermilion Gate, 322. 

199 Ibid., 329. 
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Chinese women, the above signs are more indexical in that they suggest the continuous 

spirit of rebellious women in the collective fashion.200 The fictional "niangzijun" as 

depicted in the novel, referred to the students of Xian Girls' Normal College during the 

Republic era, who demonstrated in support of war. When the local policemen designated 

the sign of "niangzijun" to the marching students, to a certain degree, it suggests people's 

familiarity with the sign as well as the continuous tradition embodied in the sign. 

However, given the utterance context, in this case, when a dozen of young policemen 

shouted: "Let's rout the Niangtsechun (Amazons)!" this sign symbolically reveals social 

opposition to the marching women.201 The historical existence of " niangzijun" can be 

found in most major rebellions throughout Chinese history. These female rebels fought 

for the social justice side by side with their male counterparts. The female camp of 

Taiping Rebellion (1850 -1864) exemplifies such female rebels, which originally was 

formed by the Hakka women with their unbound feet from the South. However, by the 

time they reached to the lower Yangzi valley, this group of " niangzijun" consisted of "as 

many as 100, 000 Jiangnan women with bound feet. "202 Lin by deploying these signs in 

his fiction reminds a collective effort of female rebels who ascribed tradition with 

different characteristics. 

200 For the historical Red Lantern Shade, see Ono Kazuko, Chinese Women in a Century of Revolution, 
1850 -1950, 47 -53. 

201 Lin Yutang, The Vermilion Gate, 7. 

202 Ono Kazuko, Chinese Women in a Century of Revolution, 1850 -1950, 11. 
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Back gardens: individual platforms 

The rich scenery depicted in Lin's fiction is another group of visual signs which 

have to be examined within the referential context. Through these signs, Lin reminded 

the existence of the unrecorded love story that happened, but not exclusively, in the 

gardens. While the Garden of Eden in the West unfolds the story of the seducible Eve 

who was unable to resist the forbidden apple, the back gardens portrayed in Chinese 

traditional literature symbolized the platform where love was performed. However, 

efforts to block such performances were also prevalent as "practically all Chinese dramas 

and stories associated the downfall of girls or the beginning of romance with the `back 

garden, "' Lin understands that the dramatized back gardens are indexical to the fear of 

uncontrollable human nature.203 

Yet, the other side of the sign signals the impossible control of diversity of human 

nature. As Lin's character Poya believed that "Time makes no difference.... Each 

generation has its own story, its love and its romance and its quarrels ... only the garden, 

the trees and the birds do not change. "204 Lin read the romance in the back gardens as a 

signal of the unpredictable human nature. Through the fictional character Laos, the 

founder of the utopian community in Lin's fantasy Looking Beyond, Lin reminded us that 

"human nature never leaves us. You can plan everything, measure everything, [and] 

predicate everything scientifically, except human nature. "205 Interestingly, Leslie 

Stevenson in his book Seven Theories of Human Nature illustrates the difficulties of 

203 Lin Yutang, Moment in Peking, 59. 

204 Lin Yutang, A Leaf in the Storm (London and Toronto: William Heinemann Ltd., 1942), 38. 

205 Lin Yutang, Looking Beyond, 101. 
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regularizing human nature. According to Stevenson, various theories from Plato's notion 

of wise rule to Marx's communist revolution to Lorenz's innate aggression share the 

same purpose to tame the diversity of human nature. Yet, the success has been limited. 

In terms of the concurrent messages embodied in the sign of "back garden," they 

indicated the impossibility of love and romance under the vigilance of moral promoters. 

On the one hand, the iconic nature of the sign connotes the sign of "immoral women." On 

the other hand, the sign indexed the existence of nonconformists. Behind every story of 

romance, there was a woman who dared to challenge the social restrictions. In the case 

of teenager Mannia depicted in Moment in Peking, even though she did not advance her 

romance she became self -conscious of sexual overtones at the presence of her cousin 

Pingya, her fiancé, in the back garden. Until then the sign of "sister -in -law" -the title 

teasingly designated to her by Pingya's two younger brothers -had not meant too much 

to her. 

The image of the back garden would always repel some people like Mannia, yet 

attract others like Redjade and Malin. For example, the deserted garden of the Yao 

family provided Malin, the guest of the family, rich sources of imagination. For Malin, 

the garden itself denoted the story of "romance ... suicide ... just as it should be in such 

a big, old family. "206 Yet, the same visual sign was understood quite differently by the 

garden's owner Poya as he sighed to his guest: "Times have changed.... This garden is 

practically deserted now... There is the war. What will happen to this garden? .. . 

Those days of peace will never come back. `A beautiful morning, a pretty spot and a day 

2°6 Lin Yutang, A Leaf in the Storm, 37. 
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to while away. "'207 Quoting the last two lines from the famous Yuan drama Xixiangji, 

Poya told Malin a story of love which differed from Malin's imagination. Poya was born 

to his father's maid servant Silverscreen. The romance his parents starting from the 

garden turned out to be a tragedy. His grandmother never approved the maid to become 

her daughter -in -law and drove her out of the house. Later, the old woman kidnapped 

Poya from his mother but forbidden the mother to enter the Yao's house. Silverscreen, 

failing to get her son back after all her vicious fighting against Poya's grandmother, hung 

herself swearing that "her ghost would pursue [ Poya's] grandmother to the end of her 

days. "208 According to Poya, the same garden also buried his beautiful aunt Redjade who 

killed herself because of her sickness as well as her disillusioned love for her cousin. Yet, 

for Lin and for his characters like Poya, the eternal scenery is the witness of humankind 

even though some stories may be buried in the gardens or under the trees forever, as 

portrayed in traditional literature -the referential context upon which Lin builds his own 

imagination of the story between men and women. It is in this matter that Lin transforms 

his understanding of the natural Way of Daoism, which is characterized by balanced 

power between yin and yang through its tranquil existence. Life continues in the mode of 

yinyang balance. So does tradition. 

207 Ibid., 37. 

208 Ibid., 35. 
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Individuality reflected in costumes and hairstyles 

Lin once vividly described the Chinese women's emancipation in the early 20th 

century by pointing out that "from bound feet to one -piece bathing suit ... is superficial 

as they seem, are nevertheless profound. For life is made up of such superficialities, and 

by altering them, we alter the whole outlook of life. "209 His sensitivity to the profound 

messages embodied in visual signs is in evidence in his fictional depictions. Various 

visual signs, including the changing costumes and hairstyles, depicted in Lin's fiction 

suggest the existence of diverse and dynamic women. 

For example, in traditional society the visual differentiation between wives and 

concubines were usually marked by their costumes. Only wives could wear skirts and 

concubines must wear trousers. However, in the case of Chunmei, as the changing of 

costumes occurred at the turn of the 20th century, "there was no tradition that concubines 

should not wear long gowns. "210 The long gown which Chunmei started to wear not only 

made her look more attractive and modern, but also "it confused the whole issue of 

superiority and inferiority as between wife and a maid- concubine -who -was -not -a -maid- 

and -not -a- concubine. "211 With her flowing long gown, Chunmei brushed off the artificial 

insertions that divide human beings in such an injustice. As for Paiwei, depicted in The 

Red Peony, her tight white trousers and jackets, instead of long skirts common to married 

women, broke her native tradition to the core given that white was traditionally 

209 Lin Yutang, My Country and My People, 170. 

210 Lin Yutang, The Vermilion Gate, 59. 

21 Ibid., 60. Lin's creative usage of hyphens evoked another hidden message in the linguistic signs which 
blurred the boundary between superiority and inferiority by showing the falsified label through the 
invention of the sign of "maid- concubine" which itself was a creation to name a woman "who was neither a 
maid nor a concubine." 
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associated with death. Through Chunmei's long gown and Paiwei's white outfits -the 

foregrounded visual signs, Lin unfolded multi- fabricated tradition. 

In addition, the social dynamic and individual rebellions against tradition were 

also reflected in Lin's fiction through the changing hairstyles of women. The freedom of 

women, which started from their fashionable clothes and hairstyles, differed greatly from 

the tradition they had lived with for centuries. The character Paiwei's curled hair in the 

style of those who came back from Japan, instead of the traditional coiffures for a 

married woman, suggested her unrestricted courage through riding her native tradition 

while picking up a foreign one. Lin's detailed description of the hairstyles wore by the 

female characters in the novel The Vermilion Gate suggested the dialogue between the 

old and the new. The contrast between "the older women [who] had their hair brushed 

back, smooth as lacquer and gathered into a bun at the back, [and] the young women 

[who] flaunted their permanent waves" created a mini picture of society that was 

experiencing changes.212 Given the symbolic nature of costumes and hairstyles in the 

traditional society, Lin's grips of such delicate signs were not insignificant. Also, the 

sharp contrast on the street of Xian between "mothers [who were] still walking with 

bound feet, while walking with them were modern college girls in long, sinuous gowns 

and curled hair," as depicted in The Vermilion Gate, indicated social change not only 

came to the shore of costal areas but also the heart of China given the symbolic meaning 

of the city Xian itself.213 

212 Ibid., 117. 

213 Ibid., 19. 
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For Lin, costumes and hairstyles transcend. In his depiction of the emigrated 

women abroad, he sensitively started their negotiation and communication through the 

visual signs. For example, Juana, the concubine of a rich merchant depicted in Juniper 

Loa, fancied her sarong so much so that she "often wore it at home because it was light 

and airy. "214 Her practical sense to make herself comfortable in the humid weather 

instead of wearing the traditional Chinese long gown was her way to exercise her agency 

through her body. By floating in the loose sarong, Juana rejected the tailored tradition 

wrapped in the tight gown. 

In another case, Mother Fong as depicted in Chinatown Family began to 

understand the concept of universal poverty by noticing the majority women around her 

in the Catholic Church. The cultural nuances and social variations were further detected 

by Mother Fong when she saw "the poor old women [whose] black long skirts almost 

covering their ankles ... Some were infirm, or had swollen ankles, or walked with shaky 

frames. "215 Being linguistically disadvantaged, Mother Fong's sensitivity to visual signs 

around became very important to assist her life readjustment in an alien culture. Mother 

Fong's conclusion that these women "were just like Chinese women," drawn from her 

careful reading their costumes, their appearances, and their mode of self -prides, led her to 

the monologue. By talking to herself that "it was like being for the first time inside 

Western society, meeting Americans indoors, and not just seeing them on the streets," 

Mother Fong felt much closer to her new home where she found more similarities than 

214 Lin Yutang, Juniper Loa, 14. 

215 Lin Yutang, Chinatown Family, 115. 
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differences.216 Lin's creative uses of visual signs in his fictional depiction denoted his 

dissatisfaction with hierarchic structure, which not only deprived women's rights to 

receive a formal education but also limited educational access to the majority of men. 

Yet, their agency in control their life through reading the visual signs could not be 

removed. Neither could their capability to articulate their own minds be neglected. 

Multifaceted Tradition and Dynamic Womanhood 

Tradition is multifaceted even though the core of tradition tends to remain 

stationary. The general contrast between Chinese tradition characterized by its 

institutionalized Confucianism with a focus on collectivism and Western tradition 

characterized by its Greek heritage with an emphasis of individualism exemplifies such 

internalized core elements. However, from the visual signs, including portraits, pictures, 

and ritual performances, to the verbal signs through which conventions are innovated and 

altered, it is clear to see heterodoxy of tradition. In the case of women, to untie the 

entanglement of tradition with women through acknowledgment of dynamic womanhood 

is the first step to retrieve agency of diverse women in their part of building tradition. 

Portraits and pictures: declaration of family tradition 

Portraits and pictures of a family, as the indexical signs, are usually understood as 

the connection between the past and the present. One can easily grip the tradition of the 

family as the signs indicate, although one can also miss some aspects of tradition that are 

216 Ibid., 114. 
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hidden in the signs. Portraits and pictures speak differently to different viewers -the 

addressees. For example, the guest of the Yao family Malin, as depicted in A Leaf in the 

Storm, read each portrait and picture as a story. She adored Poya's beautiful aunts, 

including Coral, Mulan, Mochow, and Redjade, while looking through his family album. 

The story of Poya's aunt Redjade fascinated Malin although she left no picture in the 

album. When Malin finally saw her portrait in the ancestral hall, the tragic story related 

to the woman who "dressed in ancient Ming costume with a high Ming coiffure standing 

on a bridge with red balustrades and looking down at some red and black goldfish 

swimming in a pond full of lotus flowers" became more understandable to Malin who, 

therefore, adored Redjade even more.217 The portrait was indexical not only in terms of 

the connection between Redjade and the present Yao family, but also in terms of Ming 

costume and coiffure, which suggested Redjade's fascination to the past. Being a great 

reader of Ming romances, Redjade, a "charming but very willful" woman, would rather 

die than being pitied by the man whom she loved with her whole heart. Having 

tuberculosis for so long, Redjade could not bear to think her cousin Afei's love was "out 

of pity." Feeling confused "with shame, remorse, love, regret, hatred, pride, sacrifice," 

she decided to terminate her own life for the sake of love.218 Through this fictional 

creation, Lin denoted the complexity of human nature that was not always visible at the 

presence of signs. Malin would have read the portrait differently, as Redjade was 

beautifully captured in the portrait, had Poya not revealed the real cause of his aunt's 

217 Lin Yutang, A Leaf in the Storm, 33 -34. 

218 Lin Yutang, Moment in Peking, 535. 
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death. Hence, through the noble death of Redjade, which lacked from the visual 

presentation, Lin also cautioned the readers of signs. To fully comprehend a sign, one 

has to be aware of the discrepancy between what is presented in the sign and what is 

hidden behind the sign. Deconstruction without orientation of symbolic signs to their 

contexts is a reckless destruction, which benefits little to improvement of humanity and 

gender relation. 

It is through the missing portrait of Poya's grandmother in the ancestral hall that 

Malin learnt a story about the two strong -willed women in the Yao family, Poya's 

grandmother Mrs. Yao and his mother Silverscreen, a servant of the family. The battle 

between the two women over then nine -year old Poya left a permanent injure to his heart. 

When he became the patriarch of the Yao family, he chose to write his own family 

history with no intention to conceal his feelings about the two women. Poya's deliberate 

effort to abandon his grandmother by hanging his grandfather's portrait alone above his 

unwedded parents suggests that tradition can be written differently with different hands. 

Poya's writing his family history is Lin's understanding of the dynamic and flexible 

nature of tradition. Cutting his dignified grandmother out of the family history while 

adding his disgraced mother into the history, Poya de- constructed the standardization of 

history writing. In comparison, Silok's uncle as depicted in Juniper Loa re- enforced his 

construction of Chinese tradition when he showed his nephew his own collection of the 

"photographs of European women -completely nude, or almost completely, [telling 

Silok]: `Take them. Look all you want.... It gives you an idea of their morals. And if 
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you think you can marry any one of them, just tell me. "'219 The sincerity of the uncle's 

belief in tradition is suspicious. Moreover, his defense of Chinese moral tradition, in 

contrast to his definition of moral values of Western tradition, reveals nothing, through 

his own obsession of the nude pictures, but his hypocrisy and the artificiality of tradition 

he tried to protect. 

Rituals and funerals: annunciation of social conventions 

The practice of rituals and funerals is a typical annunciation of social conventions. 

Ethnographic study may be able to draw basic foundations between cultures. However, 

generality can also mislead and therefore enhance cultural stereotypes. If anthropological 

investigation outlines cultural boundaries, it is literature that helps us enter individual 

territory to understand the depth as well as the flexibility of tradition. Shen Shuang 

noticed that Lin's Moment in Peking "focuses on scenes and ceremonies, such as 

weddings and funerals. "22° In fact, such visual signs are prevalent in all Lin's novels, 

which serve as the foregrounded components, that is to say the ceremonies stand for what 

they are. David Lodge in his book The Modes of Modern Writing points out that "any 

item in discourse that attracts attention to itself for what it is, rather than acting merely as 

a vehicle for information, is foregrounded. "221 Moreover, according to Lodge the 

"consistent and systematic foregrounding" is the key note to distinguish literary discourse 

219 Lin Yutang, Juniper Loa, 175. 
229 Shen Shuang, "Self, Nations, and the Diaspora: Re- reading Lin Yutang, Bai Xianyong, and Frank Chin" 
(Ph. D. diss., City University of New York, 1998), 85. 

221 David Lodge, The Modes of Modern Writing: Metaphor, Metonymy, and the Typology of Modern 
Literature (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1977), 2. 
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from the nonliterary discourse.222 By foregrounding these visual signs of ceremonies, Lin 

successfully transformed cultural elements. Also, by highlighting the individual response 

to the traditional practice, Lin shattered cultural hegemony that blurred the line between 

women and cultural goods. 

In the case of funerals, for example, when Jo -an's father as depicted in The 

Vermilion Gate passed away unexpectedly upon his arriving home, she was as sad as 

much as she was disappointed. People who came to mourn the deceased only saw the 

daughter's sorrow through her tears but missed her anguish she concealed. Although 

Chunmei and her Aunt Tsaiyun both "caught the listless, abstract expression on her face 

while she bowed in return to the guests like an automaton ... they did not know that she 

was not sorrowing for her father, but doing something less `dutiful' and orthodox. She 

was debating the problem in her mind. `shall I ask Tangma for the medicinal stew or not 

[to abort the baby] ? "223 Knowing the social prejudice against the unwedded mothers, Jo- 

an had expected her open- minded father to stand besides her while she was waiting for Li 

Fei's safe return from the war zone. Yet, before she even brought up the issue the father 

died at the dinner table where the whole family had a gathering for his home return. With 

only her servant Tangma who cared for her and supported her, Jo -an was determined not 

to be "exposed to the scorn of the public ... that public which was standing here now to 

pay conventional respect to her father. "224 Jo -an began to understand more about herself 

and the social conventions while performing the conventional rituals at her father's 

222 Ibid., 2. 
223 Lin Yutang, The Vermilion Gate, 298. 
224 Ibid., 298. 
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funeral. Lin's own belief in mothers' rights was clearly embodied in this fictional 

creation. For Lin an unwedded mother was equally honorable as a wedded mother. 

Nobody could take away the right of a woman to become a mother. In one of his essays, 

Lin even went far enough to claim that a mistress with children was the wife and a wife 

without children was a mistress. For Lin, tradition assigned to women should be always 

questioned, especially when it deprived human nature for the sake of tradition. 

Lin further ridiculed the constructed tradition through the character Mayor Tu,. 

Being perceived as the icon of public morality, Mayor Tu defended morality with his 

whole heart, while secretly keeping Chunmei as his concubine. When he found Jo -an 

was pregnant with no wedding banquet announced to symbolize her official marriage, the 

uncle immediately made his point clear accusing her: "You place me in a very awkward 

position. I want you to tell me if you know that you are solely responsible for what is 

going to happen.... Let no one say that I have driven you out.... The child you have is 

not a Tu child.... From the very beginning to the end, I had nothing to do with it. "225 

His different adjustments between Jo -an and his own concubine Chunmei, who was also 

an unwedded mother, was that Chunmei and her little children had satisfied his own 

desires. Mayor Tu tried to justify his hypocracy by differentiating the two women. He 

persuaded himself asking: "What a difference [of Chunmei] from his yellow- toothed wife! 

But Jo -an was a woman, and the world would go to pieces if women began to be loose 

and misbehave and be immoral. The sanctity of the home would be threatened and the 

225 Ibid., 311. 
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basis of public morality undermined. "226 Interestingly, he perceived both Chunmei and 

his wife as items by convincing himself that "Jo -an was a woman." Unquestionably, 

Mayor Tu's moral standard was based upon whether his self -interests and desires were 

satisfied and safeguarded. His differentiation between Jo -an as a woman and Chunmei as 

his life reward who contrasted greatly to his "yellow- toothed wife" unfolded the entire 

mystery of tradition which favored the virtuous women by discarding the rest. The three 

women associated with Mayor Tu, who possessed their own interests and values of life, 

differed from each other in many aspects. Yet, for Mayor Tu only Chunmei representing 

his understanding of female virtues, and therefore deserved to be included in the system 

which prioritized his interests of life. Lin's presentation of Mayor Tu through his self - 

centered moral conscience indicated his opposition to wrapping women with the 

artificially defined tradition. 

Through his character Peony, the protagonist in The Red Peony, Lin re- imaged a 

balanced view of tradition which concerned the feelings of both men and women. That 

Peony did not shed a tear at her husband's funeral in order to satisfy his colleagues' 

curiosity surprised them greatly when they found that "her eyes were dry. She neither 

sniffed nor wailed aloud, as in good form she should have. "227 Her genuine feelings 

towards the deceased man greatly disturbed the group of male mourners. Instead of 

paying their respect to the deceased, they centered their interest and criticism on Peony's 

eyes. From Peony's "deep, mobile, flashing eyes," one man drew his conclusion of the 

226 Ibid., 305. 
227 Lin Yutang, The Red Peony, 5. 
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young woman as "liquid temperament and floating pussy willows" (shuixing yanghua, 7,1( 

'tfk ) while another man betted his reading of her passionate and beautiful eyes on her 

remarriage. The third one expressed his disapproval of the young widow because there 

was "not even a snivel, or a sob or whimper. "228 Through the different reactions between 

Peony and the men, Lin questioned the purpose and meaning of the ritual ceremonies that 

concerned little feelings but formalities. 

In contrast, challenging the empty formalities, Lin's character Peony overtly 

exposed her heart at Chin Chu's funeral. Seeing the man she once loved dearly, "she 

could no longer control herself and in her great misery she did not care. Before anyone 

could quite realize what was happening, her frenzied sobs and uncontrolled weeping rent 

the hall. "229 Peony's improper behavior of weeping for the wrong casket was 

"unprecedented in the annals of Hangchow history," which greatly disgraced both Chin 

Chu's family and her own prominent Liang clan. Moreover, it disturbed the social norms 

substantially. The signal of her tears, however, was understood differently. Her courage 

was envied by men and admired by women who had the similar experience. It also 

outraged "society matrons" and worried wives who "began to look twice at their 

husbands. "23° For Peony, she wept for the right casket as her tears ran. However, the 

public read the sign of dried eyes and the wet casket in great difference. It was through 

such contrasted reading of signs that Lin conveyed his understanding of the relation 

between individual and society, and between genuine feelings and empty formalities. 

228 Ibid., 6. 

229 Ibid., 266. 

230 Ibid., 268. 
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Lin's presentation of the funeral of Sun Mannia's father in Moment in Peking 

provided an example of innovation of tradition. The unconventional performance of this 

funeral suggested Lin's opposition to the rigid followers of tradition. When the 

grandmother of the Tseng family, the aunt of Manna's father who shared the same 

surname of Sun, moved the funeral of her poor nephew to the Tseng mansion, she 

followed her heart rather than social conventions. Laying the coffin in a special 

courtyard of her spacious mansion, the grandmother ordered to hang "two huge oil paper 

lanterns marked with a big character `SUN' in black, partly covered by two crossed white 

paper bands, to show that this was a funeral of the Sun family and that it was held in a 

Sun home. "231 The pragmatic sense of the grandmother was in evidence. The visual sign 

of "SUN" would certainly satisfy the public. However, it was the widowed wife and the 

orphaned daughter that deeply concerned the grandmother, upon which she made her 

decision bypassing convention. The funeral arrangement also offered Mannia a close 

opportunity to understand and appreciate her fiancé Tseng Pingya, who although had not 

yet formally married Mannia was willing to perform all the duties as a son -in -law on his 

grandmother's suggestion. Mannia experienced her feelings of love and began to 

understand the meaning of obligation at her father's funeral. Because of this experience, 

she kept her life long commitment to Pingya, who at his death bed married her but soon 

after left her alone. Yet, the virgin widow Mannia never regretted her decision to marry 

Pingya who showed his genuine love and respect to her at her father's funeral. 

What can be discerned from the funerals observed by Peony, Mannia, and Jo -an 

231 Lin Yutang, Moment in Peking, 85. 
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was that they all followed tradition by enriching it through their personal connections. 

Mannia, on the one hand, broke tradition in seeing her fiancé prior to their wedding day; 

on the other hand, she preserved tradition by promising a virgin widowhood on her own 

willingness. The tragedy of Mannia was that she herself being the victim of the 

indoctrinated conventions would never see the bottom of abyss. Through Mannia, Lin 

revealed the cruelty that tradition imposed on women while recognizing Mannia's own 

agency in making her life decision due to the love she felt through her encountering 

Pingya at various social occasions including her father's funeral. By distinguishing the 

victimized, in this case Mannia, from the victimizer, namely the constructed convention 

of chaste widowhood, Lin attacked the hypocritical society but reserved his great respect, 

and his deep sympathy as well, for women like Mannia. In fact, Lin modeled this 

character after his own godmother -a virgin widow from a wealth family in his 

hometown. 

In comparison, Peony denounced the social hypocrisy by her open weeping at 

Chin Chu's funeral while offering no tears for her deceased husband. Jo -an learnt to 

stand dignifiedly and live independently. She understood clearly that she was the thorn 

that could cut through the falsified morality promoted by men like her uncle, who in her 

understanding was "capable of highway robbery if he [had] to do it," and defended by 

women like her aunt, who told Jo -an that "other girls who have done what you have done 

would not boast about it. They would hang themselves. "232 To the aunt's great 

disappointment, before she walked out of her ancestral house, Jo -an ensured both her 

232 Lin Yutang, The Vermilion Gate, 308. 
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aunt and the uncle that "I am not going to hang myself."233 

In terms of the marriage ceremonies -another important visual sign frequenting 

Lin's fiction -critics like Katherine Karle, Cynthia Liu and Elaine Yee Lin Ho interpret 

differently. Both Karle and Liu in their studies pointed out that the marriage institution 

as an important plot in Lin's Chinatown Family was used to serve the purpose of 

Americanization or cultural transformation. Yet, what Liu noticed in this transformation 

was the masculine quality that the male members of the Fong family tried their best to 

maintain. In comparison, Karle saw the author's balanced intention not only in the 

structure of the novel itself but also in the characters depicted, varying from their 

personalities to their viewpoints of life and the world. Ho's allegorical reading of the 

marriage between the proletariat Tom Fong Jr., the son of a laundry man, and Elsie, the 

daughter of a Chinese scholar, suggests her de- contextualized reading the fiction. Ho's 

claiming the marriage as "a mutually enriching symbiosis that is, at the same time, the 

making of a modern `Chinese' identity" indicates the persistent perception of social 

stratification in the immigrated Chinese community.234 

However, the marital unification between "proletariat and scholar - gentry" was not 

unusual in traditional society. Scholar -gentry families would marry off the daughters as 

long as the proletarian son -in -law was a successful or even potentially successful 

candidate of the Civil Service Exam. The significance of this marriage was the 

breakdown of the gender segregation enjoyed by Tom and Elsie through their sociability, 

233 Ibid., 308. 
234 Elaine Yee Lin Ho, "Of Laundries and Restaurants: Fictions of Ethnic Space," Wasafiri: Journal of 
Caribbean, African, Asian and Associated Literatures and Film 21 (Spring 1995): 17. 
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which their native Chinese culture forbad. For Elsie who came to America alone, her 

freedom to meet and talk with Tom in various social surroundings prior to her 

commitment to Tom provided her an opportunity to prepare for her future marital life, 

which though fictional is not allegorical. Equally true with Tom, who although was 

protected and guided by his parents, the benefit he gained from his open communication 

with Elise not only motivated him to become as good as her but also made his promise to 

her more sincere when he said that he would go wherever she preferred after his college 

graduation. In short, the new identity for Chinese women, and men as well, is the 

independence, self -confidence, and re- defined meaning of marriage they have benefited 

from the collapse of gender segregation. Through his character Tom, Lin demonstrated 

not only different traditions observed by different cultures but also transformability of 

individuals in terms of their understanding and observing traditional customs. 

In addition to marriages and funerals, the ceremonial presentation of the grandson 

Marco, depicted in Chinatown Family, exemplifies the individual adjustment to tradition. 

When Mother Fong saw his son Loy holding the baby in his arms coming out of the car, 

she went out telling her daughter -in -law: "Flora, you hold the baby. Your father is in 

there in the sitting room. "235 Being so motherly to Flora and knowing her own tradition 

well, Mother Fong felt nothing unusual to direct Flora to follow her tradition. The 

grandfather was in tears when he "held the baby tightly, preciously, and examined it 

carefully" telling Flora that she was a good daughter to him.236 According to his tradition, 

235 Lin Yutang, Chinatown Family, 191. 

236 Ibid., 192. 
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Marco demonstrated to the public the old man's successful completion of his own life 

and his dutiful obligation to his ancestors back in China. Marco was the visual 

continuum of family value which Father Fong was so proud of. However, for Marco's 

mother Flora, an Italian descendent, baptizing Marco in her Catholic Church was equally 

important to continue her traditional values. When Flora brought up the issue to her 

mother -in -law, the mother's attitude was rather practical though she reserved her doubts 

to herself After Flora ensured her that the Catholic Church also taught sons to obey their 

parents, the mother -in -law responded: "Why didn't you say so in the first place? Can a 

person object to that? "237 The negotiation between Flora and her parents -in -law 

exemplified the cultural transition and the expansion of tradition for both sides. Their 

individual adjustment to social conventions will eventually lead to the new formation of 

social consensus. 

Tackling Social Conventions with Signs 

There were different ways to tackle social conventions in traditional society. Re- 

definition of linguistic signs was one of them. For example, the hierarchic -patriarchic 

society was linguistically guarded when different addresses were invented to distinguish 

the "internal" relatives of the paternal side from the "external" relatives from the 

maternal side. The fictional character Sun Mannia of Moment in Peking is a case in point. 

Being an external cousin with a different family name from her fiancé Tseng Pingya, 

Manna "could not have ranked with the daughters of the Tseng family and be called 

237 Ibid., 201. 
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`eldest,' `second,' or `third younger sister' ... as might be done with `internal' cousins in 

the family system. "238 However, Mannia's creative mother suggested the address 

"meimei" be used instead to pacify the social conventions and to perfect the unpleasant 

sound of "manmei," namely Mannia the younger sister. By so doing, the mother also 

broke the constructed social hierarchy reflected in the family unit which prioritized 

patrilinealty to matrilinealty. Through the mother's manipulation of the address, Lin 

revealed the flexibility of the social norms concurrently encoded in linguistic signs, and 

the individual agency in opposing the coded messages which meant little to the person. 

Lin once pointed out that "the original social system was a matriarchal system, 

and this is important, for something of this spirit still survives in Chinese women blood to 

the present day. "239 Lin's statement indicates his recognition of the discrepancy between 

the linguistic inscriptions of women's history and the realistic scenery of women's life, as 

demonstrated by Manna's mother. In the case of Jasmine depicted in The Red Peony, by 

changing her family name through adoption she legitimately married her cousin 

Mengchia, with whom she used to share the same family name " Liang." Such individual 

tackling of conventions clearly indicates the artificiality of the social construction, as 

perceived by Lin. Sex segregation is another example. The Yao family became the 

"tungchia 31 c" (i.e. the same family) friends with the Tseng family, who rescued Yao 

Mulan after she was kidnapped by a Boxer woman. The advantages of being "tungchia" 

238 Lin Yutang, Moment in Peking, 86. 

239 Lin Yutang, My Country and My People, 137. Lin continues his statement by pointing out that "traces 
of this matriarchy were still clearly visible in the Chou Dynasty [during this period the Book of Poetry was 
allegedly compiled by Confucius], when the family name, or hsing, was the woman's name, and man had 
only a personal name, or shih, after his place of birth or his official position." 
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friends meant "the women of one family to see the men of the other family. "240 As for 

women who became pregnant prior to their wedding like Mrs. Yao as depicted in 

Moment in Peking, the linguistic sign "fengzi chenghun -T-}Vel" would ease the 

awkwardness of the public gossips if the two families agreed on it. In the case of Jo -an, 

her understanding mother -in -law was ready to pacify the curious neighbors by telling 

them a white lie that Jo -an was "a child daughter -in -law" (tongyangxi, *:fit) of Li's 

family in case Jo -an as an unwedded mother "may feel diffident about coming to Si -an 

[to live with the mother -in- law]. "241 Through his exploration of these linguistic signs in 

his fiction, Lin reminded an aspect of tradition that had long existed in reality but 

excluded from the representation of Chinese culture, which itself resulted from 

accumulative creations and re- creations through manipulation of linguistic signs. 

For example, when the imperial consort Lady Wu became the Empress, she 

immediately changed the titles of Emperor Gaozong's consorts from gender- oriented 

words to gender -neutral ones. At the level of concubine, "there were two of the first rank, 

entitled `Assistants to Virtue', and four of the next rank, entitled `Monitors of 

Propriety'. "242 Lady Wu's reforming titles became more meaningful in terms of the 

message connoted in the new titles. The new titles did not bear clear feminine markers 

240 Lin Yutang, Moment in Peking, 73. 

241 Lin Yutang, The Vermilion Gate, 406. 
242 Lin Yutang, Lady Wu: A True Story (Melbourne, London &. Toronto: William Heinemann Ltd., 1957), 

58. Also, according to Chen Jo- shui's study, Lady Wu replaced the old title "fu-jen *A" (literally, it 

means "Madam ") with the new title "tsan -te matit" (literally, "Appreciating Virtues ") and the old title 
"Mei-jen A" (i.e. "Beauty") with the new one "Ch'eng -chih *Pt" (literally, "Accepting Edicts "). See 
detailed discussion of Empress Wu's linguistic reform in Chen Jo -shui, "Empress Wu and Proto- Feminist 
Sentiments in T'ang China," in Imperial Rulership and Cultural Change in Traditional China, ed. 
Frederick P. Brandauer and Chun -chien Huang (Seattle and London: University of Washington Press, 
1994), 81. 
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which emphasized women's attachment and dependence to men. Through the 

replacement of the gender -based titles with gender- neutral titles, Empress Wu not only 

revealed the true nature of social construction but also demonstrated the power of 

language. Lady Wu exploited linguistic signs to the full extent in battling with palace 

opponents, including her predecessors Empress Wang and Emperor Gaozong's favorite 

consort Xiaofei, by changing their family names into "cobra" and "vulture" as re- 

presented by Lin in his historical novel Lady Wu: A True Story. Moreover, her creation 

of more than a dozen Chinese characters during her ruling period, including her own first 

name "zhao " that consisted of the sun and the moon, the two heavenly bodies, which 

overarched the heaven, namely the empress herself, demonstrated a powerful iconic sign 

that spoke itself. The historical Lady Wu herself, being socially privileged from a 

prominent family of her time, certainly understood the meaning and the importance of 

legitimacy, be it language or regulation. Interestingly, she left a blank stone monument 

with no inscriptions upon her death. 

In fact, such kind of tackling social conventions through linguistic signs was 

continuously performed by Chinese people. As Lin depicted in his fiction, when the 

society changed, the new signs including "civilization," "progress," and "democracy" 

became more attractive to women like Sianghua and Lola. In the case of Lola, the 

character depicted in A Leaf in the Story, her interest in everything modern was "not that 

she was a feminist [but rather she had] what [was] called an integrated personality, with 

no conflicts, taboos, complexes, or inhibitions. "243 Lola was the type of nonconformist 

243 Lin Yutang, A Leaf in the Storm, 24. 
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woman, who was usually ridiculed and despised in traditional literature. For Lola, 

fairness means "`to be fair to anyone who was fair to her,' as she often said aloud, even in 

her parents' presence. "244 This type of women who lived by fair rules that included 

everyone was only allowed to exist in official history as bad examples or in the literary 

depiction as the unwanted. By his positive restoring of these women in his fiction, Lin 

expressed his advocacy of independent thinkers and courageous fighters of social 

injustice. 

Comparing to Lola, the character Sianghua's sensitivity to the borrowed English 

verbal sign "darling" exemplified the existence of another type of women, who struggled 

between intellectual growth and material enjoyment. When Tsujen, her modern -educated 

husband, showed no interest and appreciation in what she cared about, Sianghua began to 

wonder "what had happened to that word? It was still the same English word. It had 

sounded so tender and wonderful -a sound that could fill a woman's heart-when Tsujen 

was courting her, but the same word could also become stale and plebeian, deprived of 

music. "245 Sianghua's struggle between her searching for her own independent identity 

and her material dependence upon her husband suggested her dissatisfaction with her life 

that lacked mutual understanding and genuine feelings. She was determined to change it. 

The widowed Sianghua remarried six months later after her husband's death which 

angered her father -in -law Mayor Tu, the promoter of the public morality, who "was all 

the more mortified that the Tu money had no power to keep his widowed daughter -in -law 

244 Ibid., 28. 
245 Lin Yutang, The Vermilion Gate, 67. 
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at home. Sianghua had frankly said that she did not want any of her husband's 

money. '246 By rejecting the conventional expectation designated to widows Sianghua 

reclaimed her choice of life which once was lost in her previous marriage. 

Such generational gaps revealed by Sianghua and her father -in -law through their 

different outlooks of tradition could also be found in the example of Li Fei and his 

mother, as depicted in The Vermilion Gate. However, the difference between Mayor Tu 

and Li Fei's mother is that the mayor insisted upon the formality of tradition while the 

mother cared more about the happiness of his son. When Li Fei mentioned to his mother 

that he had met a pretty girl, the mother immediately asked: 'Was she a good girl ?' The 

mother would not use the word pretty. All girls should be good. "247 To compromise 

their different concerns, Li Fei re- presented Jo -an as "a very decent girl, nice face, dark 

eyes. "248 The more mutual sign "decent" satisfied the mother's anxiety of the girl's 

personality. However, Li Fei asserting his illustration of Jo -an's appearance right after 

the word "decent," also affirmed his own interest in the girl without upsetting the anxious 

mother. The mother did not want to see her son hurt again by falling in love with women 

like Jo -an, whose social status was above his. She witnessed his misery before from his 

failed love, and therefore the mother's genuine concern for "a good girl" was understood 

by her differently from that of his son. As she reminded her son: "We have no stone 

lions in front of our entrance like hers. If she still likes you, after having seen our home, 

246 Ibid., 426. 

247 Ibid., 24. 
248 Ibid., 25. 
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then she may be a good girl. "249 With the referential context in mind that traditional 

society valued marriages as the joint of two families for the purpose of resuming the 

patrilineal line, and that a married woman was expected to live under the same roof as her 

parents -in -law, the mother's concern was pragmatically necessary and understandable. 

Welding Cultures via Signs 

For Lin, language is the most effective tool in welding cultures. In addition to 

many essays on his observations of studying English and his experiences of translations, 

Lin also demonstrated cross -culture understandings through his fictional characters as 

depicted in his novel Chinatown Family. Tom Fong Jr.'s experience of learning English 

in American school was one of such examples. Tom's creativity in studying English 

vocabulary, known as "Tom's list of words," not only amazed his English teacher Miss 

Cartwright but also enhanced Tom's self -confidence in pursuing his great dreams to 

become an engineer. Through learning the language, Tom fell in love with America. In 

contrast to Tom, Yao Mulan, the protagonist in Moment in Peking, had a different 

experience with English. 

Interestingly enough, Mulan learnt her first English lesson from a Boxer man 

named Laopa who found the lost child on the way fleeing from Peking. Laopa 

entertained the little girl with the ditty "Lai say `come' / Ch'u say `go'/ Niensze 

`twentyfo' (twenty -four) / Shanyao `potato' / `Yes! Yes! No.' / Malapatse! chualai 

249 Ibid., 81. 
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fanghuo! "25° Situated in the utterance context, and also taking into the referential context 

of Boxer Rebellion into consideration, the ditty vividly demonstrated that even the 

neutral linguistic signs such as the words "come," "go," "twenty- four," and "potato" can 

be politically meaningful when "the last sentence meant `Damn them, we'll catch them 

and set them on fire! "'251 For the Boxer this ditty meant more than the linguistic 

differences between Chinese and English. It justified his rights to "catch them [i.e. those 

who did not speak his language] and set them on fire." Laopa's accented English "Yes! 

Yes!" which sounded like "deadly hot" in Chinese dialect, lightened the political message 

conveyed in the sign at the time. However, the affect of this ditty upon the little girl went 

beyond Laopa's imagination. Remembering what she had heard about the hostile 

foreigners Mulan "began to feel like a Boxer herself. "252 Indeed, later when the war 

broke out between China and Japan Mulan actively involved in the anti -war force, not 

only abandoning her comfortable life but also supporting her son to join the Chinese 

army -a choice in part to her early childhood experience of learning from the boxer 

Laopa. 

In addition to cultural division, Lin also demonstrated the important role that 

language plays in welding cultural differences through his fiction. Roman Jakobson in 

his article "Language and Culture" takes the study of culture to a different level by 

expounding the connection between the two. Endorsing the biologist B.G. Campbell's 

definition that "culture is the totality of behavior patterns that are passed between 

250 Lin Yutang, Moment in Peking, 35. 

251 Ibid., 35. 

252 Ibid., 36. 
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generations by learning, socially determined behavior learned by imitation and 

instruction," Jakobson also points out that the anthropological findings assert "the 

principal way of diffusion for cultural goods is through the word, through the medium of 

language. "253 The dependence of linguistic sensitivity in cross -cultural communication 

and understanding becomes more and more apparent as the human community becomes 

less and less isolated. 

Many novelists with cross - cultural experiences, including Lin, have experimented 

in revelation of cultural merging, and clashing as well, in their fictional creations. The 

changes experienced by women in the daily life, as depicted in Lin's Chinatown Family 

and Juniper Loa, exemplifies the women's capability of active negotiation and 

communication to find a place in an alien culture. To sustain their life, not only did they 

have to negotiate intra- personally with the community of other language speakers but 

also interpersonally to readjust themselves in their native linguistic community given the 

linguistic diversity of the community. Therefore, signs in general and verbal signs in 

particular play an important role in helping to limit the misunderstandings of the double - 

bladed negotiations. 

For example, Mother Fong's immediate connection to her Italian- American 

daughter -in -law Flora, as depicted in Chinatown Family, was because of the mother's 

comprehension of the visual signs despite her incapability of speaking Flora's language. 

When the newly arrived mother was asked to choose between the two bedrooms, she 

simply said, "You young people, you take the room with the [bath] tub. What do I need a 

253 Roman Jakobson, "Language and Culture," in Selected Writings VII, 103. 
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tub for? All my life I have got along with a basin, and it is such a pretty white enamel 

basin, too. "254 Mother Fong's good sense of understanding the difference between 

generations, and cultures as well, came out naturally in her contrasted articulation of "you 

young people" verses "what do I need a tub for [at my age] ?" and "the tub" verses "such 

a pretty white enamel basin." These foregrounded signs shortened the linguistic barriers 

between Mother Fong and Flora. From the signs, Flora saw a considerate woman who 

was not only understanding but also unpretentious. The mother's thoughtfulness and her 

sincerity reflected in her words released Flora's anxiety over living under the same 

roof -which was alien to her tradition. The mother's generosity and consideration 

earned Flora's immediate respect. In turn, the mother gained her unchallengeable 

authority as the head of household through her parental nurturing when Flora cried out: 

"Oh, Mother! "255 Lin's skillful utilizing of verbal signs was especially helpful in such 

kind of depiction of cross -cultural communications. 

Cheng Lok Chua and Elaine Yee Lin Ho in their respective reading Chinatown 

Family elaborate the issues of acculturations by comparing Lin with other cross -cultural 

writers. For example, Chua points out that the originally shared "Chinese versions of the 

American dream " -to seek the golden mountain -has been modified and broadened 

differently in the writings of "the sojourner Lin Yutang" in comparison with other 

immigrant- settlers like Louis Chu and native -born writers like Maxine Hong Kingston. 

In Lin's portrayal, Chua sees Confucian tradition through the ideal of family and Daoist 

254 Lin Yutang, Chinatown Family, 19-20. 

255 Ibid., 20. 
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tradition from Father Fong's preference of flowing "like water ... seeking low places and 

penetrating everywhere. "256 What Chua has noticed is the symbolic signs that have been 

attributed to Confucianism in terms of the ideal of family, and Daoism in terms of the 

image of water. However, it is women like Mother Fong who maintained the flow of the 

ideal family. 

In contrast, Mother Fong's sensitivity to cultural differences and her willingness 

to negotiate between the cultures can be seen from her dialogue with her husband. 

Recalling her experiences of sending Flora to the hospital, she exchanged her thought 

with her husband: 

-"I can never understand what American policeman do. Are they supposed to 
deliver babies? I thought policemen were only for catching thieves.... This is 
really a strange country, where you can call a policeman at night and ask him to 
come out in the cold like a house servant and take someone to the hospital for 
you. He is an official, isn't he ?" 
-"That is America. It is their custom. They are not afraid of their officials." 
-"It is certainly different from ours. I must say it is not a bad custom."257 

Mother Fong's good observance and independent mind were denoted by her recognizing 

the ordinary people's different attitudes towards the officials, and the different relation 

between the officials and the non -officials. What amazed her most, however, was that 

she, one of the non -officials, could ask an official to take Flora to the hospital on such a 

cold day, which alone made her become fond of her new home as she ensured her 

husband "I must say it is not a bad custom." In contrast to her various personal nouns she 

used, her husband's distance from his place of residence was apparent through his 

256 Cheng Lok Chua, "Golden Mountain: Chinese Versions of the American Dream in Lin Yutang, Louis 
Chu, and Maxine Hong Kingston," Ethnic Groups 4, no.1 -2 (1982): 39. 

257 Lin Yutang, Chinatown Family, 191. 
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repetition of the third personal nouns including "that," "their," and "they." The fictional 

communication between Mother Fong and her husband was situated in the referential 

context -the familiarity of their native culture in contrast to the differences that both the 

addresser (i.e. Mother Fong) and the addressee (i.e. Father Fong) sensed from their guest 

culture. Yet, what differentiated the addresser from the addressee was her obvious 

appreciation to the differences and her willingness to modify her own tradition by 

embracing the good custom of others. In comparison, to understand the subtle 

empowerment of Mother Fong from the actual dialogue between the writer (who is also 

the addresser) and the reader (who is also the addressee), it is crucial for both parties - 
the writer and the reader -to share the similar background knowledge of both cultures in 

terms of their understanding of the concept of hierarchy and the individual response to 

the hierarchic structure. 

In addition to her daughter -in -law Flora, Mother Fong's traditional values were 

also frequently modified and challenged by her own teenager daughter Eva, who in the 

mother's eyes was rapidly Americanized. The mother's perception of differences 

between Chinese girls and American girls was adequately demonstrated when Eva 

became so excited fearing her mother would not allow her to do some voluntary work in 

Chinatown. The strict mother disciplined the crying daughter by reminding her: "I never 

saw you so excited. You are getting to be like an American girl. "258 Clearly for the 

mother, a Chinese girl should not go outside the home for no good reasons and certainly 

should not get excited with her parents over such trivial things -the sign which she 

258 Ibid., 162. 
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perceived as American -ness and which she was not comfortable with although she finally 

yielded to Eva's wish. 

However, it was not always so easy for the mother to give up her traditional belief 

in life and women. On the one hand, she cared very much about Eva's schoolwork. On 

the other hand, when Eva complained about the mother's unfairness of asking her to stay 

home helping her with housework rather than her brother Tom, the mother responded: 

"Eva! What does a girl want to know so much for? You've gone through school... . 

You go when we can spare you.... I will be fair to you. What you save in college fees, 

I will put on your dowry. "259 The mother's priority to her son Tom's education denoted 

her internalized tradition which expected a decent education for boys to glorify the family 

and a good marriage for girls to satisfy the parents. However, in this case the financial 

factor also played a critical role in the mother's decision. Her preference of Tom's desire 

to that of Eva, one the one hand, indicated her unshakable belief in her tradition. On the 

other hand, her unclosed door to Eva's desire to go to college by telling her that "you go 

when we can spare you," suggested that the mother's unfairness perceived by Eva was 

more related to her financial incapability than her belief in women's inferiority. After all, 

from the mother's perspective, the fairness would be a good education for her son, which 

was a necessity for a man, and a nice dowry for her daughter, which was a necessity for a 

woman. 

In contrast, Eva's expectation to go to college like Tom signaled her rejection of 

the tradition that her mother strongly believed in. In fact, Eva's concept of tradition had 

259 Ibid., 248. 
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already departed from her mother's generation, prior to "the silly notions" she obtained 

from American schools as her mother implied. Soon after Eva and her brother Tom 

arrived to America, their father gave both teenagers a lecture on their bright future. To 

the son, the father listed all the life possibilities in front of him in the land of America 

where the father owned a Laundromat. However, when Eva asked the father whether she 

could be what she wanted to be, his answer was: "No, you marry. You are free to marry. 

That is the freedom the American women get. But they do not get much help from their 

parents. They have to go and pick husbands for themselves. "260 This freedom to the 

father should be a real thrill for his daughter, a big change compared with the tradition 

from which he came. However, to Eva it was a big disappointment because she "thought 

that in America men and women were equal. "261 By instant, from what she was told, she 

concluded that America was "like China" for women. Eva's sense of American women 

was treated "like China" showed that traditional perception was universal. For her father, 

there was a big difference between Chinese tradition, which granted the parents the right 

to make decision upon their children's marriage, and the American tradition, which 

allowed women to choose their own husbands. Both Eva and her father saw one aspect 

of the two different traditions from their own perspective. Both were incomplete yet 

right about their perception of tradition. 

Eva's refusal to read the Confucian Four Books was another example of her 

independent mind. The father not only wanted his son to read the Analects because 

"there is very good teaching in it. It teaches you how to be a gentleman," he also ordered 

Eva to read it as well by assuming perhaps there were some good teaching of how to be a 

gentle woman. After a few looks at the book, Eva lost her interest pronouncing that 

260 Ibid., 27. 
261 Ibid., 28. 
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"`Confucius says a lot of things -all about gentlemen. A gentleman does this, a 

gentleman does that. Nothing [is] about ladies at all. Confucius is not interested in ladies, 

and I am not interested in him. I won't read him. "262 Her sense of gender inequality in 

Confucian tradition was revealed by her dislike of Confucius' imbalanced view. To her 

young mind, that was enough to reject all his teachings. After all, she was in America 

and people did not revere Confucius. Interestingly, being residing most his life in 

America, Father Fong still struggled to learn to become a Confucianized gentleman. Yet, 

Eva denounced the sage and quickly adapted her role as a woman by welding cultural 

differences. 

The rich signs explored by Lin Yutang in his fiction provide an alternative 

outlook of women and tradition. For Lin, the messages concurrently embodied in the 

linguistic signs not only denote the individual agency of women, in building tradition but 

also rescue women from being buried by the hegemony of tradition. By extracting 

women from tradition through re- imaging dynamic womanhood in his fictional world, 

Lin returned their independence and freedom to negotiate and participate in the 

construction of tradition, instead of being wrapped inside it. From ancient names to 

modern costumes, from native conventions to alien traditions, Lin retrieved the female 

agency through his separation the dynamic womanhood from the hegemonic culture, and 

through his differentiation between the two -sex world and the one -sex domination. 

262 Ibid., 95. 
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5 CONCLUSION 

Lin Yutang is a culture transmitter with a profound understanding of the cultural 

subtleties through his portrayals of nonconformist women. By rejecting the andro- centric 

standardization of reading and writing about women, Lin undercuts the constructed male 

supremacy. Lin's understanding of human nature, which surpasses cultural boundaries, is 

magnified by his feminist vantage point. It is a viewpoint that includes the perspectives 

of life and society from both the sexes. The inclusiveness reflected through the linguistic 

competence of female nonconformists, in particular, enriches the texture of his fictional 

creations. Instead of reduplicating the submissive women characterized by their 

indentured bodies, Lin in his fictional universes presented women whose distinctiveness 

was demonstrated by their strength to reject the biased conventions through their 

executive power to better their own lives and satisfy their own human nature. 

For Lin, gender discrimination is part of social injustice, which not only exists in 

different cultures but also pertains to both subordinate men and women. Through his 

unfolding the constructed reality of social hierarchy in his fiction, Lin revealed social 

indifference towards nonconformists in general and the prejudice against female 

nonconformists in particular. By so doing, Lin challenged the mythology of social 

unification at the expense of the underprivileged classes and the diverse voices as well. 

Lin suggests through his fictional creations that the skewed gender relation can only be 

rectified when social hierarchy is eradicated. Equally, it is important to Lin that the role 

that female nonconformists play in the process of undermining social hierarchy as much 

as patriarchy. Lin's depictions of human imperfections in relation to social injustice and 
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gender inequality indicate his final departure from male chauvinism, which through 

different channels, including literature, imposes its standards as social norm. 

Lin's feminist outlook assists him to counterbalance the discrepancy between the 

constructed male supremacy and the dynamic womanhood. His sensitive reading of the 

cultural signs recorded in both historical and literary discourses enables him to discern 

the existence of unconventional women with iconoclastic spirits. To unchain habitual 

thinking, Lin through his fiction highlights the diversity of human nature opposing the 

dichotomous portrayals of the virtuous against the unchaste, and the superior against the 

inferior. His cross -cultural understanding prompts him to see Chinese society and culture 

from a Western viewpoint, just as he looks into Western society and culture as a Chinese. 

Lin's open- mindedness enriches his immediate fictional creations of women, which 

inspires alternative understanding of women, in particular the nonconformist women. At 

the time being exposed to both the crucial nature of the feminist movement and the 

resistance encountered by Western feminists, Lin was clearly aware that social reality 

was even more hostile for feminists in China. The social structure based upon family unit 

challenged any individual, regardless of gender. The difference between Western and 

Chinese feminism, which Lin perceived and presented through his fictional creations 

more than half century ago, to a certain degree, has reflected the observation of 

contemporary researchers including Zhang Naihua and Xu Wu, who in their study of 

Chinese women's movement assert the differentiation they perceive by claiming that 

nuquan zhuyi (women's rights) ... refers to Western women's struggle to wrest 
their rights from men, while fluxing zhuyi [female -ism] describes Chinese 
women's efforts to express their own desires and points of view ... nuquan zhuyi 
requires women to follow men's standard, while nuxing zhuyi builds up a female 
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culture and uses women's points of view and standards to remold a society with 
men in it 263 

The notion between "women's rights" and "female -ism" pointed out by Zhang 

and Xu coincides with French feminist Julia Kristeva's notion of remolding the 

established society through expansion of the social horizon by engulfing women's own 

language and their perspective of life as well. In other words, instead of taking male 

norms as the social norms, Chinese feminists need to readjust the social norms by 

including women's concerns and interests expressed through their own language -the 

concerns that Lin had raised in his fictional universes. 

It is through his portrayal of female nonconformists that Lin celebrated his own 

freedom from the symbolized world. It is the world that has persistently through various 

symbolic signs objectified women as part of cultural goods in the typical pattern of the 

virtuous against the unchaste. In comparison with many of his contemporary writers, Lin 

can be categorized neither as a love story teller (yanqing, a 'rte iiN i5 *) nor a 

revolutionary promoter (geming, *F -1g ). Rather, he is a transmitter of Chinese 

culture characterized by his fictional endorsement of nonconformist women. Caught 

between the left and the right literary camps at his time, Lin tried to find the third way out 

by promoting the genre of humorous essays. He rejected the entire idea of using 

literature as a propagandist tool like the left-wing writers of his time. Yet, he could not 

soak himself in writing love stories, either. Instead, given the reality of his chaotic nation 

Lin transformed his dissatisfaction of Chinese culture by separating women from cultural 

263 Zhang Naihua and Xu Wu, "Discovering the Positive within the Negative: The Women's Movement in 
a Changing China," in The Challenge of Local Feminisms: Women's Movements in Global Perspective, ed. 
Amrita Basu (Boulder and Oxford: Westview Press, Inc., 1995), 37. 
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goods through his fiction in hope to rejuvenate the traumatized nation. By presenting the 

different aspects of culture, Lin highlighted the cultural heterodoxy, instead of 

compounding cultural orthodoxy as reflected in literary tradition which by and large 

contrasted between love indulgers and revolution devotees, or through the old type of 

women dressed up in the new attires. 

In his fiction, Lin captured the transitional period of the early 20th century China, 

which removed the lid of the stifling Confucianism and exposed the dynamics of social 

reality. By fictionally presenting diverse women and multifaceted tradition, Lin 

challenged cultural hegemony which was shielded by literary reduplication of helpless 

women and unified tradition. In addition to the novel The Red Peony, his trilogy, 

including Moment in Peking, A Leaf in the Storm and Vermilion Gate, are examples in 

this regard. Numerous female characters, be they traditional or modern, and be they the 

privileged or the underprivileged, they shared in common the independent spirit and the 

capability to articulate their own minds, which is in sharp contrast to the submissive 

virtues marked by their indentured bodies as depicted in mainstream literature. 

Lin in his novels about the emigrated Chinese attested Chinese culture from a 

different angle. In contrast to China's internal change, as depicted in the trilogy and The 

Red Peony, the change initiated by the emigrated Chinese was not only external but also 

convergent in terms of the clash between the emigrant native culture and the alien culture 

in which they lived. The emigrants' efforts to maintain their Chineseness were largely 

demonstrated by their attachment to the cultural signs, for example, their dutiful 

observations of ritual ceremonies, as depicted in both Chinatown Family and Juniper Loa. 
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Equally, the emigrants conveyed their agreement and argument towards the alien culture 

by identifying the cultural signs. 

Lin's novel entitled Looking Beyond is the climax of his fictional creation in favor 

of social justice and gender equality. The utopian community demonstrates the 

impossibility to construct human nature which is diverse and dynamic. Even though 

gender equality occupies the primary concerns of the community founder, it has to be 

constantly monitored and supervised by the Institute of Comforters of Men's Souls, a 

facility that trains professional women to tame the restless and immature wife beaters. 

Lin's utopia is a test of human intelligence, honesty, and self -discipline rather than an 

imagination of ultimate social control. The re- imaged female nonconformists in his 

fictional universes may have not reached to his full intention of opposing against the 

prevailed image of the victimized women as the only existed women in Chinese history 

and literature. Yet, his alternative perception of female nonconformists is outstanding in 

its own right. His alternative portrayal of women, which derived from his nonconformist 

worldview, enabled him to thoughtfully read the indexical signs left in history and 

literature. In response, as a writer Lin creatively transformed the image of female 

nonconformists through his endorsement of their agency in life and their competence in 

linguistic presentation. 

Lin's philosophic understanding of human nature initiates his nonconformist 

perception and comprehension of the relation between men and women, between 

individuals and society, and between cultures as well. His opposition to literary 

reduplication of the status quo is also reflected in his transformative approach to Chinese 
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culture. His highlighting the multifaceted tradition suggests the modification of culture 

itself. For Lin, the difference between Confucians and Taoists -the core components of 

Chinese culture, was that "a Taoist was naturally more liberal- minded than a 

Confucianist. A Confucianist was always quite sure that he was right, while a Taoist was 

equally sure that everybody else was right and he himself wrong. "264 In other words, 

from a pragmatic viewpoint Lin perceives the difference between the two practices of life 

philosophy, pertaining to individual preference rather than a cardinal principle in 

conducting life. Therefore, his nonconformist character Mr. Yao following his Taoist 

mind successfully undermined the discipline that his Confucian wife injected into their 

daughters. In comparison, Mrs. Yao, a Confucian believer, did not shy away from being 

a virtuous mother even though her own pregnancy was prior to her wedding ceremony. 

As Confucian as she was, Mrs. Yao also believed "whatever is natural is good form. "265 

Clearly to Lin, it is flexibility rather than rigidity that extends Chinese culture and 

empowers Chinese women. 

Breaking through the veneer of cultural boundaries across time and space, Lin 

arrived on the shore of human essence. If his Western style of education had affected his 

understanding of Chinese culture, as some people suggested, it was his nonconformist 

viewpoint that was reassured, which empowered him to speak his own mind on issues he 

perceived that mattered the most to help understand humanity. Closely looking beyond 

the superficial division between East and West, it is not hard to see the reflection of 

264 Lin Yutang, Moment in Peking, 170. 

265 Ibid., 139. 
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individual role in Chinese culture. To Lin individual diversity was always present in 

Chinese culture even though it was not officially inscribed and socially celebrated. His 

understanding of the existence of common individuals, in contrast to the generic address 

of Chinese people, as illustrated in his book My Country and My People, adequately 

exemplifies his nonconformist perception of cultural subtleties and social dynamics. 

Although female nonconformists were usually portrayed as selfish and inconsiderate in a 

culture that prioritized collectivism to individualism, most of Lin's characters were 

"talented and therefore independent" like Redj ade portrayed in Moment in Peking, Malin 

in A Leaf in the Storm, or Peony and Paiwei portrayed in The Red Peony.266 These 

individuals rejected biased social conventions, each in her distinctive manner. 

As a creative writer, Lin finds the pleasures of being a nonconformist by voicing 

his individual understanding of cultural pluralism and human dynamics. Moreover, his 

alternative perception enables him to detect the recurrent pattern of nonconformist 

women, who are either conveyed by linguistic signs like "niangzijun" or preserved in 

traditional literature as the bad examples of jealousy wives and unchaste widows. Lin's 

self liberation from habitualization in thought and language empowers his re- imagination 

of a world outside the symbolic system, which has literally as well as fictionally 

promoted the type of virtuous women at the expense of the rest. Lin's fictional characters 

challenging the organized image of women generate a conversation about gender relation 

at the equal base. Being equally confident and intelligent, Lin's female characters, like 

Chunmei and Peony, could cut through hierarchy as effectively as they could disarm 

266 Ibid., 486. 
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patriarchy by taking their uncooperative actions and exercising their linguistic 

competence. From Peircean perspective, Lin's fictional portrayals of nonconformist 

women characterized by their distinctive personalities indicate that a final interpretant 

pertaining to the healthy relationship between men and women just begins. Lin's 

presentation of the multiple layered human natures through his fictional creations 

transforms the typical categorization of women in dichotomy as the good against the bad, 

the angel against the devil. It is from this aspect that his fictional creations of dynamic 

womanhood become weighted and meaningful. 

Vigilant to the symbolized social reality, Lin attempts to reach a universal 

dialogue between human beings by freeing himself from symbolic world that is conveyed 

and confirmed through various signs. His perception of women, although deriving from 

the indexical signs in history and literature, at the same time, overcomes the conventional 

ascription in the signs. His understanding of human nature led to his inclusive perception 

of gender relation, which therefore enabled him to distance himself from the symbolized 

world that turned the male norms as the social norms. His cross -cultural outlook also 

helped him to grip the essence of similarity in human beings, and therefore led him to 

enter into a dialogue over various issues, including the issues about women, from an 

alternative perspective. 

Through both his fictional and non -fictional writings Lin presented his 

understanding of women and tradition, challenging the status quo of Chinese culture. By 

differentiating women from tradition through his exploration of various signs 

foregrounded in his fictional universes, Lin retrieved female agency in the process of 
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history and the formation of tradition. Moreover, Lin's disentangling women from 

tradition restored the dialogic power of women in their active participation, and therefore 

enhanced their equal contribution in the conversation. Lin once wrote: "Life may be 

compared to a large city, a man's writing may be regarded as the window in his garret 

from which he views the city.... The stars, the clouds, the mountain peaks lining the 

horizon, and the alleyways and housetops in the city are all the same, but that garret view 

of the city is individualistic and peculiarly his own. "267 

Through his transformative approach of Chinese women, Lin's individualistic 

presentation of Chinese culture is characterized by his appreciation and endorsement of 

individuals, who are unwilling to conform to the biased social conventions. By 

foregrounding cultural signs in his fiction, Lin conveyed his opposition to the distorted 

authoritative side of Confucianism which overshadowed the sage's endorsement of 

humanity. The authoritarianism which motivated social injustice and gender inequality 

was repeatedly endorsed by historical and literary discourses. Underlining the female 

nonconformists through the foregrounded signs, Lin fictionally despised the ill - 

constructed hierarchy and male supremacy. In pragmatism, Lin's creative exploration of 

the symbolic signs through his fictional depictions, to a certain degree, engulfed cultural 

discrepancy between East and West given that at the time his primary addressees were 

English speakers, and moreover few of them were familiar with the social /cultural 

context in which Lin situated his fictional portrayals. 

267 Lin Yutang, My Country and My People, 216. 
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What Lin has transformed through his alternative reading of signs is a vision of 

understanding. Instead of maintaining the status quo of women by reduplicating the 

idealized female virtues, Lin demonstrated his disagreement with the cultural hegemony 

by highlighting the type of nonconformist women who are often conveniently categorized 

as the exceptions of the social norms, and therefore legitimately excluded from the 

symbolic world. Lin's belief in female agency is evident in his fiction. His characters 

are usually intelligent, independent, and strong -willed women, who are capable to 

communicate, to negotiate, and to challenge the power by re- defining the meanings of 

cultural signs as exemplified by characters including Chunmei, Lola, Malin, and Paiwei. 

Rosalind Delmar once asked: "Who could best represent women? Women or 

selected men? Could women's interests be distinguished from men's? If so, how and by 

what? What was a woman? Could women represent men? "268 Delmar's concerns for 

the legitimacy of gender representation largely addresses the writer's sex, which does not 

always reflect the writer's perspectives and understanding of issues related to gender 

relation. However, Delmar draws attention to cross -gender humanity by paralleling 

"Could women's interests be distinguished from men's ?" and "Could women represent 

men ?" -the two questions are still pending. Lin's presentation of Chinese women, which 

reflects his cross -gender approach, differs greatly from many of his contemporaries. 

Instead of conforming to the victimized to accelerate the male power, Lin extracts the 

nonconformist women to undermine the power by revealing female agency in the process 

268 Rosalind Delmar, "What is Feminism9" in Theorizing Feminism: Parallel Trends in the Humanities and 
Social Sciences, eds. Anne C. Herrmann and Abigail J. Stewart (Boulder and Oxford: Westview Press, 
1994), 16. 
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of making history. By re- imaging the existence of such women, Lin casts his doubt on 

the social construction and female inferiority. Lin's fictional characters derive from his 

different reading of the indexical signs left by history and literature, which remind us that 

there is always another side to every story. Being vigilant of the monologic voice and 

being aware of the existence of social nuances embodied in both verbal and visual signs 

is the only way to keep the dialogue of gender relation active and effective. Lin's literary 

depiction signifies his continuous battle against social injustice and gender discrimination. 

By restoring in his fictional world the deleted Chinese women from historical records and 

by rectifying the distorted portrayals of women in conventional literature, Lin 

demonstrated his advocacy of female nonconformists. 

In my reading of Lin's fiction, I gradually came to realize that given his unique 

role in modern Chinese literature, a comprehensive study from the aspects of culture, of 

linguistics, and of philosophy is overdue if he is to be situated as a serious, prolific, and 

transformative writer. Lin represented nobody but himself as a thoughtful reader of signs 

related to female nonconformists. By speaking his individual mind, he presented his 

understanding of the differences as much as the shared interests between men and women. 

Lin's strength and his limit in his literary portrayals of women are his unrestricted belief 

in individual talent and role in undermining the social construction which subordinated 

some individuals. In terms of Lin's inconsistencies in his understanding of women as 

some has suggested, it is another example of his persistent revelation of human 

imperfections without a ready prescription. His capability to laugh at both himself and 

others who are constantly facing life's dilemmas and human dramas -a humor in great 
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need to help people learn from their own imperfections is often perceived as his being 

cynicism and insensitivity to the then suffering people of a war -torn nation. Such 

perception of Lin still impacts our understanding of this complicated figure in modern 

Chinese literature. The signs that Lin saw between his "tears and laughter" only denoted 

the dimensions of human imperfections. Foregrounding these signs in his fiction, Lin 

transforms our perception of humanity and our understanding of female nonconformists. 
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